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Plaintiffs brought suit against the DNRC for the issuance of a water use permit on the
Marias River for irrigation. Two cases were combined: one asking for judicial review of
the DNRC permit issuance decision and the other an original declaratory action alleging
that an EIS should have been prepared on the decision. The suit also asked for a
declaration that several Montana Water Use Act statutes as well as the HB 473
amendments to MEPA were unconstitutional because they violate the constitutional
right to a clean and healthful environment. The DNRC maintained that the case was
unique because the plaintiffs were not parties to the original decision and moved to
separate as well as to dismiss the actions. The Court agreed and dismissed the case
because the plaintiffs did not file an objection to the permit and participate in the
administrative appeal process.
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LEGISL-1!W~mt 
fbOI.JC?fui&JNM~ FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 

'ft:t~E~EWIS AND CLARK COUNTY 

) 
FRIENDS OF THE MARIAS and ) 
MISSOURI RIVER CITIZENS INC., ) 

Plaintiffs/Petitioners, 
Cause No. CDV-2001-390 

.... _ -" 

vs. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

AMENDED COMPLAINT AND 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL 

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES AND 
CONSERVATION OF MONTANA, 

Defendant/Respondent. 

REVIEW 

COME NOW Plaintiffs/Petitioners, through counsel, and for their complaint and 

petition for judicial review in the above-captioned matter, state as follows: 

1. This action arises out of the decision of the Montana Department of Natural 

Resources and Conservation (DNRC) to issue water use permit 41P-105759 to the Sunny 

Brook Colony, Inc. (''the Colony"), for diversion of water from the Marias River. 

'; 
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• PLAINTIFFS/PETITIONERS 

2. Plaintiff/Petitioner Friends of the Marias is a non-profit Montana 

corporation dedicated to the preservation of the Marias River. Plaintiff/Petitioner 

Missouri River Citizens Inc. is a non-profit Montana corporation dedicated to the 

preservation of the Missouri River, with an interest in the Marias because it flows into the 

Missouri. Each organization has members and/or board members who fish, raft, and 

otherwise recreate on the Marias River and who will therefore be injured by DNRC 's 

issuance of a permit that jeopardizes the river's minimum biological flow requirements. 

They include: Don Marble, P.O. Box 725, Chester MT 59522 (Friends of the Marias), 
/ 

and Aart Dolman, 3016 Central Ave., Great Falls MT 59401 (Missouri River Citizens). r 

JURISDICTION 

3. This Court has jurisdiction over the petition for judicial review pursuant to 

§ 2-4-702, MCA. It also has jurisdiction over the complaint of constitutional violations 

pursuant to § 3-5-302, MCA. Venue is proper under § 2-4-702(2)(a), MCA, because the ·~ 

agency maintains its principal office in Helena, Montana. 

FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

4. In September 1999, the Colony submitted an application to DNRC for a 

beneficial water use permit. The Colony sought to divert 7200 gallons per minute, or 16 

cubic feet per second (cfs), ofwater from the Marias River, up to 2622.18 acre-feet per 

year, from a point in Chouteau County. It intends to use the water to irrigate land 
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• currently used for farming spring and winter wheat, which the Colony wishes to replace 

with irrigated crops. : . ./ . 

5. One of several holders of prior water rights to this section ofthe Marias is 

the Montana Department ofFish, Wildlife, and Parks (FWP). FWP acquired a 

reservation of water rights in the Marias in order protect biological flow requirements and 

the aquatic environment. It determined that adequate environmental protection required a 

minimum flow of 560 cfs at the point where the Marias flows into the Missouri (at 
( 

; ' 
Lorna). <' · ···-

6. Despite the determination that 560 cfs \Vere required to protect the river's 

flow, FWP was restricted by statute to reserving only 50% ofthe mean annual flow. 

§ 85-2-316(6), MCA. Because of this artificial cap, FWP's reservation was issued at only 

488.5 cfs. l "' ( 
'. 

7. Upon information and belief, Plaintiffs/Petitioners allege that F\VP has 

determined that a reservation below 50% of the average flow is adequate to protect the 

health of most rivers in the State ofMontana. The Marias is one of a few, and perhaps 

the only, river which§ 85-2-316(6) has prevented FWP from adequately protecting 

. l 
' A , I / j;yvV 

I 
I 

through a reservation of rights. 
·) '7 

'·- ·. / 

Leo/.: ,• 8. 
c.· ... r 

In connection with the Colony's application, DNRC prepared a draft 

Environmental Assessment. The draft analyzed the environmental effects of the Colony's 

"Proposed Project," a "Minimum Flow Alternative/' and a "No Action Alternative." The 
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Minimum Flow Alternative was developed to address the need to maintain a minimum 

flow in the lower Marias River for existing irrigation and domestic services, fish, wildlife, 

and recreation. Under the Minimum Flow Alternative, the Colony's permit would be 
.•' / ~· : I 

subject to a condition that it could not divert water from the Marias if doing so would 

reduce the flow beneath the 560 cfs that FWP had determined was necessary to maintain 

the river's overall health. 
/ .... - -... \ 

9. DNRC held\a hearing to review the ~raft Environmental Assessment. "'.'- .-· 

Members of the public, including representatives of Plaintiffs/Petitioners, appeared and 

presented testimony. 

10. In October 2000, DNRC issued its Final Environmental Assessment. The 

final Assessment discussed the three alternatives set forth in the draft, as well as a new, 

fourth alternative. The "Minimum Flow Alternative'' was the preferred alternative 

because it would "best recognize existing water rights, flows for river fisheries, existing 

water diversions, and recreational uses." This alternative was designed to protect a 

minimum flow of 560 cfs at Lorna, where the Marias flows into the Missouri. 

11. The Environmental Assessment classified the effects on Surface Water 

Flows, Water Quality, Fisheries, and Recreation as Minor to Moderate under both the 

Proposed Project and the Minimum Flow Alternative. It concluded that an 

Environmental Impact Statement ("EIS") was not required . 
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12. During the Environmental Assessment process, representatives of DNRC 

stated at two meetings, \Yhich were attended by representatives of the 

Plaintiffs/Petitioners, that the environmental review process was the only avenue through 

\vhich members of the public could participate in the permitting process. They stated that 

only holders of prior water rights could file formal objections to the permit and participate 

in the contested case hearing. 

13. The FWP and other prior water rights holders filed formal objections to the 

Colony's pem1it application, and the matter proceeded to a contested case hearing. 

Plaintiffs/Petitioners did not file formal objections because they had been told they could 

not do so. 

14. The Hearing Officer's Proposal for Decision, issued on February 12, 2000, 

essentially adopted the Minimum Flow Alternative, conditioning the permit on the 

Colony's diversion only of excess flow above 560 cfs at Lorna. (Because there is no 

gauge at Lorna, the flow would be estimated based on a gauge upstream from the Colony. 

The flow at Lorna is assumed to be 560 cfs when the flow at the upstream gauge is 580 

cfs in April, 610 cfs in May, 630 cfs in June, 660 cfs in July, 640 cfs in August, or 610 cfs 

in September. If a stream gauge is installed at Lorna in the future, the permit condition 

would be governed by that gauge.) 

15. The Colony filed exceptions to the Proposal for Decision. The Final Order 

issued by DNRC on May 23, 2001, rejected the condition adopted by the Hearing Officer 
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in the Proposal. It ordered that the permit be issued permitting the Colony to di\'ert any 

flow above 488.5 cts, rather than the basic 560 cfs needed to protect the biological 

integrity of the River as set forth in the Proposed Decision. This aspect of the final order 

was justified by reference to Chapter 268 of the session law·s of the 2001 Legislature 

(House Bill473), w·hich amended the Montana Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) so as 

to prohibit conditioning permits based on mitigation of problems identified in 

environmental reviews under MEP A. The 2001 amendments to MEP A mandate that the 

only mitigation of environmental harm that can occur in a contested water matter, even 

where there is a MEPA review, is mitigation required by statute or regulation. 

COUNT ONE 
Failure to Perform EIS 

16. Plaintiffs/Petitioners incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through 15 as if 

fully set forth herein. 

17. DNRC's determinations in the Environmental Assessment that the proposed 

project h~d no significant impacts and that an EIS was not necessary were clearly 

erroneous and abuses of discretion. An ElS-wasJJ._~£essary in order to evaluate issues 
---~. 

such as the effects of the pem1it on the flow of the river, saline seep, and a possib1_:_~og 

operation. The decision to issue the permit without an EIS was a violation of statutory 

provisions, in excess ofDNRC's statutory authority, and made upon unlawful procedure . 
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COUNT TWO • Failure to Consider Water Quality 

18. Plaintiffs/Petitioners incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through 17 as if 

fully set forth herein. 

19. In its proposed and final decisions, DNRC failed to consider the effect of \. 

issuing the permit on the quality of prior appropriators' \Vater, as required by § 85-2-

31l(l)(t), MCA. The quality ofFWP's prior appropriation for the protection of flow 

requirements and the aquatic environment will be adversely affected by issuance of the 

permit, because the Colony will be permitted to divert water even when the river flow is 

below \Vhat is necessary for maintaining the health of the river's fishery, a designated 

beneficial use. 

20. This unauthorized degradation of high-quality waters and this adverse 

impact on a designated beneficial use is also violation of the non-degradation provisions 

of the Montana Water Quality Act, § 75-5-303, MCA. To the extent any other statute 

purports to exempt an appropriation of water in these circumstances from non-

degradation review, such exemption is invalid. 

21. Issuance of the permit without considering water quality was therefore a 

violation of both statutes cited above, in excess of statutory procedure, clearly erroneous, 

arbitrary and capricious, and an abuse of discretion . 
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COUNT THREE 
Unconstitutional Failure to Consider Effects on 

Minimum Streamflows and Aquatic Life 

22. Plaintiffs/Petitioners incorporate by reference paragraphs I through 21 as if 

fully set forth herein. 

DNRC failed to consider the reasonableness of the requested appropriation 

in light of existing demands on the water supply, such as minimum streamflows for the 

protection of existing water rights and aquatic life. It did so primarily because of§ 85-2-

311 (3 ), MCA, \vhich provides that DNRC must consider these factors whenever an 

applicant seeks to appropriate "4,000 or more acre-feet of water a year and 5.5 or more 

cubic feet per second of water." 

24. An appropriator of water pumping at 5.5 cfs would require mq!e than a year 

(366 days plus 16 hours) to reach 4000 acre-feet. The Colony's pumps, which will be 

capable of diverting at least 16 cfs, will be capable of pumping 4000 acre-feet in just over 

four months (126 days, 1 hour). 

25. On its face and as applied, the restriction ofDNRC's ability to consider 
~ -----

environmental impacts embodied in§ 85-2-311(3) creates an arbitrary and irrational 

classification and violates fundamental rights guaranteed in the Montana Constitution, 

including the right to a clean and healthful environment. MONT. CONST. art. II § 3, 

art. IX (1972). DNRC's issuance of the permit in this matter is therefore in violation of 

constitutional provisions . 
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COUNT FOUR 
Unconstitutional Restriction on Reservations 

to Protect the Aquatic Environment 

26. Plaintiffs/Petitioners incorporate by reference paragraphs I through 25 as if 

fully set forth herein. 

27. Section 85-2-316(6), MCA, is arbitrary and irrational and violates 

fundamental rights guaranteed in the Montana Constitution, including the right to a clean 

and healthful environment. Even if the 50% limitation is facially valid, it is 

unconstitutional as applied because maintaining the health of the Marias River requires 

protection of streamflow above 50% of average. 

28. In the absence of this artificial ceiling on FWP instream water rights 

reservations to protect the health of rivers, FWP would have a reservation of 560 cfs in 

the lower Marias. DNRC's reliance on the statutorily capped instream flow reservation as 
> 

the minimum instream flow protection on the Marias River is therefore arbitrary and 

capricious, and in violation of the fundamental constirutional right to a clean and healthful 

environment. DNRC's issuance of the permit in this case was therefore in violation of 

constitutional provisions. 

COUNT FIVE 
Erroneous Application of New Law and 

Unconstitutional Prohibition on Environmental Mitigation 

29. Plaintiffs/Petitioners incorporate by reference paragraphs I through 28 as if 

fully set forth herein . 
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30 . The amendments to MEPA contained in House Bill 4 73 do not apply to this 

case because the permit application was filed and the contested case hearing conducted 

before the bill \Vas enacted into law. Application of the amendments to this proceeding 

\\·ould violate the right to due process and the right to participate because the amendments 

changed the rules governing the permit process after the environmental review· and 

contested case hearing were completed. "DNRC's reliance on those amendments to 

disregard the environmental impacts of issuing the permit was therefore an error of law, 

an abuse of discretion, and in violation of constitutional provisions. 

31. In the alternative, the amendments to MEPA contained in House Bill 4 73, 

on their face and as applied, violate the right to a clean and healthful environment by 

artificially limiting the state's ability to fulfill its constitutional duty to maintain and 

improve a clean and healthful environment in Montana. On their face, the amendments 

unconstitutionally prohibit mitigation of identified harrns to the environment. As applied, 

the amendments work with the artificial limitations in§§ 85-2-311(3) and 85-2-316(6), 

MCA, to prohibit protection of the environment of the Marias River. DNRC's reliance on 

those amendments to disregard the environmental impacts of issuing the perrnit therefore 

violated constitutional provisions . 
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COUNT SIX 
Violation of the Right to Participate 

32. Plaintiffs/Petitioners incorporate by reference paragraphs I through 31 as if 

fully set forth herein. 

33. DNRC's policy of limiting participation in the filing of objections and the 

contested case hearing to holders of prior water rights Yiolates § 85-2-308(3), MCA, and 

Article II, § 8 of the Montana Constitution. Plaintiffs;Petitioners' rights were affected by 

their inability to participate in the hearing and because the agency used House Bill 4 73 to 

disregard the Environmental Assessment, the only part of the process in which the public 

was allowed to participate. The decision to issue the Colony's permit should therefore be 

set aside pursuant to§ 2-3-114, MCA. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs/Petitioners respectfully pray this Court to enter 

judgment in their favor and award relief including: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

an order setting aside the DNRC decision to issue permit 41P-
1 05759; 

a declaration that the 50% limitation in § 85-2-316(6), MCA, is void 
and without effect; 

a declaration that the 4000 acre-feet threshold in § 85-2-311(3), 
MCA, is void and without effect; 

an declaration that the provisions ofHB 473 amending the Montana 
Environmental Policy Act are void and without effect; 
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(5) an order that any further consideration of permit 41 P-1 05759 be 
conducted in full compliance with all statutory and constitutional 
requirements, as discussed above; 

(6) that Plaintiffs/Petitioners be awarded their costs and attorney fees for 
bringing this petition; and 

(7) such other and further relief as this Court may deem just and proper. 

DATED this lOth day of July, 2001. 

MELOY LAW FIRM 
The Bluestone 
80 South \Varren, P.O. Box 1241 
Helena MT 59624 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on the lOth day of July, 2001, a true copy of the 
foregoing document was served by United States mail, postage prepaid, upon the 
following: 

Mr. Tim D. Hall 
Dept. of Natural Resources & Conservation 
1625 11thAve. 
P.O. Box 201601 
Helena MT 59620-1601 

Mr. Brian Morris 
Office of the Attorney General 
215 N. Sanders 
P.O. Box 201401 
Helena MT 59620-1401 
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TIM D. HALL 
Special Assistant Attorney General 
MONTANA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 

RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION 
1625 11th Avenue 
Helena, MT 59620-1601 
( 406) 444-6699 

Attorney for Defendant/Respondent DNRC 
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jj5/\ KALUO 

IN THE MONTANA FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
LEWIS AND CLARK COUNTY 

';\, \ ., '.'.(/ ) 
FRIENDS OF THE WILG--8WAN and ) 
MISSOURI RIVER CITIZENS INC., ) 

) 
Plaintiffs/Petitioners, ) 

) 
vs. ) 

) 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL ) 
RESOURCES AND ) 
CONSERVATION, ) 

) 
Defendant/Respondent. ) 

) 

CAUSE NO. CDV-2001-390 

DNRC Motion to Dismiss 

RECEIVED 
AUG 3 I 2001 

LEGISLATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL 
POLICY OFFICE 

COMES NOW the Montana Department of Natural Resources and 

Conservation (DNRC) and moves this Court pursuant to Mont.R.Civ.P. 12 to 

dismiss Plaintiffs' Friends of the Marias and Missouri River Citizens Inc. 

Amended Complaint and Petition for Judicial Review for the following reasons: 

1. Lack of jurisdiction; 

2. Plaintiffs failed to exhaust their administrative remedies; 

3. Plaintiffs lack standing; 



4. Plaintiffs fail to state a claim upon which relief can be granted; 

5. Plaintiffs improperly combined an action for declaratory relief, an 

original district court proceeding, with a petition for judicial review of an 

administrative Final Order, an appellate proceeding before the district court on an 

established record. 

DONE AND DATED THIS 7.S7 LDAY OF JULY 2001. 

--~ 
TIM D. HALL 
Special Assistant Attorney General 
MONTANA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 

RESOURCES AND ·coNSERVATION 
1625 11 1

h Avenue 
Helena, MT 59620-1601 
(406) 444-6699 

Attorney for Defendant/Respondent DNRC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I certify that I sent via United States mail, postage prepaid, a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing to the following on the.2~ay of July 2001: 

Peter Michael Meloy 
Jennifer S. Hendricks 
MELOY LAW FIRM 
The Bluestone 
80 South Warren, P.O. Box 1241 
Helena, MT 59624 

Gregg Duncan 
901 N. Benton Ave. 
P.O. Box 2558 
Helena, MT 59624 
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Brian Morris 
Office of the Attorney General 
215 N. Sanders 
P.O. Box 201401 
Helena, MT 59620-1401 

--~ 
TIM D. HALL 
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TIM D. HALL 
Special Assistant Attorney General 
MONTANA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 

RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION 
1625 11th Avenue 
Helena, MT 59620-1601 
( 406) 444-6699 

Attorney for Defendant/Respondent DNRC 
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USA KALUO ·-· 

IN THE MONTANA FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT . 
LEWIS AND CLARK COUNTY 

jY} ~ lfE_"; ) 
FRIENDS OF THE WILD SWMJ and ) 
MISSOURI RIVER CITIZENS INC., ) 

) 
Plaintiffs/Petitioners, ) 

) 
vs. ) 

) 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL ) 
RESOURCES AND ) 
CONSERVATION, ) 

) 
Defendant/Respondent. ) 

) 

CAUSE NO. CDV-2001-390 

DNRC Brief in Support 
of Motion to Dismiss 

lfCfiVED 
AUG 3 1 2001 

LEGISLATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL 
POLICY OFFICE 

The Montana Department of N~tural Resources and Conservation 

(DNRC) has moved to dismiss the Plaintiffs Friends of the Marias and Missouri 

River Citizens Inc. from this case pursuant to Mont.R.Civ.P.12 because of lack of 

jurisdiction, Plaintiffs failed to exhaust their administrative remedies, Plaintiffs 

lack standing, Plaintiffs fail to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, and 

because the Plaintiffs improperly combined an action for declaratory relief, an 

original district court proceeding, with a petition for judicial review of an 



------------------- ---

administrative Final Order, an appellate proceeding before the district court on an 

established record. 

Lack of Jurisdiction, Exhaustion, Standing and Failure to State a Claim 

The Plaintiffs in this case did not file objections with the DNRC against the 

water use permit that was ultimately granted and have therefore never been 

parties before the agency. Since they have never been parties to the action by 

filing objections, this Court lacks jurisdiction to hear their appeal because of the 

jurisdictional requirements of the Montana Administrative Procedures Act. Mont. 

Code Ann.§ 2-4-702 et seq. Because they were never parties in the 
--~ 

administrative proceedings, they did not exhaust their administrative remedies, 

lack standing to appeal, cannot be aggrieved by the DNRC decision to issue a 

permit in this case, and therefore cannot state a claim upon which relief can be 

granted. 

Mont. Code Ann.§ 2-4-702(a)(1) provides for standing to bring an appeal 

of an administrative contested case as follows: 

(1) (a) A person who has exhausted all administrative remedies available 
within the agency and who is aggrieved by a final decision in a contested 
case is entitled to judicial review under this chapter .... 

(emphasis added). 

Three principles underlie this section: ( 1) that limited judicial review of 

administrative decisions strengthens the administrative process by encouraging 

the full presentation of evidence at the initial administrative hearing; (2) judicial 

economy requires court recognition of the expertise of administrative agencies in 

the field of their responsibility; and (3) limited judicial review is necessary to 
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determine that a fair procedure was used, that questions of law were properly 

decided, and that the decision of the administrative body was supported by 

substantial evidence. Vita-Rich Dairy, Inc. v. Dept. of Business Regulation, 170 

M 341, 553 P2d 980 (1976). Since the Plaintiffs did not participate as parties, 

and did not therefore exhaust all of their administrative remedies, this Court lacks 
.. , c\-J 

Y) 
jurisdiction to hear their petition for judicial review, and it should be dismissed. • \ '.:J 

The Water Use Act, Mont. Code Ann. § 85-2-101, et seq., provides broad . 't N ' 
l 

'· l \ l standing for objections to water permit applications, and the Plaintiffs have 110 

C...J (~ 
excuse for not objecting in this case. Mont. Code Ann. § 85-2-308 reads: 

(1) (a) An objection to an application for a.per~it)must be filed by the date 
specified by the department under 85-2-307(2).-' 

(b) The objection to an application for a permit must state the 
name and address of the objector and facts indicating that one or more of 
the criteria in 85-2-311 are not met. 

(2) For an application for a change in.appropriation rights") the 
objection must state the name and address of the objector and facts 
indicating that one or more of the criteria in 85-2-402 are not met. 

(3) A person has standing to file an objection under this section if 
the property, water rights, or interests of the objector would be adversely 
affected by the proposed appropriation. 

( 4) For an application for a ffi.servalion of water, the objection must 
state the name and address of the objector and facts indicating that one or 
more of the criteria in 85-2-316 are not met. 

(5) An objector to an application under this chapter shall file a 
correct and complete objection on a form prescribed by the department 
within the time period stated on the public notice associated with the 
application. The department shall notify the objector of any defects in an 
objection. An objection not corrected or completed within 15 days from the 
date of notification of the defects is terminated. 

(6) An objection is valid if the objector has standing pursuant 
to subsection (3), has filed a correct and complete objection within 
the prescribed time period, and has stated the applicable information 
required under subsection (1), {2), or (4). 

(emphasis added). 
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In addition to the Water Use Act's objection process, the Montana 

Administrative Procedures Act at Mont Code Ann.§ 2-4-621 (1) also provides for 

post-hearing comment on proposals for decision before they are finalized: 

When in a contested case a majority of the officials of the agency who are 
to render the final decision have not heard the case, the decision, if r,j 
adverse to a party to the proceeding other than the agency itself, may not 
be made until a proposal for decision is served upon the parties and an 
opportunity is afforded to each party adversely affected to file exceptions 
and present briefs and oral argument to the officials who are to render the 
decision. 

(emphasis added). 

In accordance with the above statute, and because the Water Resources 

Division Administrator makes the final decision and signs the Final Order, the 

DNRC's procedural rules provide for a party to except to a proposal for decision 
. ' 
" 

and give the agency the opportunity to respond. Mont Admin. R. § 36.12.229 ·J 
\J 

. -~ 

' 1 

,'S 
"-(1) provides as follows: ~) ·..,_ 

(1) Any party adversely affected by the hearing examiner's proposal for 
decision may file exceptions. Such exceptions shall be filed with the 
hearing examiner within 20 days after the proposal is served upon the 
party. A written request for additional time to file exceptions may, in the 
discretion of the hearing examiner, be granted upon a showing of good 
cause. Exceptions must specifically set forth the precise portions of the 
proposed decision to which the exception is taken, the reason for the 
exception. authorities upon which the party relies. and specific citations to 
the transcript if one was prepared. Vague assertions as to what the record 
shows or does not show without citation to the precise portion of the 
record (e.g., to exhibits or to specific testimony) will be accorded little 
attention. Any exception that contains obscene, lewd, profane or abusive 
language shall be returned to the sender. 
(a) After the 20-day exception period has expired, the director or the 
director's designee shall: 
(i) adopt the proposal for decision as the final order; 
(ii) reject or modify the findings of fact, interpretation of administrative 
rules, or conclusions of law in the proposal for decision; or 
(iii) hold an oral argument hearing if requested, them adopt the proposal 
for decision as the final order or reject or modify the findings of fact, 
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interpretation of administrative rules, or conclusions of law in the proposal 
for decision. 

(emphasis added). 

With all this in mind, it is clear the Plaintiffs in this case are attempting to 

ignore the unambiguous requirements of administrative law. If an administrative 

remedy is provided by statute, that relief must be sought from the administrative 

body and the statutory remedy exhausted before relief can be obtained by 

judicial review. Barnicoat v. Comm'r of Dept. of Labor and Industry, 201 M 221, 

653 P2d 498 (1982); State ex rei. Jones v. Giles, 168 M 130, 541 P2d 355 

(1975). In Kunz v. Silver-Bow, 244 Mont. 271, 797 P.2d 224 (1990), the Montana 

Supreme Court ruled: 

The District Court further concluded appellants failed to state a claim 
for which relief can be granted on the grounds that appellants failed to 
exhaust their administrative remedies. We agree with this reason for 
denying relief. 
The Butte-Silver Bow zoning ordinance was adopted by the Butte-Silver 
Bow Council of Commissioners pursuant to the municipal zoning 
procedures of § § 76-2-301, et seq., MCA . Section 76-2-305, MCA, sets 
forth the procedure for formally protesting a proposed zoning regulation. 
Additionally, the Butte- Silver Bow Municipal Code at Chapter 17.52.010 et 
seq., provides for an administrative appeal remedy. Chapter 17.52.010 et 
seq., allows for the submission of a petition to the Council of 
Commissioners or the Zoning Commission asking for a resolution of intent 
to amend, change, modify or repeal the zoning boundaries or restrictions. 
While there are facts recited in appellants' complaint showing they 
objected to the adoption of the zoning ordinance in question, there is 
nothing to show appellants followed the administrative appeal procedure 
available to them under the Butte-Silver Bow Municipal Code. Once 
appellants have exhausted their administrative remedies the District 
Court's function is limited to a determination of whether adoption of the 
ordinance constituted an abuse of discretion. 

(emphasis added). 
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In the present case since the Plaintiffs did not object and become parties, 

did not participate at the hearing, did not produce any evidence, and did not file 

any exceptions to the proposal for decision as provided by law, the Plaintiffs lack 

standing to appeal and they failed to exhaust their administrative remedies. 

Therefore, pursuant to Kunz, the Plaintiffs have failed to state a claim for which 

relief can be granted and their petition for judicial review should be dismissed. 

See also Knudsen v. Ereaux, 275 Mont. 146, 911 P.2d 835 (1996)(without 

standing to state a claim the plaintiffs can prove no set of facts in support of.their 

action which would entitle them to relief). Dismissal of the complaint, based on 

failure to follow the proper procedure for judicial review, was upheld in 

Cottonwood Hills, Inc. v. State, 238M 404, 777 P2d 1301, (1989), where 

following an adverse decision by the Division of Workers' Compensation, the 

employer filed a complaint in District Court alleging bad faith and seeking 

damages. The proper procedure was to file a petition in District Court seeking 

review of the Board of Labor Appeals' decision. Judicial review has even been 

limited by the Montana Supreme Court to situations where there has to have 

been a right to a contested case hearing, even though a hearing had been held 

and there was a record to review. Nye v. Dept. of Livestock, 196 Mont. 222, 639 

P2d 498 (1982). See also In re Selon v. Bd. of Personnel Appeals, 194 M 73, 

634 P2d 646 (1981 )Uudicial review may be had only of a final decision in a 

contested case). In B.G.M. Enterprises v. State, 673 P2d 1205 (Mont. 1983) the 

plaintiff filed a complaint in district court for judicial review of an agency's 

determination. The district court dismissed the case. On appeal, the Supreme 
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Court held that only a party who has exhausted all administrative remedies is 

entitled to judicial review if aggrieved in a contested case. A contested case is a 

determination of legal rights after an opportunity for hearing, but because there 

was no hearing in that case, dismissal was proper. Thus, in the present case 

statutory law and case make clear the petition for judicial review must be 

dismissed. If there is no right to appeal where there is no right to a hearing (even 

though there was a hearing), there can certainly be no right to an appeal here 

where there was a hearing but the Plaintiffs chose not participate as parties. No 

one can simply waltz into district court and ask for the review of an administrative 

decision when they have not been involved as a party in the proceeding. It is an 

audacious request. What would the Supreme Court say to someone who filed an 

appeal from a district court decision when it found out that the person appealing 

was not even a party in the district court trial? In addition, the Plaintiffs in the 

present case did not even name or seNe an indispensable party, Sunnybrook 

Colony, the party who received the permit. See Mont.R.Civ.P 19(a). Clearly, 

the Plaintiffs should not be allowed to simply make it up as they go along in this 

case, and they must be held to the requirements of administrative law. / 
.. ___) 

According to the "Amended Complaint and Petition for Judicial Review" 

there are many alleged reasons why the permit should not have been issued. It 

is alleged that the permit: was issued in violation of statutory authority because 

an EIS was necessary (Count One); was issued without considering water quality 

and in violation of the non-degradation provisions of the Montana Water Quality 

Act (Count Two); was issued in violation of Mont. Code Ann. § 85-2-311 (3) which 
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provides a higher burden of proof for appropriations over "4000 or more acre-feet 

a year and 5.5 or more cubic feet per second of water, or otherwise violates the 

constitutional right to a clean and healthful environment (Count Three); was 

issued in violation of the constitutional right to a clean and healthful environment 

because of Montana's water reservation statute's limitations (Mont. Code Ann.§ 

85-2-316) (Count Four); was issued improperly despite the enactment HB 473 

amendments to MEPA, or alternatively HB 473 is unconstitutionalon its face or 

applied as a violation of the right to a clean and healthful environment (Count 5); 

and/or was issued in violation of the water permitting objection statute, Mont. 

Code Ann. § 85-2-308, and Article II, § 8 of the Montana Constitution, and should 

be set aside pursuant to Mont. Code Ann.§ 2-3-114 (Count 6). Why were none 

of these matters brought before the agency for decision? The Plaintiffs stood 

outside the administrative process and failed to file an objection in the DNRC's 

hearing process, yet they are willing to file a petition for judicial review of a 

decision without ever having participated as parties? Their argument that they 

did not believe they could participate by objecting as a parties is not credible. 

There was only one way to find out, and that was to file an objection. Mont. 

Code Ann.§ 85-2-308 1 on its face reads very broadly as to who may or may not 

file an objection in the DNRC's water permit process. If the Plaintiffs had 

properly filed an objection in the DNRC process they could have properly 

exhausted their administrative remedies and brought a record before this Court 

1 Mont. Code Ann.§ 85-2-308 reads in part: 
(3) A person has standing to file an objection under this section if the property, water 
rights, or interests of the objector would be adversely affected by the proposed 
appropriation. 
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for review of the matters they now complain of. If they were denied objector and 

party status for the reasons they allege, that also would have been appealable. 

The way the Plaintiffs are trying to proceed in this matter makes clear why courts 

and legislatures have consistently set forth the requirement for the exhaustion of 

administrative remedies. Otherwise, courts are asked to review for the first time 

without a record matters that could have been passed on by the administrative 

agency, or they are faced, as this Court is, with a mishmash of allegations and 

proposed remedies that are contrary to the requirements of administrative 

procedure. This type of litigation, although seemingly convenient for the 

Plaintiffs, is inefficient and a waste of this Court's time and resources when the 

exhaustion of administrative remedies has been available. The Montana 

Administrative Procedure Act, Mont. Code Ann. § 2-4-702(1 )(a), clearly has this 

type of case in mind involving delayed participation when it states in part, "A 

person who has exhausted all administrative remedies available within the 

agency and who is aggrieved by a final decision in a contested case is entitled to 

judicial review under this chapter." (emphasis added). Everything that the 

Plaintiffs have raised in this case gets back to the fact that they did not want the 

permit issued in this case, and everything that they have plead and argued for is 

for getting that decision overturned. But again, the Montana Administrative 

Procedures Act is quite clear that even where someone is a party in the 

administrative proceeding, there is a limit to what can be raised on appeal. Mont. 

Code Ann.§ 2-4-702(1)(b) states: 

A party who proceeds before an agency under the terms of a 
particular statute may not be precluded from questioning the validity of 
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that statute on judicial review, but the party may not raise any other 
question not raised before the agency unless it is shown to the 
satisfaction of the court that there was good cause for failure to raise the 
question before the agency. 

(emphasis added). 

Montana's requirements parrot those of many other jurisdictions where the 

requirements are the same for the same sound reasons. See Wells v. Portland 

Yacht Club, 2001 ME 20, 771 A.2d 371 (Maine 2001 )(a party in an administrative 

proceeding must raise any objections it has before the agency for the issue to be 

preserved for appeal); Reifschneider v. State, 17 P.3d 907 (Kansas 2001 )(a party 

appealing an administrative decision cannot raise an issue to the district court 

which has not been raised at the administrative level); Department of Health and 

Mental Hygiene v. Campbell, 364 Md. 108, 771 A.2d 1051, 2001 WL 488073 

(2001 )(a court is restricted to the record made before the administrative agency 

and may not pass upon issues that are presented to it for the first time on judicial 

review and are not encompassed in the final decision of the administrative 

agency). 

In this case there are many particular statutes that it is alleged the DNRC 

has violated, but not once were those statutes' applicability brought to the 

attention of the agency by the Plaintiffs as parties. To make up for not 

participating as a parties, the Plaintiffs apparently have adopted the strategy of 

bootstrapping the declaratory relief onto that of the petition for judicial review in 

the hope that one way or another they can throw enough information before the 

Court to obtain some sort of relief. 
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Combining Judicial Review and Declaratory Relief is Not Proper 

As seems to be happening with increasing frequency these days, the 

Plaintiffs have both improperly combined an action for declaratory relief, an 

original district court action, with a petition for judicial review, an appellate 

function of the district court on an essentially closed record. The Plaintiffs are 

trying to bootstrap together two separate cases and bring them together before 

this Court. Since the Plaintiffs did not object and participate as parties in the 

contested case proceeding pursuant to the requirements of the Water Use Act 

and the Montana Administrative Procedures Act, they are attempting to obtain 

review of the substantive agency decision by another means -- by combining with 

the petition for judicial review a complaint for an original proceeding which bring 

up matters for declaratory ruling that should have been brought up as parties in 

the administrative hearing. 

Courts properly distinguish between their appellate function in a petition 

for judicial review setting compared to their original jurisdiction function when 

injunctive relief or declaratory relief is sought. See Mont. Code Ann. § 3-5-

301 ("The jurisdiction of the district court is of two kinds: (1) original; and (2) 

appellate."); Bally's Louisiana, Inc. v. Louisiana Gaming Control Board, 2001 WL 

80182 (La.App. 1 Cir. 2001 )(trial court should not have consolidated casino co

owner's petition for judicial review of Gaming Control Board's order with co

owner's complaint seeking a preliminary injunction against enforcement of the 

Board's orders; the trial court was acting in its appellate capacity in reviewing the 

Board's orders, and its review was generally limited to the existing record, but 
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was acting as a court of original jurisdiction when considering the injunction 

request); cf Deffenbaugh Industries, Inc. v. Potts, 802 S.W.2d 520 (Mo. 1990)(an 

action for injunctive or declaratory relief is not the appropriate remedy to seek 

judicial review of a quasi-judicial decision of an administrative agency in a 

contested case that affects a private right). 

ruled: 

In Public Relations Board v. Stohr, 279 N.W.2d 286 (Iowa 1979) the court 

[The] district court, reviewing agency action, exercises only appellate 
jurisdiction. Iowa Public Service Co. v. Iowa State Commerce 
Commission, 263 N.W.2d 766, 768-69 (Iowa 1978). When resolution of a 
controversy has been delegated to an administrative agency, district court 
has no Original authority to declare the rights of parties or the applicability 
of any statute or rule. See Bonfield, Supra, at 806 & n.271. Its power to 
decide such issues is derived from and is dependent upon its authority to 
review agency action. 

(emphasis added). 

In Fort Dodge Security Police, Inc. v. Iowa Department of Revenue, 414 

N.W. 2d 666 (Iowa 1987), the court ruled: 

... petitioners incorrectly assert a right to judicial review of "other agency 
action" by bringing together in one action a judicial review proceeding and 
an original action or claim. Judicial review proceedings of contested cases 
are fundamentally different from original actions. Black, 362 N.W.2d at 
462. In judicial review proceedings the district court exercises only 
appellate jurisdiction and has no original authority to declare the rights of 
the parties or the applicability of any statute or rule. Public Employment 
Relations Board v. Stohr, 279 N.W.2d 286, 290 (Iowa 1979). See Young 
Plumbing and Heating Co. v. Iowa Natural Resources Board, 276 N.W.2d 
377, 381 (Iowa 1979). In Keeler v. Iowa State Board of Public Instruction, 
331 N.W.2d 110, 111 (Iowa 1983), the court refused to permit petitioners 
in judicial review proceedings to include claims or causes of action that 
were not appellate in nature but instead fell within the original jurisdiction 
of the district court. See Black, 362 N.W.2d at 463; Iowans for Tax Relief 
v. Campaign Finance Disclosure Commission, 331 N.W.2d 862 at 863 
(Iowa 1983). 
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(emphasis added). 

2 Am. Jur. 2d Administrative Law§ 559 states: 

A court has the power to review an administrative action as 
provided by law and in judicial review proceedings, and a district court 
exercises only appellate jurisdiction and has no original authority to 
declare the rights of the parties or the applicability of any statute or rule. 
The right to appeal an administrative agency's decision is purely statutory, 
and an appeal taken without statutory authority must be dismissed for 
want of jurisdiction. In addition, strict compliance with statutes creating 
the right to appeal from administrative agency decisions is required. 
Before the jurisdiction of a court may be invoked for review of an 
administrative action, a plaintiff must comply with all statutorily provided 
procedures, not merely the requirement that a petition for review be_ timely 
filed. 

(emphasis added). 

2 Am. Jur. Declaratory Judgments§ 90 states: 

The courts are loath to interfere prematurely with administrative 
proceedings and they will not, as a rule, assume jurisdiction of declaratory 
judgment proceedings until administrative remedies have been exhausted, 
except where the administrative remedy is not adequate, as for example 
where one is so immediately injured by a regulation claimed to be invalid, 
that his need is sufficiently compelling to justify judicial intervention even 
before the completion of the administrative process. Where there is no 
statutory provision for reviewing the action of an administrative board, 
declaratory relief is available for this purpose, but if an appeal from the 
action of an administrative body is provided by statute, remedy by 
declaratory judgment will be denied. 

(emphasis added). 

The Plaintiffs in the instance case have had full opportunity to participate 

as parties and submit evidence and arguments to the DNRC, and because they 

did not this Court should not be asked to make up for their strategic errors by 

combining and confusing its two roles to give the Plaintiffs a second bite at the 

apple. The Plaintiffs in this case, without ever having been parties, desire the 

following relief: 1) an order setting aside the DNRC decision to issue permit 41 P-
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1 05759; 2) a declaration that the 50% limitation in Mont. Code Ann. § 85-2-

316(6) is void and without effect; 3) a declaration that the 4,000 acre-feet 

threshold in Mont. Code Ann.§ 85-2-311 (3) is void and without effect; 4) a 

declaration that the provisions of HB 473 amending MEPA are void and without 

effect; 5) an order that any further consideration of the permit in issue be 

conducted in full compliance with all statutory and constitutional requirements; 6) 

attorney fees and costs; and 7) and such other and further relief. 

A comparison of the allegations in the counts with the relief requested 

demonstrates the confused nature of this lawsuit that seeks to combine two 

separate actions, and seeks to improperly combine the appellate and original 

jurisdictions of this Court. Litigating this case in its present state would result in a 

confused process that would encourage such plaintiffs to avoid participating as 

parties in similar cases in the future, allowing them to bypass all agency 

proceedings and instead go straight to district court as their first avenue of relief. 

And what about the burden now placed on permit applicants? They participated 

and made their case to the DNRC with a variety of objectors present. Now they 

must use their retained counsel to try to intervene in a case where they were not 

even named or served to litigate new matters not brought up at the original 

hearing. The Plaintiffs are seemingly sticklers for fairness- they should ask 

themselves how fair is that? Statutory requirements in MEPA demonstrate how 

district courts are not to be faced with arguments for the first time that were never 

brought up before. Mont. Code Ann. § 75-1-201 (3) now reads: 

(3) (a) In any action challenging or seeking review of an agency's decision 
that a statement pursuant to subsection (1 )(b)(iv) is not required or that 
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the statement is inadequate, the burden of proof is on the person 
challenging the decision. Except as provided in subsection (3)(b), in a 
challenge to the adequacy of a statement, a court may not consider any 
issue or evidence that was not first presented to the agency for the 
agency's consideration prior to the agency's decision. A court may not set 
aside the agency's decision unless it finds that there is clear and 
convincing evidence that the decision was arbitrary or capricious or not in 
compliance with law. 
(b) When new, material, and significant evidence is presented to the 
district court that had not previously been presented to the agency for its 
consideration, the district court shall remand the new evidence back to the 
agency for the agency's consideration and an opportunity to modify its 
findings of fact and administrative decision before the district court 
considers the evidence within the administrative record under review. 
Immaterial or insignificant evidence may not be remanded to the agency. 
The district court shall review the agency's findings and decision to 
determine whether they are supported by substantial, credible evidence 
within the administrative record under review.2 

2 Compare as amended by SB 33, 2001 Mont. Laws Ch. 186, effective Oct. 1, 2001: 

(a) In any action challenging or seeking review of an agency's decision that a statement 
pursuant to subsection (1 )(b){iv) is not required or that the statement is inadequate, the 
burden of proof is on the person challenging the decision. Except as provided in 
subsection (3)(b), in a challenge to the adequacy of a statement, a court may not 
consider any issue relating to the adequacy or content of the agency's environmental 
review document or evidence that was not first presented to the agency for the agency's 
consideration prior to the agency's decision. A court may not set aside the agency's 
decision unless it finds that there is clear and convincing evidence that the decision was 
arbitrary or capricious or not in compliance with law. 
(b) When new, material, and significant evidence is or issues relating to the adequacy or 

content of the agency's environmental review document are presented to the district court 
that had not previously been presented to the agency for its consideration, the district 
court shall remand the new evidence or issue relating to the adequacy or content of the 
agency's environmental review document back to the agency for the agency's 
consideration and an opportunity to modify its findings of fact and administrative decision 
before the district court considers the evidence or issue relating to the adequacy or 
content of the agency's environmental review document within the administrative record 
under review. Immaterial or insignificant evidence or issues relating to the adequacy or 
content of the agency's environmental review document may not be remanded to the 
agency. The district court shall review the agency's findings and decision to determine 
whether they are supported by substantial, credible evidence within the administrative 
record under review. 
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This statute demonstrates the legislature's desire to have matters brought 

before agencies before they are brought before the district courts. 

Conclusion 

This Court should dismiss the Plaintiffs' Petition for Judicial Review for 

lack of jurisdiction since the Plaintiffs did not object in the administrative process 

and clearly lack standing to appeal. Their failure to object, lack of standing, and 

failure to exhaust their administrative remedies conclusively demonstrates that 

they have failed to state a claim for which relief can be granted. The Montana 

Administrative Procedures Act provides for limited new evidence during the 

judicial review of an agency's final decision, if at all, see Mont. Code Ann.§ 2-4-

703 and 704, and the Plaintiffs should not be allowed to use their request for 

declaratory relief as a way to circumvent those statutory restrictions providing for 

a limited review on the record. 

In addition, the remainder of the complaint seeking declaratory rulings 

should be dismissed. The Court should not encourage individuals or 

organizations to ignore administrative proceedings and the Montana 

Administrative Procedure Act in its entirety, substituting in their place some sort 

of ill-defined district court review that confuses this Court's appellate and original 

jurisdiction functions. Otherwise, rather than actively participating and objecting 

to water use permit applications, individuals or organizations will feel encouraged 

to lay back and not object, not be parties, not participate in administrative 

proceedings, not create records, and not raise issues and statutory and 

constitutional challenges for the first time below. Clearly, administrative law and 
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this Court's valuable time demand more of the Plaintiffs. Poor planning on their 

part should not in effect create an emergency for this Court. Once the Plaintiffs 

are forced to understand and comply with the full requirements of the 

administrative exhaustion process, they will be in a position in the next water 

permit case to properly object and raise the issues they are interested in, and 

thereafter be in a position to appeal to district court as a matter of right. This 

Court should not allow them to ignore the administrative process and dump in its 

lap for the first time all of the issues they should have raised as parties in the 

administrative proceeding. As the Montana Supreme Court ruled in Vita-Rich 

Dairy, Inc. v. Dept. of Business Regulation, 170 M 341, 553 P2d 980 (1976), 

limited judicial review of administrative decisions strengthens the administrative 

process by encouraging the full presentation of evidence at the initial 

administrative hearing. 

THEREFORE, for the foregoing reasons, the DNRC prays that the 

Plaintiffs' "Amended Complaint and Petition for Judicial Review" be dismissed. 

DONE AND DATED THIS ;zs-~ DAY OF JULY 2001. 

--?Sc:::-
TIM D. HALL 
Special Assistant Attorney General 
MONTANA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 

RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION 
1625 11th Avenue 
Helena, MT 59620-1601 
( 406) 444-6699 

Attorney for Defendant/Respondent ONRC 
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IN THE MONTANA FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
LEWIS AND CLARK COUNTY 

FRIENDS OF THE MARIAS and 
10 MISSOURI RIVER CITIZENS, INC., 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Cause No.: DV-2001·390 
11 Plaintiffs/Petitioners, 

12 vs. 

13 DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES AND 

MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE 
AMICUS BRIEF AND BRIEF IN 
SUPPORT THEREOF 

14 CONSERVATION OF MONTANA, 

15 Defendant/Respondent. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

COMES NOW, Cindy E. Younkin and moves the Court for leave to file an amicus 

brief in the above-captioned matter. The undersigned has been a practicing attorney in 

Montana since 1989 with a significant portion of her practice in the area of water law 

including water rights litigation before the Montana Water Court in the present ongoing 

adjudication, as well as permit applications for new water rights and change applications 

on existing water rights before the Montana Department of Natural Resources and 

Conservation (DNRC). 

In addition, the undersigned is presently serving her second term in the Montana 

House of Representatives from House District 28 which encompasses southeastern 

Gallatin County including the southern portion of the City of Bozeman. During the 2001 

legislative session, the undersigned sponsored HB4 73 to which the DNRC water resources 

division administrator, Jack Stults, made reference in his decision reversing the DNRC 

Motion to File Amicus Brief and 
Brief in Support Thereof- Page 1 H:\660411026\SK1835.WPD 
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20 

hearing officer. The above-captioned Plaintiffs have requested that HB4 73 be declared 

void and without effect. 

The undersigned has no personal interests which may be affected by these 

proceedings. 

In light of the foregoing, the undersigned has a perspective on this matter which is 

unlike the above-named parties or the colony which may become an intervenor. The 

undersigned's unique perspective as a practitioner and legislator will assist the Court in its 

decision making process. 

Respectfully submitted thisCJ ~~day of August 2001. 

MOORE, O'CONNELL & REFLING, P.C. 

~ 
. .. 

BY: , 
CiNDYE.NKIN 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 

This is to certify that the above and foregoing was duly served upon the opposing 
counsel of record at their addresses, by mail, postage prepaid, this .:9 ~·~ day of August, 
2001, as follows, to-wit: 

Peter Meloy 
Jennifer Hendicks 
P.O. Box 1241 
Helena, MT 59624 

Don Mcintyre, Chief Legal Counsel 
21 Water Rights Bureau 

Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation 
22 P.O. Box 201601 

Helena, MT 59620 
23 

Greg Duncan, Esq. 
24 P.O. Box 1319 

Helena, MT 59624 
25 

26 

27 

28 
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/e·; Michael Meloy 
/ Jennifer S. Hendricks 

MELOY LAW FIRM 
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( 406) 442-8670 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Petitioners 

RECEIIIED 
SEP 0 5 2001 

LEGISLATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL 
POLICY OFFICE 

IN THE MONTANA FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
LEWIS AND CLARK COUNTY 

) 
FRIENDS OF THE MARIAS and ) 
MISSOURI RIVER CITIZENS INC., ) 

Plaintiffs/Petitioners, 

vs. 

DEP AR T!viENT OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES AND 

CONSERVATION OF MONTANA, 

Defendant/Respondent 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Cause No. CDV-2001-390 

PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSE TO 
MOTION TO DISMISS 

Plaintiffs/Petitioners submit this brief in response to DNRC's motion to dismiss. 

I. BACKGROUND 

For purposes ofDNRC's motion to dismiss, all allegations in the Amended 

Complaint must be taken as true. The pertinent allegations are summarized here for the 

Court's convenience. 



In September I 999, the Sunny Brook Colony, Inc. ("the Colony") applied for a 

permit to divert water from the Marias Ri\·er. (Compl. para. 4.) In connection with that 

application, DNRC held a public hearing and prepared an Environmental Assessment of 

the proposal. (Compl. para. 4, 8.) The Friends of the Marias and Missouri River Citizens 

participated in the Environmental Assessment hearing, in furtherance of their objectives 

of protecting the Missouri and Marias Ri\·ers. (Compl. para. 2, 9.) 

Representatives ofDNRC informed both groups that the environmental review 

was the only avenue through which members of the public could participate in the 

permitting process. They stated that only holders of water rights on the Marias could file 

formal objections to the permit and participate in the contested case hearing. (Compl. 

para. 12.) When the permit application proceeded to hearing, Plaintiffs/Petitioners did 

not file formal objections because of these representations by DNRC. (Compl. para. 13.) 

DNRC's final decision on the permit- which allowed the Colony to divert water 

even when doing so would reduce water levels to below the minimums for maintaining 

the health of the Marias- was based in part on House Bill 473, which amended the 

Montana Environmental Policy Act ("MEPA"). The effect of House Bill 473 was that the 

Environmental Assessment process- the only stage of the permit process in which the 

Friends of the Marias and Missouri River Citzens were allowed to participate- was 

irrelevant to the final decision. (Compl. para. 15.) 
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Plaintiffs/Petitioners filed this action because DNRC's issuance of the permit is 

contrary to several statutory requirements and to rights protected by the Montana 

Constitution. In addition, the process by which DNRC issued the permit denied 

Plaintiffs/Petitioners their right to participate in an important governmental decision. 

DNRC has moved to dismiss, arguing contrary to its prior position that Plaintiffs should 

have participated in the contested case hearing, and that this Court cannot consider 

separate claims under different standards of review in the same action. 

II. DISCUSSION 

A. MAPA DOES NOT REQUIRE EXHAUSTION OF CONSTITUTIONAL 
CLAIMS. 

The principal basis for DNRC 's motion is the plaintiffs' alleged failure to exhaust 

administrative remedies. DNRC's lengthy discussion of the exhaustion requirement fails 

to acknmvledge the well-established rule that a party raising constitutional claims is not 

required to exhaust administrative remedies. That rule is incorporated into the Montana 

Administrative Procedure Act ("MAPA"). § 2-4-703(1 )(b), MCA. Even if it were not, it 

would be necessary to adopt such a rule as a matter of separation of powers: 

[T]he exhaustion doctrine does not apply to constitutional issues .... 
Constitutional questions are properly decided by a judicial body, not an 
administrative officer, under the constitutional principle of separation of 
powers. 

Mitchell v. Town of West Yellowstone, 235 Mont. 104, 109, 765 P.2d 745, 748 (1988) 

(quoting Jarussi v. Bd. ofTrustees, 204 Mont. 131, 135, 664 P.2d 316,318 (1983)); see 
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also Califano v. Sanders ,430 U.S. 99, 109 (1977) ("Constitutional questions are 

obviously unsuited to resolution in administrative hearing procedures.'"). Thus, plaintiffs' 

constitution-based claims for relief are exempt from the administrative exhaustion 

requirement. 

B. BECAUSE DNRC'S OWN ACTIONS PREVENTED PLAINTIFFS FROM 
PARTICIPATING IN THE HEARING, NONE OF THEIR CLAIMS ARE 
BARRED. 

The special status of constitutional claims is not the only exception to the 

exhaustion requirement. In this case, the plaintiffs' statutory as well as constitutional 

claims survive because DNRC is estopped from arguing they could have participated in 

the hearing and because any attempt to parti~ipate would have been futile. 

1. DNRC Is Estopped From Arguing It Would Have Recognized 
Plaintiffs' Standing to Object. 

DNRC belittles as "not credible" the plaintiffs' allegations that they believed they 

\Vere barred from filing formal objections and participating in the hearing because they do 

not own \Vater rights on the Marias. (M-Dis. p. 8.) For purposes of this motion, however, 

the plaintiffs' credibility is not at issue, and the Court must assume that DNRC 

representatives informed the plaintiffs they could not participate. As further illustration 

of what the plaintiffs expect to prove on this point, attached are the affidavits of Stuart 

Lewin and Elsie Tuss, members of the plaintiff organizations, describing the 

representations DNRC made to them. (Exs. 1 and 2.) Also attached, as Exhibit 3, is a 
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document created by DNRC for distribution to members of the public who inquire about 

the permitting process. It states, 

Anv Objector must produce evidence showing the nature and operation of 
their \Vater right. They must also provide a plausible theory explaining how 
the applicant's proposed use would adversely affect their property, water 
right, or interests. 

(Ex. 3, italics added, underlining in original.) Thus, as a matter of written policy, 

DNRC 's position was that only water-rights holders could file objections and participate 

in the contested case hearing under § 85-2-308, MCA. 

Although the plaintiffs agree with DNRC's current position that§ 85-2-308's grant 

of standing should be read broadly, it is clear that DNRC has come to this position only 

recently. Indeed, the plaintiffs expect to obtain through discovery evidence that DNRC 

has previously refused to accept objections, based on the failure to demonstrate 

ownership of a water right. According to what DNRC told the plaintiffs, only water 

rights holders could object and participate in the hearing, while other interested people 

could participate through the public hearings held in connection with the environmental 

review. Plaintiffs did so, but because of the intervening change in the Montana 

Environmental Policy Act ("MEP A"), the environmental review ultimately counted for 

nothing in the final decision. Given the amendments to :MEP A, a broad reading of§ 85-

2-308 is now necessary in order to satisfY the constitutional right of public participation. 
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The plaintiffs were denied this right because DNRC funneled them into the environmental 

review process and kept them from fom1al participation in the hearing. 

Because of its representations to the plaintiffs, DNRC is estopped from arguing 

that this action should be dismissed because the plaintiffs could have participated as 

objectors at the hearing. The elements of equitable estoppel are: 

( 1) conduct, acts, language or silence amounting to a representation or a 
concealment of a material fact; 

(2) the facts must be known to the party to be estopped at the time of that -
party's conduct, or at least the circumstances must be such that knowledge 
of the facts is necessarily imputed to that party; 

(3) the truth must be unknown to the other party at the time the 
representation was acted upon; 

( 4) the representation must be made with the intent or expectation that it 
will be acted on by the other party; 

(5) the representation must be relied upon by the other party, leading that 
party to act upon it; and 

(6) the other party must in fact rely on the representation so as to change its 
position for the worse. 

City of Whitefish v. Troy Town Pump, Inc., 2001 MT 58 para. 15,21 P.3d 1026, 1028 

(200 1 ). All six elements are met here: DNRC made representations to the plaintiffs 

regarding their ability to object which were either false at the time or inconsistent with 

DNRC's current position on the scope of§ 85-2-308, MCA. The plaintiffs were unaware 

that DNRC would later take the opposite position, and they relied on DNRC's 
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representations to their detriment. DNRC is therefore estopped from arguing that it 

would have considered the plaintiffs' objections. 

DNRC is free to try to disprove the plaintiffs' allegations regarding its 

representations and the plaintiffs' reliance. But it cannot challenge the plaintiffs' 

credibility or othenvise dispute those allegations in a motion to dismiss, and the Court 

must take the plaintiffs' allegations as true. The motion to dismiss should therefore be 

denied because, based on the allegations, DNRC is estopped from arguing that the 

plaintiffs' should have filed formal objections and participated in the hearing. 

2. The Law Does Not Require Futile Pursuit of Administrative Remedies. 

Because DNRC would not have recognized their standing to object, it would have 

been futile for the plaintiffs to attempt to exhaust administrative remedies. When pursuit 

of administrative remedies would be an exercise in futility, it is not required in order to 

obtain judicial relief. See Leorna v. United States Dep't ofState, 105 F3d. 548, 552 (9th 

Cir. 1997); see also Mitchell, 235 Mont at 107, 765 P.2d at 746-47. Thus, in addition to 

estoppel, the futility of trying to participate in the hearing provides another reason why 

the exhaustion requirement does not apply. 

C. THIS COURT CAN CONSIDER BOTH STATUTORY AND 
CONSTITUTIONAL CLAIMS. 

DNRC's second argument for dismissal is based on the fact that the plaintiffs seek 

both a review of the agency decision and declaratory relief based on constitutional rights. 
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This purported problem does not warrant dismissal because the Court is perfectly capable 

of applying different standards of review and proofto different claims within the same 

action. 

DNRC reads too much into the cases from other jurisdictions on which it relies. 

Those cases stand primarily for the general proposition that a court reviewing an agency 

decision is exercising an appellate function and should not substitute its own judgment for 

the agency's on questions of fact. What issues a single court may consider in a single 

action is better determined by reference to Montana law, which specifically contemplates 

a "mixing" of functions. MAP A expressly refers to constitutional claims being asserted 

in petitions for judicial review. § 2-4-704(2)(a)(i), MCA. As discussed above, these 

constitutional claims generally will not have been addressed by the agency, which is 

incompetent to decide them. New fact-finding may be required. Even if the relevant 

facts are the same, the Court is not bound by the agency's findings when it is deciding 

constitutional issues. Crowell v. Benson, 285 U.S. 22, 60 (1932) ("In cases brought to 

enforce constitutional rights, the judicial power of the United States necessarily extends 

to the independent determination of all questions, both of fact and law, necessary to the 

performance of that supreme function."). The courts must decide constitutional 

questions, and to allow the executive branch to constrain the courts' decisions by 

rendering binding determinations of fact would violate the separation of powers. Cf 

Mitchell, 253 Mont. at 109, 765 P.2d at 748. Thus, MAPA's expectation that 
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constitutional claims may be included in petitions for judicial review, combined with the 

necessity that the Court consider constitutional claims de novo, means that any judicial 

review proceeding raising constitutional claims has the potential to require the Court to 

apply different standards of review to different parts of the case. 

Given that the Court's consideration of constitutional issues is de novo in any case, 

there is little practical reason why original actions raising those same constitutional issues 

should not be joined in the same case. Nonetheless, the plaintiffs recognize the Court's 

discretion to control its docket. If the Court would prefer to treat this matter as tvvo 

separate actions, they request that this Court retain jurisdiction over the petition for 

judicial review and allow them tore-file their original claims in a separate action. 

D. RULE 19 IS IRRELEVANT TO DNRC'S MOTION. 

DNRC's brief refers to Rule of Civil Procedure 19 and suggests that the Sunny 

Brook Colony is an indispensable party to this action. DNRC does not, however, actually 

argue that Rule 19 requires dismissal of the plaintiffs' claims, nor that the criteria for an 

indispensable party have been met. Its point appears to be that it is unfair that the Colony 

will have to move to intervene if it wishes to participate in this action. The plaintiffs 

would note that all entities listed on the Certificate of Service to DNRC 's Final Order 

have been served with copies of their Amended Complaint and Petition, and that most of 

them would most likely prefer to have the option of intervening, rather being named as 
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defendants. Because DNRC has provided no reasons \vhy Rule 19 supports dismissal of 

the plaintiffs' claims, its references to that Rule should be disregarded. 

E. DNRC HAS NOT MOVED TO DISMISS COUNT SIX OF THE 
COMPLAINT. 

Finally, although DNRC's motion purports to request dismissal of the entire 

complaint and petition, nowhere does it supply a reason for dismissing the claim for 

denial of the right to participate. That claim is collateral to the administrative 

proceedings, so DNRC's arguments regarding exhaustion are inapplicable. Although 

DNRC would prefer to see the claims in this lawsuit separated into at least two separate . 

actions, that argument does not go to merits of the right to participate claim. DNRC has 

offered no reason on the merits for dismissing Count 6, which clearly states a claim on 

which relief can be granted. 

III. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated above, Plaintiffs/Petitioners respectfully request that 

DNRC 's motion to dismiss be denied. 

DATED this 31st day of August, 2001. 

MELOY LAW FIRM 
The Bluestone 
80 South Warren, P.O. Box 1241 
Helena MT 59624 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on the 31st day of August, 200 I, a true copy of the foregoing 
document was served by United States mail, postage prepaid, upon the following: 

Mr. Tim D. Hall 
Dept. of Natural Resources & Conservation 
1625 11th Ave. 
P.O. Box 201601 
Helena MT 59620-1601 

Mr. Brian Morris 
Office of the Attorney General 
215 N. Sanders 
P.O. Box 201401 
Helena MT 59620-1401 
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Peter Michael Meloy 
Jennifer S. Hendricks 
MELOY LAW FIRM 
The Bluestone 
80 South Warren, P.O. Box 1241 
Helena MT 59624 
(406) 442-8670 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Petitioners 

IN THE MONT ANA FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
LE~SANDCLARKCOUNTY 

FruENDSOFTHEN.UUUAS~d 

:MISSOURI ruvER CITIZENS INC., 

Plaintiffs/Petitioners, 

vs. 

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES AND 
CONSERVATION OF MONTANA, 

) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
Defendant/Respondent. ) 

STATE OF MONT ANA 

County of Cascade 

) 

) 
ss 

Cause No. CDV-2001-390 

AFFIDAVIT 
STUART F. LEWIN 

STUART F. LEWIN, being duly sworn under oath, declares: 

1. I am a member in good standing of the Montana Bar Association and the 

corresponding Secretary and a member of the Board for plaintiff, Missouri River 

Citizens, Inc. 



I -

2. In the state action upon which this case is based, I was present as the 

attorney for BESSETTE RANCH CO., an objector to Sunny Brook Colony, application# 

41P-105759, at a meeting for water rights holders held in Fort Benton on Monday 

afternoon, March 13, 2000, prior to a planned MEPA scoping meeting to be held later 

the same day. 

3. At this meeting local representatives from the DNRC told us that the 

application for water rights by the colony involved two separate processes: one_for 

water rights holders and the other a MEP A process in which the general public could 

participate. 

4. At the meeting with the public that evening, the same duel process was 

explained although not in such detail as during the afternoon objectors' meeting. At 

the evening meeting, the general public was told by the DNRC to make their comments 

on the EA. 

5. When the general public complained of not having received Notice, the DNRC 

further said that only persons with downstream water rights near the colony were given 

written notice, that everyone else heard by word of mouth or through a public Notice 

about the EA scoping meeting (see Article River Press dated 3/15/00, emphasis by 

underlining). 
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6. As a result of these two meetings I submitted my personal comments and 

signed a Petition with many others, raising those issues we felt were important through 

the MEP A process. 

7, Attached are my comments dated 4/5/00 & 9/15/00 made to the DNRC on the 

EA and a petition I filed with others. 

8. I concluded that since I did not have actual water rights that I could not be an 

objector in the hearing process. (see point 11 on 4/5/00 correspondence) 

9. As a result of the input to the EA process, the final EA addressed the 

concerns raised by the public comments as far as recommending instream flows as 

requested by FW &P to protect the fisheries. 

10. In the Hearings process for water rights holders, which included only 

objectors with water rights, the Hearings officer initially applied the instream flow 

requirement set out in the final EA. Later this decision was reversed by the DNRC. 

11. At the time that the DNRC reversed the Hearings examiner's decision and 

refused to apply the recommendations of the EA, even if we had thought that we could 

participate in the Hearings Examiner's process, we would have been bared from 

participating having not objected within the time frame. 

12. In fact the Hearing's Examiner had bared the Lama Water District from 

participating for failing to file a timely objection as they were one day late. 
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13. I believe that the DNRC should be estopped from raising an issue of 

standing for failure to be objectors where v;e failed to object relying on their 

representations to us that we could not be objectors unless we 
---------------·-·.. ~~~· 

DATED this#day of August, 2001. 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 

I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that a copy of the within and foregoing AFFIDAVlT with attachments 

was mailed on the_ day of ____ , 2001, at Great Falls, Montana and directed to the following: 
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April 5, 2000 

LARRY DOLAN 
MTDNRC 
PO BOX 201601 
Helena, MT 

STUART LEWIN 
Attorney & Counsellor at Law 

615 THIRD AVENUE NORTH 

GREAT FALLS, MONTANA, 59401 

PHONE, FAX, V-MAIL: 406-727-8464 

E-MAIL: STUARTLEWIN@WORLDNET,AIT.NET 

RE: SUNNY BROOK COLONY, INC., APPLICATJON # 41P-105759 
EIS or EA prepared under MEPA for the Marias 

Dear Mr. Dolan: 

PLEASE ADD THESE COMMENTS AS SCOPING ON THE ABOVE MEPA DOCUMENT YOU ARE 
PREPARING. 

I. INTRODUCTION. Make no mistake about the importance of the work you are doing on the Marias. 
The decisions based on the document you produce will have far and important effects on all of the people 
living in this area as well as the aquatic life and natural well being of the Marias/Missouri river system. 

Water is in very short supply and demands for its use are skyrocketing. Those who chose to live in a 
colony want to use the water in a certain way. Others like my clients who have lived on the river for many 
years want to make certain that there is sufficient water for their survival as small family farmers. 
Schools, small businesses, and county tax rolls depend on their staying viable on the land. The colony 
would impact the County differently. 

Recreationists are increasing their demands on the Wild and Scenic Missouri, the Marias below Tiber Dam 
as well as in t!Je reservoir itself. Pisheries, the health of the river and its ecosystem are important to us all. 

The Colony has suggested that one of the reasons the Tiber Dam project was original built was for 
irrigation use. And that although others have not been able to propose viable projects they can. The fact 
this never materialized does not mean that in today's world the 'Waters' best use is additional. irrigation 
projects. Prior water rights and agreed uses need to first b e satisfied before new irregation projects 
should be considered. Furthermore, the proposed original area for irrigation was located in areas west of 
I3ox Elder and Big Sandy, not near riparian areas of the Marias. 

Because this project involves so many unknowns, federal and state decision makers the more thorough the 
MEPA (or perhaps NEPA) process at this time the better. This will best make certain that the decisions 
that are made for all of us are the best decisions possible 

The fact that colony applications on the Teton River were not so carefully made when rights were gtanted 
and that the Teton River dries up in the summer, has created much fear, misunderstanding and ill-will 
between the colonies and other users. On the Marias the DNRC has an opportunity by a carefully prepared 
report to give the public and its decision makers an important tool for understanding the status of. water 
available for current river users (including the State's instream flows), to resolve differences, and to make 
tough decisions on those that can not be resolved. If Sunny Brook Colony, Inc.'s proposed use of this 
water is not what the people of this state (or Nation) want when compared to other uses, then it is best 
even for the colony that their application be now denied before they invest heavily in this project only to 
find it impossible to continue after they have committed their resources and people to it. 

II. SPECIFIC COMMENTS. 

' l ~ 
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STUART LEWIN 
.· .,. Attnme)' & Coultfellnr at Law 
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For this reason and as attorney for· my clien~ Besseue Ranch. Co.. I submit the folJowing comments as 
part of the scoping process for the MEPA document you are preparing: 

! I ! : • j ~ ~ · 1• ,· ~I ; · 1 : I ' , . 

· · 1. New hydrological modeling s~dies need to· be prepared on the Marias between Tiber Dam and 
the mouth. These studies should be based on actual low flow conditions which may occur this summer. 
Without such up-to-date and scientific St~:Jdies. an EA: or EIS would not have sufficient information to 
infonn the public and the decision makers·as to the· actual water available. This information is necessary to 
make certain that other right holders (in~luding the state•s instream flow rights) will be protected. 

· ·2. A measuring station of the Marias at its mouth should be established (and possibly one or two 
stations-between·Tiber Dam and the m~uth) and:accurate measures made over Jow years so that data is 

·available to know under current use levels the exact flow of the Marias in order to make this modeJing 
possible. (fhis year may be a very good low flow:year, and this measuring should be done now.) By 
comparing the flow at the mouth with the·amount·released from Tiber Dam and the flows over the entire 
reach. acc~rate modeling (as discussed above) can be made to determine whether there is any available 
flow for applicants~ Of particular concern is whether the State•s instrea111 flow rights for fisheries is being 
met. . · · ·· i · ;· '·. . . 

· .. · I . I' •·• 

3. FWP data and the recommendation _of their experts must be sought and considered in your 
analysis in order to guarantee that aquatic life is protected and the State's instream flow water rights 
guaranteed.· If this matter proceeds to hearing. the hearing :officer will need to decide whether there is 
available flow for applicant Your analysis of this issue wm be essential to this determination. 

' ' ' ' • ! ' ~ I • ; ·,. ~ I : ~ : ' • ' • o 

4. Detennine the potential of saline seep.· fertilizer. pesticides. herbicides and other chemicals as 
run-off into the Marias. This project proposes major amounts of water to be applied to land above the 
Marias. There are two major coulees running down from U1e use area to the Marias. Studies JllijSt be 
made to determine the potential for contamination of the Marias from saline seep and agricultural run-off 
from this project. · : · 

' I 'to 

5. A "cumulative effects•• analysis must be made .. The following are areac; which need to be 
considered in the cumulative effects analysis: 

A. Additional water rid>ts teQpired. This irrigation project is pmt of a large plan to 
develop a colony on land contiguous to the project area. The colony will require 
water rights beyond these irrigation rights. The rights they acquired from the 
Romains are insufficient for the colony's domestic and livestock confinement 
operations. This additional water should be quantified. We believe thnt it wiJJ be 
significant Will it be available? You should require a detail proposal of their project 
so that you can determine cumulative effects. 

B. Ho& confinement operations. During the afternoon meeting with objectors, 
representatives from the colony indicated that they were considering 300 to 500 hogs 
olong with a fully developed human Colony. What protection is there that this will be 
the size of the hog operation. Recent spills on other hog operations in the slate and 
the fact hog operations create four times the waste of human populations are cause 
forgreat concern. Although colony members stated that they were not going to spread 
the hog effluent on the land, where do they plan to put it? · 

C. AW)ication of Colony for some of the CFS from the Bureau of Reclamation may 
result in decreased flows available for current users. In additio~ The Colony is also 
considering possibly reducing this application to I 0 CFS and building the project for 
16 CFS, then using water rights granted in this application to bootstrap their 
application with the federal government to buy the additional CFS needed. What 
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STUART LEWIN 
Allorney" & Counsellor at Law 

guarantees are there that the federal government will incret1se the flow from Tiber 
Dam to cover this additional CFS? If not lllen other users with prior rights (including 
the slate's right to instream flows) could be adversely impacted. 

D. MEPA document should cover all phases of the Development. This MEPA document 
should cover the effects of all of the foreseeable uses so that the entire project can be 
fairly and completely analyzed. To prepare separate MEPA documents for each phase 
would mean that the total effect would never be measured before the project might be 
entered into. Later decision makers would have to factor in that part of the project 
was already in existence when they were asked to agree to further development to 
finish the project. Hence a bad project which never should have been startedmay be 
allowed to continue. 

6. Your analysis should be an EIS rather than <1n EA. 

"In order to determine the level of environmental review for each proposed action that 
is necessary to comply with 75-1-201, MCA, the agency shall apply the following 
criteria: 

( 1) The agency shall prepare an EIS as follows: 

(a) whenever an EA indicates that an EIS is necessary; or 

(b) whenever, based on the criteria in ARM 17.4.608, the 
proposed action is a major action of state government 
significantly affecting the quality of the human 
environment." (emphasis added) ARM 17.4.607 

The above ARM has two criteria: (l) Is the proposed action a major action of state government?, and 2) 
Does it significantly effect the quality of the human environment? 

i\s to the Cirst, the stale has made it clear that it not the Federal or County government has the right to grant 
water rights. Adjudication of those rights under state law is ongoing. The Courts have not started the 
adjudication process on the Marias. It is clear that a grant of irrigation rights where there are none 
available could cause confusion and conflict between water users and impact the state's rights to instream 
flows. It is clear that where the amount of flow available is in question, granting water rights is a major 
state action. 

Closing the Marias River to the granting of new irrigation rights for projects of this size (where reaches 
have 11ot yet been acUudicated) is a permitted state. action which needs to be considered before these rights 
are granted. 

As to the second point, a quick review of the criteria in ARM 17.4.608 would indicate that significant 
impacts to the human environment are possible if these rights are ·granted. 

1 11 ·•; 

rurthermore, an ElS will involve a better process in this case than an EA. The detailed review necessary 
of both federal impoundment /release policies, requirements at Tiber Reservoir, and careful review of 
FWP recommendation to insure Marias instream flows and Tiber impoundments can best be made under 
an ETS. Only by making this analysis can it be determined whether water is available to grant these 
rights, and the effects of such grants and water use on the Marias·ecosysyem and the human environment. 

'' 
Therefore, you should prepare an EIS rather than an EA. 

,. 
'\:· 

' I 
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STUART LEWIN 
Attomey &. Counsellor at Law 

7. If you do not begin with an ETS, you must review the Criteria for an EIS as set forth in ARM 
J 7.4.608 and determine whether significant impacts to the human environment are possible under each of 
those criteria, and if there are, you must recommend an EIS even if on balance it is determined l.hatlhe 
action is beneficial. ARM 17 .4.608(2). 

• ' ~ I o I 
~- . 

Under your rules, even if you begin your analysis .with an EA you may change the inquiry into an EIS .. I 
would so recommend. Before any new rightS are granted on the Marias (particularly a project of this size) 
many questions need 10 be answered which really require the more comprehensive treatment an ETS would 
offer: 

,1·'1 I' !• • t'' 

Should the Marias be closed to the granting of any further rights· until rights are 
adjudicated? 

Should some rights be allowed prior:to,adjudication? 
. : ' • I • } : f i I : ~: • :, I~ I' .• ; ; • . 

What size appUcations should be approved (perhaps current operators should be given first 
priority for s~all irrigation expansion)?; · i , · · . · 

What would be the effect of a compact with the Backfeet where their rights are guaranteed? 
. . . • t· '. ; 'I : . . . 

What flow assurances might be guaranteed by the federal government from Tiber Dam? 

If none what does this mean? 
. 'i-

. . ' •i, I • ' 

Based on current commitments to aquatic life in th~ reservoir and as instream flows in the Marias, current 
water uses, new grants lo Rocky Boy, we have heard by the auomey for the BJackfeettribc that there is 
probably no available water even without considering Blackfeet claims. She had determined this as part of· 
her review process on the Rocky Boy . water project just. approved. This would indicate that a careful 
analysis must be made on water availability .. :. ' . , . · 

8. What will be the cumulative effeet .of the. noise of the pumps, smeJl of the hog confinement 
facilities, .blowing dust from intensive agriculture on recreational users of the Marias, my clientc; and her 
neighbors by the colony? 

9. What.will be the effect of the project on water quality for downstream users (i.e. the town of 
Lorna, etc.) · 

10. What will be the effect on the Wild and Scenic portion of the Missouri by this project.? Even if 
the slate (and its current governor) thinks new irrigation projects are appropriate and have agreement from 
the BlM to make a ~rtain amount of water in the upper Missouri basin available for irrigation, where is 
this best to take place? Have priorities been estabiished? · 

11. Since objectors have been granted additional time to file objections, due to the original notice 
for objectors having been filed in the wrong newspaper, there is no reason not to extend the MEPA 
scoping comment period to sometime thereafter. Many will need to decide whether they should file 
objections as water rights holders, file conunents in the MEPA process or do both. We, therefore, 
request that the MEPA scoping comment period be extended beyond the April I 5, 2000 date as cmTenlly 
set, to a date after the new period given current water rights holders-to object. 

•.. 

&: ••.• 



September 15, 2000 

LARRY DOLAN 
MTDNRC 
PO BOX 201601 
Helena, MT 

STUART LEWIN 
Attorney & Counsellor at Law 

615 TH1RD AvENUE NoRTH 

GREAT FALLs, MoNTANA, 59401 

PHONE, FAX, V-MAIL: 406·727-8464 

E·MAIL: STUARTLEWIN@WORLDNET.ATI.NET 

RE: SUNNY BROOK COLONY, INC., APPLICATION# 41P-105759 
DRAFT EA prepared under MEPA for the Marias 

FAX: 406-444-0533 

Dear Mr. Dolan: 

I submit these comments to the above in addition to the comments I made at the meeting in Fort 
Benton this past Monday evening on this matter, on behalf of myself personally and my clients 
BESSETTE RANCH CO. 

Although the EA addressed many of the comments sent you in scoping, it is clear upon reviewing 
the EA that the EA process only points to the need for an EIS for the following reasons: 

1. The attached Petition sets forth these r~asons, 'iri'part, which we hereby incorporate by 
reference, 

2. We hereby incorporate all of the' scoping comments' we have previously provided which 
we feel have not been adequately addressed in the EA process and which require an EIS to 
adequately consider. 

3. ARM 17.4.607 (1) states: ''The agency shall prepare an EIS 
. . ' 

(a). Whenever an EA indicates that an EIS is' necessary, 

(b). Whenever, based on the criteria in ARM 17.4.608, the proposed action 
is a major action of state government sJgnificantly affecting the quality of the 
human environment." · 

The State of Montana has taken the responsibility for granting water rights and insuring compliance 
with federal water quality laws. These activities are significant and if not done properly can 
adversely effect the quality of human environment. 

The town of Loma and others depend on clean Marias water for drinking. Irrigators, 
recreationalists, fish etc. all depend on certain flows in the river. 

The founding of the Sunny Brook Colony has the potential of significantly adversely affecting the 
river and all who use it. An EA is quite simply inadequate to the purposes required by the Jaw. In 
many respects it is a shot in the dark. Perhaps a good one, but still a shot in the dark. The 
potential for grave environmental consequences {kmand the thorough review that only an EIS can 
provide. 
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STUART LEWIN 
Attorney & Counsellor at l...aw 

4. The agencies reliance· on 'ARM~l7.4.607: is· misplaced since the mitigation measures 
recommended will not nece.'isarily be mitigated below the level of significance so that no significant 
impact is likely to occur. · · · ·· , .. ·· · · .· · 

. . . 5. I call y~ur a~ntion aJso to ~~ 1 'J .. ~.60~ which states: "an EIS is required if an impact 
h.as· a significant adverse effect; ev~n 1 ~f Ule agency believes that the effect on l>alance will be 
beneficial." The EA based 'on the data provided 'can 'not even determine whether there is on 
balance a beneficial reason for the state action of granting the water rights. 

6. ARM 17 .4.603(1 O)(C) ·provides 'for. a '~oint environmental impact statement" prepared 
jointly by more than one agency. It is clearly .called for here so that the entire operation jncJuding 
the pig farm can be evaluated by· your agency, DEQ and hopefully Bureau of Reclamation . 

. Water is important and you'r agencies: ~xperience ;on the Teton should make it clear to you that 
before you grant water rights you must develop an ·environmental process that wj]J protect our 
rivers before you grant rights and licenses. If you can not do this adequately then other levels of 
government will need to assume this. ~po~s~~i.P~· .. ,· 

• • • 0 • 

;,.,i ..... . 

~ .. 

cc: Maxyne Bessette, Lynda Vielleux, Mic ·and Cal Danreuther, MT FW&P, the River Press . . . 



'1'0: Lmry Dolau 
Dcpurlmcul of.Nalural Resources ami Conscrvaliuu 
P.O. Dox 201601 
1-Iclcua, MT 59620-160 I 

Rc: SUNNY BROOK COLONY IRRIGATION· PROJECT DRAFT 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 

WE, TllE UNDEHSIGNED, REQUEST TI-IAT YOU PREPARE AN 
ENVIRONl\1EN'fAL IIVIPACT STATEIVIENT (ElS) ON TI-lE AllOVE 
PROJECT FOR TilE FOLLOWING REASONS: 

1.1'he inl'ornmtion contained in the EA is .not adequate fo insure lhat the Decision 
nmker can tnake an inl'onne<l decision. (There has been no hydrologi~Lal nwdcliug 
of river, potential itnpacls to water quality and aquatic life have uot been 
adequately quantified and considered, river llows below the Tiller arc not bciug 
1nonitorcd and arc unknown). 

2. The Mitigationl\1casurcs rcconuuendcd in the Proposed Alternative will uot l>e 
adequate to guaranty protcctious required by UJC EA. (IVlouitoriug is uot hard 
wired to pun1ps shut off, no guarantees that suggestion tlwt purchased w:tter frou1 
the Bureau of Rcclmuatiou u1ay I!QL actually reduce strcmn llows rather thau 
supplcn1ent t.hcn1) 

3. Cun1ulative intpac.(s analysis is inadequate (The proposed l1og operation aud 
other potential irnpacts to water .quality on this hupactcd slremu, elTcds or Native 
AniCricau clain1s to original water rights, Bureau of Rcdanmtion wntcr opcratiou 
planning changes arc not analyzed.· The EA lists t.hcn1 as issues but docs not 
analyze then1). · · 

4. Additionril Alternatives should he considered. 

5. An ElS should coosider a !I of the v~1 rio us iu1pm~!s or Ute entire project at o11ce 
JlOf. with incrcJncntal reviews or portions of the project as proposed by the EA~ 
(Th~ ~nvironntental Review ntust consider all siguil1cant effects ·or project, so lhat 
DecJSIOH Makers (after adequate public conuncnt based on adequate infonnaliou) 
Illay detcnllillC Whether the WULCl' USC proposed is in the UCSt iut.erest Of (he public 
at large. The EA suggests that the project will g.o forward and can IJc vicwe<l l>y 
dHTcrcut agencies at dHTcrcut thnes. vVc reject this incrcuiCutal appro~lch because 
we arc concerned that the true hupact of the entire project: on IVlarias. River llows 
and Marias lUvcr water quality will not l>e uclcnniucd until it is t.oo late. \Ve do 
not want the lVIarias River to go the way of the Teton River which is lJeiug 
dew a tercd by a Colony t) · 



.. 
•, 

• Conlinucd, l,dilion lle<aucsling lUS on Snnnybroolt Colony \.Ynlc•· Rights Applicnlion 

I.:!..JJCI.IIU ... &.o£-~.~U."-------1 Aao)JZ tl Tp f&~·--!..L-;..."-'-"-"-"-•-'•::....:.-L<~t-O::...:...: _ _.._._,~ __ .,-

<::: \ (\ ~~ ~. t I MPt \" "' 

MUST BE RECEiVED BY 9/1.5/00 BY: l .. nrry Oolnn, Dopnrtment of Nntuml Resmirce.o; nnd Conset·vnlion, 
P.O. Dox. 201601, Helena, MT 59620~160l (FAX (106-tl44-0533) (ldolnn@stnte.mt.u~) (be ccrtnin to relnin copy} 

· Tlmnks for your interest and nssistnnce. 



TO: L~uTy Dolan 
DeparLJnenL of Natural Resources ami Conservation 
P.O. Dox 201601 
Helena, MT 59620-160 I 

Re: SUNNY BROOK COLONY. IRRIGATION PROJECT DRAFf 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT' 

WE, Tl-IE UNDERSIGNED, REQUEST TI-IAT YOU PREPARE AN 
ENVIRONMENTAL IlYIPACT STATEMENT (EIS) ON TI-ill ABOVE 

I . 

PROJECT FORTI-IE FOLLOWING REASONS: 

l. The infonnation contaiued in the EA is uot adequate to insure that the Decision 
111akcr can nwkc :1n infonnccl decision. (There has been no hydrological n1odcling 
of river, potential hnpacts to water . qu~ility and aquatic life have not been 
adequately quantified and considered, river 11ows below the Tiber arc not being 
n1onitored and nrc unknown). 

2. The Mitigation Measures reton11ncnded in the Proposed Alternative willuot be 
adequate to guaranty protections required by the EA. (Monitoring is not hard 
wired to pliillpS shut off, 110 guarantees that suggestion that purchased water frOlll 

the ·nureau of Reclmnation tnay ~~~! actually reduce stremn nows rather than 
supplcn1cnt the1n) , 

3. Ctnnulative hnpacts analysis is in~~deqtlntc ( 'l~hc proposed hog operation and 
other potential hnpacts· to water quality on this iinpacted stremn, effects of Native 
An1erican claiins to original water rights, .Bureau of Rcclmnation water operation 
planning changes arc not analyzed.: The EA lists thetn as issues. but docs not 
analyze the1n). · 

' ·, . ~ . : t , . 

4. Additional Alternatives should be considered. 

5. An ElS should consider all or the various hnpacts of the entire project at o·nn~ 
not with incren1ental reviews of portions of the project as proposed by the EA. 
(The Environn.1ental Review n1ust consider all signillcant effects of project, so that 
Decision Makers (after adequate public conunent based on· adequate infonuat.ion) 
1nay detennine whether the water usc proposed is in the best interest of the public 
at large. The EA suggests that the project will go forward and can be viewed by 
dilTercnt agencies al different tiincs. We reject this incren1ental approach because 
we arc concerned that the true ilnpact or the entire project on lYlarias River Bows 
and lVIarias River water quality will not be detennined until it is too late. We do 
not want the l\1arias River to go the way of the Teton River which is lJeing 
dewatcrcd by a Colony!) 

-;) 

/I ,, .r .{' c I! 



-----------------------------------·---- --

• Continued, I•elilion csting IUS ou Sunnyba·ook Colony Wntca· ltights Applicntion 

MUST BE RECEIVED BY 9115/00 BY: Lnrry.Dolnn, Depurlment of Natural Resources and Conservation, 
P.O. Dox 201601, Helena, MT 59620-1601 (FAX 406-444-0533) (ldolnn@stale.mt.us) (be certuin to retain copy) 
Thanks for your interest and assistunce. 



TO: Lu ry Uul<tlt 
Lkp:trlllK~Hl or Nalttr:tll<.c~;ourccs and Couscrvatiou 
1'.0. nox 20l60l 
llelcna, M'l' 59620-l GO J 

l~e: SUNNY BROOJ( COLONY lRRIGATlON PROJECT DRAFT 
ENVTRONfYlENTAL ASSESS:tviENT 

\VE, TI-LE UNDEHSIGNED, REQUEST TLIAT YOU PREPARE AN 
ENVlRONJVlENTAL llVlPACT STATElVIENT (ElS) ON TI-lE ABOVE 
PROJECT FOR THE FOLLOvVING REASONS: 

l. 'J'he inforuwl.ion contained in the EA is not adequate to insure that the Decision 
111akcr can nntlcc an iul'onned decision~ (There has been no hydrological uwdcling 
ol' river, potcnti~1l irnpacts to water quality and aquatic life h:-1ve not been 
adequately quantified and considered, river flows below the Tiber arc not being 
Illonitored and arc unknown). 

2. The lVlitigationlVleasurcs reconunended in the Proposed Alternative will not be 
adequate to guaranty_protcctions. required IJy the EA. (lVlonitoring is uot hard 
wired to pUillpS shut off, llO guarantees that Sllgl~CStion that purchased water [ronl 
the Bureau of Reclmnatiou 1nay not actually reduce stremu llows rnther t.han 
supplen1ent t.hcn1) 

3. C1nnulativc itnpads analysis is inadequate (The proposed hog operation and 
other potential in1pacts to water quality on this itnpactcd stremu, effects or Native 
Au1erican dairns to original water rights, Bureau of Redmnation water operation 
planniug changes nrc not analyzed .. The EA lists thcrn as issues bnt docs not 
aualyze thcn1). 

4. Additioual Altcruatives should be cousidcred. 

5. Au ElS should consider all of the various iinpads or the entire project at once 
nol wit.h increutcntal reviews of portions of the project as proposed by the EA. 
(The Environ1ncutal Review rnust consider all signilicant effects of project, so that 
DecisioulVlakers (after adequate public coiun1eut based on adequate iufonuation) 
utay detennine whether the water usc proposed is iu the best itl.tcrcst of the public 
:tl. large. The EA suggests that the project will go forward and can be viewed by 
different agencies at different t:in1cs. ·vvc reject this incrctnental approach because 
we arc concerned that the true iiupact of the entire project on· lVIarias River llows 
:HallVJarias River water quality will not be dctennined until it is too late. 'Ve do 
not want the l\1farias River to go the way of the Teton River "rvhich is being 
dew a tcrcd by a Colony!) 



TO: Larry Dolan 
Department of N:tlurnl Resources mtd Conservation 
P.O. Dox 201601 

· Helena, M T 59620- I 60 I 

.r~ t .Q! UJ r~ ~r ,.[) 
0-Q.~._~ 

Au.~~w.. 
( ~ ~'( 2tf:.1 . 

Re: SUNNY BROOK COLONY'IRRIGATION PROJECT DRAFT 92-pt~ 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 

WE, TI-lE UNDERSIGNED, REQUEST TI-JAT YOU PU.EPARE AN 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT. ·STA:TEMENT · (EIS) ON TI-m ABOVl~, 
PROJECT FORTI-IE FOLLOWING .REASONS:· 

l. The infarrnation contained in the EA is nofndegQate to insure· that the Decision ! 
--:K"t~-..._....,.._~,..,-·...,..~-.-..... ......, .. ~~--..,._....~ .. ·__....,.,.~..---..- •:•: -· -··-·---·-~-----·---··-·~ ---··· .. r,--r ~ .. ..,,_ -· 

· ·1naker can ntakc nn informed decision. (There has been no hydrologfcal model · 
. ol' river, potential inlpacts to ·water· quality. ancl..ct'Dquatic nrc have not: b< . 
' adequately quantified and cQrisidcrecl~ dvcr flows below the Tiber arc not be; 
: ntonitored and arc unknown). · 

2. The IVIitigation Measures reconunended in the Proposed Alternative will not < 

adequate to guaranty protections required by the EA. (Monitoring is not hn 
wired to ptnnps shut oft', no guarantees that suggestion that purchased water .fr( 
the n urea u of RecJa1n~tion ntay ~.not ·actually reduce stream flows ratl1er th 
supplcn1ent thent) , . ! .· ··:·.. ~: · 

' ..... 
3. Ctunulative hnpacts analysis is inadequate (The proposed hog operation a . 
other potential ilnpacts to water. quality on·this bnpactcd streant, effects or Nati · 
Atncrican clailns to ·original water rights,sBnrea.u· of. Reclnrnation water operati 
planning changes arc not analyzed.':· The/ EA· lists. them as issues ·but docs r · 
analyze thcn1). . . ..:: :: · 

4. Additional Alternatives should be considered. 

· 5. An EIS shoulcl consider all of the various hnpacts of the cnt:ire project at on 
not wif.h incren1ental reviews or portions of: the project as proposed by the· E 
(The' EnvirOIUllental Review llUJSt ~onsider all significant effects or project; so th 
Decision Makers (after adequate· public comment based on adequate informatio 
n1ay detern1ine whether the water use proposed is· in the best interest of the pub: 
at large. The EA suggests that the project will go forward·.and cal) be viewed I 
different agencies at dil'fcreiit tin1es. ··we i~ejcct this· ilicrcinent~ll ap·proach becau 
we arc concerned that the true in1pnct of the entire ·project· on Marias River no, 
and IVIarins River water quality will itot. be deterntiiled i.tntil it is too lnte. We < 
not want the l\1arias River to 'go the way of the Teton River which is beii 
dewatered by a Colony!) 



TO: Larry Dul;1n 
Dcp:.trllliCill or Natural l{esourccs and Cnw;crvnlion 
P.O. Box 20 I (>0 I 
I klcna, l'vlT 59620-l GO l 

J~c: SUNNY BROOK COLONY IRRlGATION PROJECT DRAFT 
ENVIRONMEN'J'AL, ASSESSiviENT 

YVE, THE UNDEHSICNED, REQUEST THAT YOU PREPARE AN 
ENVlRONJVIENTAL Il\IIPACT STATEIVIENT (EIS) ON TJ-lE ABOVE 
PROJECT FOR THE FOLLO,VING REASONS: 

l. The infonuafiou contained in the EA is I}Ot adequate to insure that the Decision 
IItaker can ntalcc an iufonncd decision. (There has been uo IIJ'drological 1nodeiing 
of ri·,'cr, potential ~n1pacts to 'vatcr tJU:Ility. nnd ~aquatic life have not been 
~tdcquatcly quantified and considered, river Bows below the l'iher arc not being 
ruonitorcd and arc unknown); 

2. The IVIitigatiou lYieasurcs rcconlutende<l in the Proposed AHcruativc will not he 
adequate to guaranty protections required by. the EA. (!\1onitoring is not hard 
wired to JHlnips shut off, no guarantees Uwt.suggestiou that purchased water frou1 
the Bureau of Reclmuation tnay not actually reduce strcmu llows rather thari 
sup plcntcn t t.hcrn) . . 

3. Curnulativc iiupacts analysis is inadequate (The proposed hog operation and 
other potential iu1pacts to wnter quality 011 this intpactcd strcmu, cll'ccts of Native 
Autericau claints to original water .rights, :Bureau of Uedmnatiou water operation·. 
planning changes arc uot analyzed. , /I'hc EA lists· thcnt ~\s is'sucs but docs not .. 
aualyzc thcnt). , . , .. , . . .. , , . 

.:L Addilionnl AHernativcs shouhl·JJe considered. 

5. An EJS should consider all or the various iiupacts of the entire project at once 
pot with incrcnlcutal reviews or portions of the project as proposed by the EA. 
(The Environutcntal Review ntnst consider all signilicant effects of project, so that 
DceisioulVlakcrs (after adequate public conuncnt based on adequate iul'onnaliou) 
tnay dctenuinc whether the water usc proposed is in the bc~t interest of the public 
~1l.largc. The EA suggests that the project will go forward and cau be viewed by 
different agencies at different titnes. \Vc reject this incrcrnental approach because 
we arc concerned that the true intpact of the,cntirc project on l\1Iarias River flows 
and .IVlarias River water quality will noLbc .dctenuined until it is too late. We do 
not want the 1V1arias River to go the way of the Tctou River 'rYhich is being 
dcwatercd by a Colony!) 

• I\·, 

. ' 
; • ' r ,. • 

. , 



'0 ~ • • . ' 

TO: Larry Dolan 
Dcp:trtmcut of Nntuml Resource.-; aml Conservulion 
P.O. Box 201501 
Helena, MT 59620-160 l 

Re: SUNNY BROOl( COLONY IRRIGATION PROJECT DRAFT 
El\fVlRONMENT AL ASSESSMENT 

w·E, TflE "UNllEnSIGNED, llliQUEST TI-IAT YOU PnJ~llARE AN 
ENVlH.ONM"ENTA.L IM-PACT STATEMENT (EIS) ·oN TilE AUOVE 
l,U.OJECT 1~01{ TI-IE I?OLLOWING REASONS: · 

1. The infonuation contained in t:he·EA is not auC(JUat:c to insure that the Decision 
•uakcr can ntakc an infonned decision. (There has been no hydrological•nodeling 
of river, potential illl[l1lCt') to .,vntCij·{quality···and;r.nquntic .]if'e have not. been 
adequntely quantified ~uul considered, rivci· l'lo'ws below: the. Tiber at·c _not being 
1nonit:ored ~nul arc uilltnown). :;~·; .;/i~·:~-~~:· ... · .. :· :·· · 

.. . . . . .. . 

2. The lVIitigation M:easures reconnncndcd in the l)rOI)Osed Alternative will not be 
adequate to guarnnty protections required by the EA. (Monitoring is not hard 
wired to ptunps shut off, no.gunrnntees that suggestion thnt Jlurchnscd wntcr front 
the Bureau of n.eclnnmtion tnay riot. ~•ctuallyt ,reduce streatu flows rnthci· thnu 
supplen1cnt thcnt} · . :. ~ ~ .'JL 1 ;~ r !·· ...... 

3. Ctnnulative ilnpacts analysis is .innde()uatc (the pt·o11osed hog ·O[)erntion and 
other potential hnpncts to water qunlity, on ,this. h1tpnctcd stt·ennt, effects of Native 
Anlcricau cluitns to originnl water. "rigbts,_]Juretiti.of n.cclnntiltion 'vater,O}lCration 
planning changes arc not nnalyzed.;i;The' EA·Iists thcnt us .. issues but does not 
n nnlyzc thent). :, ; .... ;:: i : 1 ~; :~t~ ; : i ;.·. , • · · 

4. Additional Alternatives should be considered. 

5. A n~En~ sh_ould co•_!sid~r all of the various int[)ae(s of the enUre rn·ojcct at Otl(~c 
not with incrententnl reviews of portions of the nro.icct as pror>oscd by the EA. 
(The Enviroinncntal n.cview nutst consider nil signiticnnt cll'ccts of proj~ct, so _that 
Decision Mal{crs (allcr adequate public conunent .bused on ndcquate inl'orntation) 1 

ntny ilctcnnine whether the wnter.risc.proposed is in. the best interest of the I)Ublic I 

at hu·gc. The EA suggests that the project' will go .fot·wat~d and can be viewed by I 

different agencies at different thncs. We reject this it.tcrcnlcnbll atlpronch hccuusc · 
we arc concerned thnt the true hupnct of.the entire project onlVlurias IUver 11ows 1 

and lVInrins :River wntct· quulity: will not, be. detertnincd until it is too lnte. We do 1 

not want t.he lVIarias Uh'er to go the. \Vny of the Teton Uivcr which is' being 
dcwatercd l>y a Colony!) 

. . .. 
~ • • ._ I 
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EXHIBIT 2 



Peter Michael Meloy 
Jennifer S. Hendricks 

· :tviELOY LAW FIRM 
The Bluestone 
80 South Warren, P.O. Box 1241 
Helena MT 59624 
(406) 442-8670 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Petitioners 

IN THE MONTANA FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
LEWISANDCLARKCOUNTY 

FRIENDS OF THE MARIAS and 
:MISSOURI RIVER CITIZENS INC., 

Plaintiffs/Petitioners, 

vs. 

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES AND 
CONSERVATION OF MONTANA, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Defendant/Respondent. ) 

Cause No. CDV-2001-390 

AFFIDAVIT 
ELSIETUSS 

1. I ranch north of Great Falls and am very interested in the protection of our 

water resources. 

2. I am a board member and the recording secretary for Missouri River Citizens, 

Inc. 

3. I attended the hearing in Fort Benton on the EA being considered at that time 

for the Sunny Brooke Colony water rights application on the Marias River. 

\ 



4. At that hearing I heard the representatives of the DNRC tell us that this EA 

process was our opportunity to comment on the Colony's v .. ·ater application and that 

the hearings that were being held on this matter were only for water rights holders. 

5. For this reason I did not come to any hearings or file any objects at any 

hearings other than this hearing on the EA. 

Elsie Tuss - · · 
.. ·· 

DATED this /5" day of August, ;woi. :::~ /~ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO befo:;,:ne ih~s-~5J~J~:-~\)'7\:• 2001 

\._ ___ ...... ....-· l' / I. 
N~ ry u ic for eState ofMontana 

Alsiding at Great Falls, Montana ~~ 
~(My Commission Expires: C£fl' ~~-~ f' (! I. 

·~ 

\ 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 

I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that a copy of the within and foregoing AFFID~ VIT with attachments 

was mailed on the_ day of , 2001, at Great Falls, Montana and directed to the following: 

- 2-
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R I).'C)<) 

Permit Criteria and Burden of Proof 

All Applicants must prov~ by a pr~pondaanc~ ofevid~nc~ that the criteria speciti~d in 
subs~ction (I) ar~ m~t. Only thos~ applicants intending to appropriate 4,000 or more 
acre-feet of water a year and 5.5 or more cubic feet per second of \Vater (2.468 gallons 
per minute) must also prove by clear and convincing evidence the criteria specified in 
subsection (3) are met. 

Anv Objector must produce evidence showing the nature and operation of their water 
right. They must also provide a plausible theory explaining how the applicant's proposed 
use would adversely affect their property, vvater right, or interests. 

************** 

85-2-311. Criteria for issuance of permit 

(1) Except as provided in subsections (3) and (4), the department shall issue a permit if 
the applicant proves by a preponderance of e_vidence that the following criteria are 
met: 
(a) 

(i) there is water physically available at the proposed point of diversion in 
the amount that the applicant seeks to appropriate; and 

(ii) water can reasonably be considered legally available during the period in 
which the applicant seeks to appropriate, in the amount requested, based 
on the records of the department and other evidence provided to the 
department. Legal availability is determined using an analysis involving 
the following factors: identification of physical water availability; 
identification of existing legal demands on the source of supply 
throughout the area of potential impact by the proposed use; and analysis 
of the evidence on physical water availability and the existing legal 
demands. including but not limited to a comparison of the physical water 
supply of water. 

(b) the vvater rights of a prior appropriation under an existing water right, a 
certificate. a permit. or a state water reservation vvill not be adversely affected. In 
this subsection. (I )(b). adverse effect must be determined based on a 
consideration of an applicant·s plan for the exercise of the permit that 
demonstrates that the applicant's use of the water will be controlled so the water 
right of a prior appropriator will be satisfied: 

(c) th~ proposed m~~ms of diversion. construction. and operation of the appropriation 
works are ad~quate: 

(d) the proposed use of water is a beneticialuse: 
(e) the applicant has a possessory inter~st. or the wriuen consent of the:! person with 

the possessory intcr~st. in the property \vhere the'' :ller is to be put to beneficial 
use: 

(t) the\\ ::lt~r quality <_)r ~prior arpmpriatur \\ill nnt be <.~dn:rsdy ~lfkctcd: 



I{ (j, !)!) 

(g) the proposeJ usc •viii be substo.ntially in accorJancc with the c!Jssitication of 
\\~kr set fnr the source of supply pursuant to 75-5-JO I (I): and 

(h) the ability ofo. discho.rge permit holder to s~tist~v et'tlucnt limit~tions of a permit 
issued in o.ccordo.nce \Vith Titk 75, ch::1pter 5. po.rt 4. will not be adversely 
affected. 

(2) The applicant is required to pro\·e that the criterio. in subsections (1)(f) through (1)(h) 
have been met only if a valid objection is filed. A valid objection must contain 
substantial credible information establishing to the satisfaction of the department that 
the criteria in subsection ( l )(f), ( 1 )(g), and ( 1 )(h), as applicable, may not be met. For 
the criteria set forth in subsection ( l )(g), only the department of environmental 
quality or a local water quality district established under Title 7, chapter 13, part 45, 
may file a valid objection. 

(3) The department may not issue a permit for an appropriation of 4,000 or more acre
feet of water a year and 5.5 or more cubic feet per second of water unless the 
applicant proves by clear and convincing evidence that: 
(a) the criteria in subsection (1) are met; 
(b) the proposed appropriation is a reasonable use. A finding must be based on a 

consideration of the following: . 
(i) the existing demands on the state water supply, as well as projected 

demands, such as reservations of water for future beneficial purposes, 
including municipal water supplies, irrigation systems, and minimum 
streamflows for the protection of existing water rights and aquatic life; 

(ii) the benefits to the applicant and the state; · 
(iii) the effects on the quantity and quality of water for existing beneficial uses 

in the source of supply; 
(iv) the availability and feasibility of using low-quality water for the purpose 

for which application has been made; 
(v) the effects on private property rights by any creation of or contribution to 

saline seep; and 
(vi) the probably significant adverse environmental impacts of the proposed 

use ofv-.:ate.r as determined by the department pursuant to Title 75, 
chapter 1, or Title 75, chapter 20. 

( 4) Criteria for out-of-state-uses: Contact the Water Rights Bureau for funher 
information. 

(5) To meet the preponderance of evidence standard in this section, the applicant, in 
addition to other evidence demonstrating that the criteria of subsection ( 1) have been 
met. shall submit hydrologic or other evidence, including but not limited to \Vater 
supply data. field reportS. and other information developed by the applicant. the 
department. the U.s·. Geological Survey. or the U.S. No.tural Resources Conservation 
Serv·ice and other specitic field studies. 

., 
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TIM D. HALL 
Special Assistant Attorney General 
MONTANA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 

RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION 
1625 11 1
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IN THE MONTANA FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRidfGlSLATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL 
LEWIS AND CLARK COUNTY . POLICY OFFICE 

) 
FRIENDS OF THE MARIAS and ) 
MISSOURI RIVER CITIZENS INC., ) 

) 
Plaintiffs/Petitioners, ) 

CAUSE NO. CDV-2001-390 

) 
VS. ) 

) 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL ) 
RESOURCES AND ) 
CONSERVATION, ) 

DNRC Reply Brief 
with Request for Oral Argument 

) 
Defendant/Respondent. ) 

) 

The Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation 

(DNRC) has moved to dismiss the Plaintiffs Friends of the Marias and Missouri 

River Citizens Inc. from this case pursuant to Mont.R.Civ.P.12 because of lack of 

jurisdiction, Plaintiffs failed to exhaust their administrative remedies, Plaintiffs 

lack standing, Plaintiffs fail to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, and 

because the Plaintiffs improperly combined an action for declaratory relief, an 

original district court proceeding, with a petition for judicial review of an 



administrative Final Order, an appellate proceeding before the district court on an 

established record. 

I. The Petition for Judicial Review should be Dismissed 

Recently, this very court in a water permit case almost exactly like this one 

dismissed a plaintiff's Petition for Judicial Review because the plaintiff did not 

object to the water permit application and was not a party at the contested case 

hearing. Montana Environmental Information Center. and Dan Edens v. Montana 

Department of Natural Resources and Conservation, Cause No. CDV-2001-309 

(First Judicial District- decided September 5, 2001). This court ruled: 

If an administrative remedy is provided by statute, that relief must be 
sought from the administrative body and the statutory remedy exhausted 
before relief can be obtained by judicial review. Barnicoat v. Comm'r of 
Oep't of Labor and Indus., 201 Mont. 221, 653 P.2d 498 (1982). 

Here, an administrative remedy has been provided by statute 
but MEIC did not participate in that process. Moreover, MEIC has not 
argued against dismissal of this claim in its brief. Therefore, in 
accordance with Section 2-4-702(1 )(a), MCA, ME/Cis precluded from 
bringing a petition for judicial review of Montana's decision to issue 
a permit. 

Memorandum and Order at 3. (emphasis added)(copy attached as Exhibit 1 ). 

Therefore, the Plaintiffs' present Petition for Judicial Review should also 

be dismissed. Although the Plaintiffs in this case argue that estoppel applies 

because the Plaintiffs were allegedly told by Montana employees that they could 

not object to the permit application unless they had affected water rights, the 

DNRC denies that advice was given, as attested to by the affidavits of DNRC 

employees attached as Exhibits 2- 7, and besides, case law is clear that the 

State of Montana cannot be estopped by the unauthorized acts or 
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representations of its officers. Norman v. State, 182 Mont. 439, 597 P.2d 715 

(1979); City of Philipsburg v. Porter, 121 Mont. 188, 190 P.2d 676 (1948); 

Tongue River and Yellowstone River lrr. Dist. v. Hyslop, 109 Mont. 190, 96 P.2d 

273 (1939). 

The Plaintiffs in this case should have filed objections to the Sunny Brook 

Colony's water permit application if they had any doubt about being able to 

participate as parties. Instead, they make vague allegations that th~y were told 

they could not by unnamed DNRC employees. The DNRC employees present at 

the meetings referred to by the Plaintiffs all deny being asked such questions or 

giving any such advice, as attested to in the attached affidavits. 

Mont. Code Ann. § 85-2-308 was amended ten years ago, 1991 Mont. 

Law. ch. 805, § 5 (effective July 1, 1991 ), to make clear ownership of a water 

right was not a prerequisite for filing an objection to a water permit application. 

Attached to the affidavit of Jack Stults (Exhibit 2 to this brief) is a copy of a 

Montana implementation policy dated September 23, 1991, wherein it is stated 

on page 6 (subsection D. 5.) in regard to objections: 

D. Amendments to Section 85-2-308,- Objections 

5.) New Subsection (3) states, "A person has standing to file an 
objection under this section if the property, water rights, or interests 
of the objector would be adversely affected by the proposed 
appropriation" 
Standing means a person (or objector in this case) has the right or 
interest to come into the hearing process as a party even though 
they do not have a water right, but they must still state facts 
tending to show that one or more of the applicable criteria are not 
met. 
Example: The Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks could have 
standing to file an objection to an application on a source even 
though they don't have a water right, but they still must state 
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facts tending to show that one or more of the applicable criteria are 
not met. This would be a valid objection that could result in a 
hearing and if FW&P can prove a criteria can't be met, the 
Department must deny the application, unless it can be modified to 
conditioned to eliminate the problem. 

(balded italics added). 

Thus, in September of 1991, within two months after the effective date of 

the amendment to the objection statute that made it clear that a person does not 

need a water right to object to a water permit application, the DNRC made sure 

its employees knew that that was the law, and made sure that the new law-was 

so implemented. Additionally, the DNRC formally ruled in a 1993 contested case 

that a water right was not needed in order to be able to object: 

8. Although neither Mr. Meidinger nor Mr. Beyl have water rights of their 
own, they were able to attain status as objectors because a person has 
standing to file an objection if the property, water rights, or interests of 
the objector would be adversely affected by the proposed appropriation. 
Mont. Code Ann. § 85-2-308(3) (1991 ). 

In the Matter of the Application for Beneficial Water Use Permit 80590-s42k by 
Ronetta Blackborn and Christopher Theodor, Proposal for Decision dated April 
12, 1993, Conclusion of Law No. 8, p.13, adopted by Final Order dated July 27, 
1993 (copy of both Proposal for Decision and Final Order attached as Exhibit 8) 
(emphasis added). 

Therefore, it is clear in the present case: 1) what the law is; 2) that the 

DNRC knows what the law is; 3) that the DNRC let its employees know what the 

law is; and 4) that the DNRC has also explicitly ruled in a cas~ that a person 

does not need to own a water right in order to be able to object to a water permit 

application! What else can the State of Montana do? In spite of all this, and 

although Mont. Code Ann. § 85-2-308 is clear on its face that an objector does 

not need a water right in able to file an objection to a water permit application, 
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incredibly, the Plaintiffs attach the affidavit from an attorney that states he 

"concluded" from a number of circumstances, Affidavit of Stuart F. Lewin at para. 

8, that since he did not have actual water rights he could not be an objector. 

Evidently, this "conclusion" was made without a facial reading of the statute, 

without examination of Montana precedent, without reading the objection form, 

without independent legal research, without seeking legal advice from any other 

attorney competent in the area of water law, and without calling the DNRC legal 

staff. This goes for the other affidavit as well. Is it any wonder that the SupTeme 

Court has ruled that there is not estoppel against the State of Montana? If that 

were allowed, any statute or rule could be avoided by anyone who claimed they 

talked to some employee in state government who gave them the wrong advice. 

Even if one of the Plaintiffs had come away from a casual conversation with a 

Montana employee with the impression that they could not object without a water 

right, why would that replace seeking independent legal advice? Even if a 

Montana attorney had been contacted, and that did not happen, how could that 

substitute for independent legal advice and the prophylactic filing of an objection? 

Elk Park Ranch, Inc. v. Park County, 282 Mont. 154, 935 P.2d 1131 {1997), is 

instructive in that regard. The Montana Supreme Court, in deciding whether 

estoppel could be used against a county, ruled that it could not in the 

circumstances of that case that involved legal advice. In that case the county 

attorney had actually given the parties a written legal opinion about the 

transferring of deeds. The parties in that case contended that they used one

party deeds in reliance on Park County's representation that the use of one-party 
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deeds was legal and acceptable to the county. In reviewing estoppel law, the 

Supreme Court found it inapplicable to matters involving legal representations: 

Because the imposition of equitable estoppel is premised on a 
misrepresentation of fact, it is inapplicable when, as here, the conduct 
complained of consists solely of legal representations. 

282 Mont. at 166, 935 P.2d at 1138. (emphasis added). 

What the Court reasoned in that case about parties needing to rely on 

their own legal advice is equally applicable to the present case: 

... the doctrine of equitable estoppel will not be applied where both pqrties 
have the same opportunity to determine the truth of the facts at issue .... 

. .. rather than asking their own counsel to formulate a legal opinion 
regarding the validity of the one-party deeds, the Landowners instead 
chose to rely on the opinion of the Park County Attorney. There was no 
reason to assume that the attorney for Park County possessed any 
specific knowledge of the amended Act which was not also known 
to, or discoverable by, the attorney for the Landowners. Both parties 
were equally able to perform the necessary legal analysis to discover 
the validity and applicability of the amended Act. Because both parties 
were equally able to determine the truth of the facts asserted, the third 
element necessary to prove equitable estoppel is lacking. Since the 
Landowners cannot prove each and every necessary element, the 
doctrine of equitable estoppel is inapplicable in this case. 

282 Mont. at 167, 935 P .2d at 1138. 

Therefore, estoppel is not available to the Plaintiffs in this case under any 

circumstances. Even if estoppel were allowed against the State, telling someone 

whether they have standing to object in a case or not amounts to legal advice, 

and it is clear that in Montana estoppel does not apply in such circumstances. 

Contrary to the Plaintiffs' futility argument, the Plaintiffs in this matter were 

probably willing engage in the MEPA process only involving the EA, and were 

content to leave it to others to object in this matter and go forward in the formal 
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and possibly expensive contested case hearing process, but when no objectors 

appealed the Plaintiffs found themselves not a party to the case, and unable to 

appeal. At that point the futility and estoppel arguments were raised, but it is 

clear the Plaintiffs simply chose not to participate in the administrative process. 

In this case the DNRC has demonstrated it knows what the law is and follows it. 

It is also clear that potential objectors have the legal responsibility to decide for 

themselves what they should do in contested cases, that they should seek 

competent legal advice, and they should file an objection if in doubt. The 

Plaintiffs' futility and estoppel arguments are weak and lack merit, and for all of 

the foregoing reasons the Plaintiffs' Petition for Judicial Review should be 

dismissed with prejudice. All of the Plaintiffs' other claims based on estoppel, 

including the denial of their right to public participation, should also be dismissed. 

The Plaintiffs attached affidavits in their response brief, and have therefore 

asked this Court to look at evidence outside the record. The DNRC has attached 

affidavits in reply. Therefore, this court pursuant to Rule 12 has the ability with 

notice to the parties to convert the Rule 12 motion to dismiss into a Rule 56 

motion for summary judgment. Enger v. City of Missoula, 2001 MT 142, _ 

Mont._,_ P.3d _, 2001 WL 870151 (2001). At least on the estoppel 

issue and the futility issue, the DNRC wanted to inform the Court that it may be 

appropriate at this time to have the Court make a summary judgment ruling since 

it is clear under the law that the Plaintiffs cannot successfully argue estoppel 

against the DNRC. 
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II. Count Six of the Complaint should be Dismissed 

The DNRC has asked for the dismissal of the claim asserting the denial of 

the right to participate, but the Plaintiffs argue that no reasons were given in 

support. Clearly, the DNRC has argued that the Plaintiffs had the opportunity to 

object to the water use permit in question and publicly participate, but they did 

not take it. In this case the Plaintiffs had the opportunity to file objections and 

participate in a contested case hearing, and they also had the opportunity to 

attend the MEPA hearings and engage in the EA process, an opportunity thp.t 

they did take. Mont. Code Ann. § 2-3-103 states that each agency should 

develop procedures, including adequate notice, for permitting and encouraging 

the public to participate in agency decisions. Pursuant to Mont. Code Ann. § 2-3-

1 04, an agency shall have complied with the notice provisions of Mont. Code 

Ann.§ 3-4-103 if: 

(2) a proceeding is held as required by the Montana Administrative 
Procedure Act; 
(3) a public hearing, after appropriate notice is given, is held pursuant to 
any other provision of state law or a local ordinance or resolution; .... 

A contested case hearing pursuant to the Montana Administrative 

Procedure Act was held after notice. In fact, as attested to in the attached 

affidavits, the water permit application was even re-noticed and a second 

objection deadline was provided. In addition, two MEPA hearings were held in 

regard to the EA in this case after notice as attested to in the attached affidavits. 

Therefore, the right to public participation has been met in this case. That being 

the case, Mont. Code Ann. § 2-3-114 is also inapplicable here. The DNRC has 
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given ample justification in support previously and in this brief, and therefore 

Count Six of the Plaintiffs' complaint should be dismissed. 

Ill. The Plaintiffs' Complaint for Declaratory Relief on Constitutional Issues should 

also be Dismissed 

This Court recently ruled that a Petition for Judicial Review cannot be 

combined with an original action for declaratory and injunctive relief. In Montana 

Environmental Information Center, and Dan Edens v. Montana Department-of 

Natural Resources and Conservation, Cause No. CDV-2001-309 (First Judicial 

District- decided September 5, 2001 ), this Gourt ruled: 

Defendants claim the MEIC and Edens have improperly combined an 
action for declaratory and injunctive relief with a petition for judicial review. 

Here, MElC and Edens are asking the Court to commingle its appellate 
and original functions. Those two actions should remain separate. 
Therefore, Defendants' motion to dismiss Plaintiffs' complaint for 
declaratory and injunctive relief should be granted. 

ld. at 5. 

The DNRC asks this Court for a similar dismissal in this case of all 

declaratory issues involving constitutional issues. In the above case, MEIC's 

Petition for Judicial Review was dismissed. Plaintiff Edens remained in that case 

in the Petition for Judicial Review because he had been an objector at the 

administrative hearing unlike MEIC. Since there was still a Petition for Judicial 

Review before this Court, it dismissed without prejudice both Plaintiffs' complaint 

for declaratory and injunctive relief because two types of actions were improperly 

combined. The difference between this case and the MEIC case is no 
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constitutional issues were raised in the MEIC case- the declaratory judgment 

issue was in regard to the sufficiency of the EA. Therefore, that case did not 

address what happens to constitutional issues when the Petition for Judicial 

Review is dismissed. The DNRC's position is that the constitutional issues 

raised with the Petition for Judicial Review in this case should also be dismissed 

because once the Petition for Judicial Review is dismissed, the Plaintiffs have 

lost their vehicle for raising those constitutional issues in the context of this case. 

The Plaintiffs take the view in their response brief that, "MAPA expressly reters to 

constitutional claims being asserted in petitions for judicial review. § 2-4-

704(2)(a)(i)." Plaintiffs' Response to Motion to Dismiss at 8. If the Plaintiffs' 

Petition for Judicial Review is dismissed in this case, they have lost their ability to 

raise the constitutional issues in regard to the issuance of the permit in this case 

because they were never parties and are not appellants. Mont. Code Ann. § 2-4-

704(2)(a)(i) states that "the court may reverse or modify the decision if 

substantial rights of the appellant have been prejudiced because: (a) the 

administrative findings, inferences, conclusions or decisions are: (i) in violation 

of constitutional or statutory provisions .... " (emphasis added). 

Thus, while the Plaintiffs may be correct that if they objected and became 

parties to the contested case hearing they did not have to raise their 

constitutional challenges before the hearing examiner, and could have saved 

them for the district court's consideration as part of a petition for judicial review, it 

also follows that since they did not object and become parties, and cannot file a 

petition for judicial review, they have lost their opportunity to raise those 
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constitutional issues before the district court in this proceeding. Thus, a statutory 

procedure has been provided for that allows these types of issues to be brought 

up in this case as part of a petition for judicial review, but the Plaintiffs have not 

complied with that procedure. Having not complied, and not being able to use 

estoppel against the State of Montana, their constitutional claims in the context of 

the issuance of the water use permit in this case should be dismissed. 

The exhaustion cases cited by the Plaintiffs in regard to constitutional 

issues are not on point. Those cases did not involve an interpretation of MQnt. 

Code Ann.§ 2-4-704(2)(i). The difference between this case and the case of 

Mitchell v. Town of West Yellowstone, 235 Mont. 104, 765 P.2d 745 (1988), cited 

by the Plaintiffs, is that the Plaintiffs in this case are not trying to obtain a permit 

and did not object to a permit. In Mitchell the plaintiff had vacant city lots that he 

had built on in the past and intended on developing in the future. When he found 

himself as- a property owner and builder subject to city laws and permit 

requirements that he thought were unconstitutional, he went directly to district 

court for a declaratory judgment on the constitutional issues and skipped the 

administrative process. The Supreme Court found the constitutionality of the off-

street parking ordinance adopted by West Yellowstone was a determination not 

within the power of the Board of Adjustment of West Yellowstone. The Court 

ruled: 

When such a bona fide constitutional issue is raised, a plaintiff has a right 
to resort to the declaratory judgment act for a determination of rights; and 
he may not be required to submit himself to the provisions of the 
ordinance which he claims are unconstitutional. 

235 Mont. 109-110, 765 P.2d at 748. (emphasis added). 
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In Jarussi v. Board of Trustee, 204 Mont. 131, 664 P.2d 316 (1983), the 

plaintiff appealed the dismissal by the school board of his employment as a 

principal and teacher. His appeal was based on alleged violations of Montana's 

open meeting law. In both Mitchell and Jarussi the parties to the district court 

lawsuit were either kept from doing something without a permit or were 

dismissed from employment in an unconstitutional way. In the present case the 

Plaintiffs are not the ones "submitting" themselves before the DNRC for a permit 

as in Mitchell , nor have they in any way been sanctioned by the DNRC as in 

Jarussi. Rather, the Plaintiffs are organizations that were potential objectors that 

skipped objecting at the administrative level in a MAPA proceeding that 

specifically allows appellants to raise constitutional issues before the district court 

as part of a Petition for Judicial Review of a permit decision. In the present case 

the Plaintiffs are simply organizations asking for statutes they do not like to be 

found unconstitutional outside of the MAPA judicial review process. If the 

Plaintiffs had objected in the administrative process, they could have easily 

raised the constitutional issues before this Court on appeal. The Montana 

Administrative Procedures Act contemplates their being involved in the contested 

case and bringing the administrative record of the decision to this Court via a 

Petition for Judicial Review that allows for constitutional issues to be raised in 

regard to this permit decision. The Plaintiffs have chosen instead to stay out of 

the MAPA process. They chose not to participate in the hearing, chose not to 

enter evidence into the record, and chose not to see what all evidence was 

submitted and considered by the DNRC before it made its final decision. Having 
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not complied with the Montana Administrative Procedure Act, they now ask to 

come into this Court to essentially retry the case and get a second bite at the 

apple. Without being appellants as required under the Montana Administrative 

Procedures Act, Mont. Code Ann.§ 2-4-704(2)(i), they are now trying to 

challenge several statutes that were enacted scores of years ago, as well as a 

2001 MEPA amendment. Since the Plaintiffs did not take advantage of their 

opportunity to become parties and raise these constitutional issues as appellants, 

the Plaintiffs' requests for declaratory relief on constitutional grounds shoufc1 be 

dismissed with prejudice. 

If the Plaintiffs' petition for judicial review is dismissed in this case, and 

any subsequent declaratory judgment action is ever brought by them challenging, 

outside of this particular permit determination, the constitutionality of the statutes 

in question, such an action would properly be directed at the State of Montana in 

any event, not the DNRC, for defense by the Montana Attorney General, and the 

Montana Attorney General should be made a party. Mont. Code Ann.§ 27-8-301 

states in reference to parties in declaratory actions that: 

When declaratory relief is sought, all persons shall be made parties who 
have or claim any interest which would be affected by the declaration, and 
no declaration shall prejudice the rights of persons not parties to the 
proceeding. In any proceeding which involves the validity of a municipal 
ordinance or franchise, such municipality shall be made a party and shall 
be entitled to be heard, and if the statute, ordinance, or franchise is 
alleged to be unconstitutional, the attorney general of the state shall also 
be served with a copy of the proceeding and be entitled to be heard. 

Mont. R. Civ. P. 24 (d) reads: 

When the constitutionality of any act of the Montana legislature is drawn 
in question in any action, suit or proceeding to which neither the state nor 
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any agency or any officer or employee thereof, as such officer or 
employee, is a party, the party raising the constitutionality of the act shall 
notify the Montana attorney general and the court of the constitutional 
issue. The notice shall be in writing, shall specify the section of the code 
or chapter of the session law to be construed and shall be given 
contemporaneously with the filing of the pleading or other document in 
which the constitutional issue is raised. The attorney general may within 
20 dars thereafter intervene as provided in Rule 24(c) on behalf of the 
state. 

The DNRC has to assume the constitutionality of the statutes it 

implements. It is a well-established rule that a statute is presumed constitutional 

and the burden is on the challenging party to establish that the statute is 

unconstitutional beyond a reasonable doubt. See,~-. Powell v. State Camp. 

Ins. Fund, 2000 MT 321,302 Mont. 518, 15 P.3d 877 (2000). Therefore, the 

Plaintiffs should name the Montana Attorney General in any subsequent suit, if 

allowed, over the constitutionality of these statutes that it wants to litigate. Thus, 

the only issue that should remain in this case against the DNRC is the adequacy 

of its EA. 2 

1 
See also Mont.R.Civ.P. 38 which states: 

It shall be the duty of a party who challenges the constitutionality of any act of the 
Montana legislature in any action, suit or proceeding in the supreme court to which 
neither the state nor any agency or any officer or employee thereof, as such officer or 
employee, is a party, to give notice to the supreme court and to the Montana attorney 
general of the existence of the constitutional issue. This notice shall be in writing, shall 
specify the section of the code or chapter of the session law to be construed and shall be 
given contemporaneously with the filing of the notice of appeal or with the filing of an 
original proceeding in the supreme court. 

2 
For the sake of brevity, the DNRC will respond only briefly to other arguments of the Plaintiffs in 

their response brief. DNRC referred to Mont.R.Civ.P. 19 in its initial brief only to point out the 
contrast of the Plaintiffs' argument in this case that they have not been able to participatein this 
case with their not bothering to join the real party in interest to the proceeding, the party who 
obtained the water use permit. The DNRC leaves it to Sunny Brook Colony to decide if it wants 
to pursue any options under Mont.R.Civ.P. 19. 
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Conclusion 

THEREFORE, due to this Court's recent ruling in Montana Environmental 

Information Center, and Dan Edens v. Montana Department of Natural 

Resources and Conservation, Cause No. CDV-2001-309 (First Judicial District

decided September 5, 2001 ), the Plaintiffs' "Amended Complaint and Petition for 

Judicial Review" should be dismissed. Additionally, because MAPA provides for 

appellants to raise constitutional issues in regard to this permit as part of a 

Petition for Judicial Review, Mont. Code Ann.§ 2-4-704(2)(a)(i), the constituJional 

issues should also be dismissed with the Petition for Judicial Review since the 

Plaintiffs never objected and thus never became parties or appellants. The law is 

clear that estoppel is not allowed against the State of Montana, and even if it 

were, it is not allowed in situations involving legal advice, and telling someone 

whether they can or cannot object to a water permit application amounts to legal 

advice (even though the affidavits from DNRC employees demonstrate that no 

such advice was given). If the Plaintiffs want to attack the constitutionality of 

statutes outside the context of the water permit decision in this case, they should 

bring their lawsuit against the State of Montana with the Montana Attorney 

General defending. 

Lastly, the only issue that should remain in this case is the Plaintiffs' attack 

on the adequacy of the DNRC's EA. The DNRC urges a dismissal of the entire 

case, but without prejudice as to the EA adequacy allegations. That would wipe 

the slate clean and allow for anything that goes forward thereafter to be done in 

an orderly fashion. 
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This Court should let these and other Plaintiffs know that the Montana 

Administrative Procedures Act provides for their participation as parties in water 

permit proceedings, and that they must object and participate as parties in order 

to appeal final decisions on water permits to the district courts. Additionally, they 

must participate as parties at the hearing stage in order to become appellants at 

the appeal stage at the district court where they can raise any of their 

constitutional issues in regard to the issuance of a permit. By choosing to not 

participate as parties, they foreclosed their legal options. 

The DNRC respectfully requests oral argument in this matter at a time 

convenient to the Court. 

DONE AND DATED THIS /?-f4.. DAY OF S PTEMBER 2001. 
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TIM D. HALL 
Special Assistant Attorney General 
MONTANA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 
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MONTANA FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 

COUNTY OF LEWIS AND CLARK 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *} 
10 ) 

MONTANA ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION ) Cause No. CDV-2001-309 
11 CENTER, and DAN EDENS, ) 

} 
12 Plaintiffs, ) 

) 
13 vs. ) 

) 
14 MONTANA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL ) MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION, ) 
15 and UDELL SHARP, ) 

) 
16 Defendants. ) 

) 
17 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *) 

18 Before the Court are: 

19 1. The motion of Defendants Department of Natural. 

20 Resources and Conservation (DNRC) and Udell Sharp to dismiss 

21 the petition of Plaintiff Montana Environmental Information 

22 Center (MEIC) for judicial review; 

23 2. Defendants' motion to dismiss Plaintiffs' 

24 complaint and demand for declaratory and injunctive relief; and 

25 3. Sharp's motion to limit the scope of the petition 



1 of Plaintiff Dan Edens for judicial review. 

2 The motions have been submitted on briefs and are ready for 

3 decision. 

4 I . MEIC 1 s PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 

5 This action arises out of DNRC 1 s decision to grant 

6 Sharp a water use permit for the withdrawal of groundwater for 

7 the irrigation of hay land in the north Helena Valley. DNRC 1 s 

8 decision followed a contested-case hearing. The final order was 

9 entered April 13, 2001. MEIC was not a party to the 

10 administrative proceeding. 

11 DNRC and Sharp argue that because MEIC was not a 

12 party to the administrative proceeding, it did not exhaust its 

13 administrative remedies and cannot be aggrieved by DNRC 1 s 

14 final decision to issue the water use permit. They contend, 

15 therefore, that MEIC is not entitled to judicial review. 

16 The Montana Administrative Procedure Act (MAPA) 

17 provides: 

18 A person who has exhausted all administra-
tive remedies available within the agency and who is 

19 aggrieved by a final decision in a contested case is 
entitled to judicial review under this chapter. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Section 2-4-702 (1) (a), MCA. 

The Montana Water Use Act provides the opportunity 

for certain persons to object to water use permit applications. 

Section 85-2-308, MCA, states in relevant part: 

( 1) (a) An objection to an application for 
a permit must be filed by the date specified by the 
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department under 85-2-307(2). 

(3) A person has standing to file an 
objection under this section if the property, water 
rights, 6r interests of the objector would be adversely 
affected by the propose~ appropriation. 

( 5) An objector to an application under 
this chapter shall file a correct and complete 
objection on a form prescribed by the department within 
the time period stated on the public notice associated 
with the application. The department shall notify 
the objector of any defects in an objection. An 
objection not corrected or completed within 15 days 
from the date of notification of the defects is 
terminated. 

( 6) An objection is valid if the objector 
has standing pursuant to subsection (3), has filed a 
correct and complete objection within the prescribed 
time period, and has stated the applicable information 
required under subsection ( 1) , ( 2) , or ( 4) • 

If an administrative remedy is provided by statute, 

that relief must be sought from the administrative body and the 

statutory remedy exhausted before relief can be obtained by 

judicial review. Barnicoat v. Comm 1 r of Dep 1 t of Labor and 

Iridus., 201 Mont. 221, 653 P.2d 498 (1982). 

Here, an administrative remedy has been provided by 

statute but MEIC did not participate in that process. Moreover, 

MEIC has not argued against dismissal of this claim in its 

brief. Therefore, in accordance with Section 2-4-702 (1) (a), 

MCA, MEIC is precluded from bringing a petition for judicial 

review of DNRC 1 s decision to issue the permit. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORPER - Page 3 



1 II. COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

2 Defendants claim that MEIC and Edens have improperly 

3 combined an action for declaratory and injunctive relief with a 

4 petition for judicial review. 

5 MAPA requires that judicial review be limited to the 

6 administrative record. Section 2-4-704, MCA. Only upon 

7 application to and leave from the court may a party present 

8 additional evidence upon judicial review. Section 2-4-703, MCA. 

9 In order to grant injunctive relief, a hearing must be held. 

10 Section 27-19-301, MCA. If the court were to hold such a 

11 hearing, it is probable that evidence not contained in the 

12 administrative record would be submitted. 

13 The Montana Supreme Court has not faced this issue. 

14 DNRC cites a minute entry dated May 5, 1993, in which Montana 

15 First Judicial District Judge McCarter denied the motion of the 

16 Flathead Tribes for a temporary restraining order and preliminary 

17 injunction. The minute entry, however, does not state any 

18 reasons for Judge McCarter's decision. 

19 DNRC also refers to other courts which have dis-

20 tinguished between the appellate function· of a court in a 

21 petition for judicial review compared to the original 

22 jurisdiction of a court when injunctive relief is sought. DNRC 

23 cites Deffenbaugh Industries, Inc, v. Potts, 802 S.W.2d 520, 

24 1990 Mo. App. LEXIS 964. There, a municipality denied an 

25 application for a special use permit to operate a landfill. 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER - Page 4 
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Appellant filed a petition for judicial review along with two 

separate counts for declaratory judgment. The appeals court 

held that in a statutory proceeding for judicial review of 

a final administrative decision, pleadings for declaratory 

judgment and injunction are anomalous. The court dismissed 

those pleadings. 

Here, MEIC and Edens are asking the Court to commingle 

its appellate and original jurisdiction functions. Those two 

actions should remain separate. Therefore, Defendants' motion 

to dismiss Plaintiffs' complaint for declaratory and injunctive 

relief should be granted. 

III. SHARP'S MOTION TO LIMIT SCOPE OF JUDICIAL REVIEW 

Sharp has moved the Court to dismiss those parts of 

Eden's petition for judicial review that pertain to alleged 

impacts on anything other than Eden's surface water right. That 

issue should not be addressed on a motion to dismiss. Rather, 

it more appropriately should be addressed in the petition for 

18 judicial review. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

For the foregoing reasons, 

IT IS ORDERED: 

1. Defendants' motion to dismiss MEIC's petition for 

judicial review IS GRANTED. 

2. Defendants' 

complaint for declaratory 

without prejudice. 

motion to dismiss Plaintiffs' 

and injunctive relief IS GRANTED 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER - Page 5 



1 3. The following schedule SHALL CONTROL Edens' 

2 petition for judicial review: (a) Edens shall file his opening 

3 brief on or before September 28, 2001; (b) Defendants shall file 

4 their answer briefs on or before October 19, 2001; (c) Edens 

5 shall file-hi.s reply brief on or before October 30, '2001; and 
~----- '"' 

6 (d(-~~ a~ will b~ s~uled at t~ request of any party. 

7 DATED this f -day of September, 2001. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 pc: Brenda Lindlief Hall 
Tim D. Hall/Fred Robinson 

Thomas . Honzel 
District Court Judge 

13 Steve Wade/Jeff Jaraczeski 

14 MEIC.m&o 

15 k 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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TIM D. HALL 
Special Assistant Attorney General 
MONTANA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 

RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION 
1625 11th Avenue 
Helena, MT 59620-1601 
( 406) 444-6699 

Attorney for Defendant/Respondent DNRC 

IN THE MONTANA FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
LEWIS AND CLARK COUNTY 

FRIENDS OF THE MARIAS and 
MISSOURI RIVER CITIZENS INC., 

Plaintiffs/Petitioners, 

vs. 

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES AND 
CONSERVATION, 

DefendanVRespondent. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CAUSE NO. CDV-2001-390 

Affidavit of 
John Edwin "Jack" Stults 

John Edwin "Jack" Stults, being duly sworn, swears the following to be true: 

1 . My full legal name is John Edwin Stults. 

2. My present job title is Division Administrator of the Water Resources 
Division of the Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation. 

3. My work address is 48 North Last Chance Gulch, Helena, Montana, 59620. 

--- -~ 



4. My educational background is as follows: Bachelor of Arts, Carroll College, 
1979; Certificate in Administrative Law: Fair Hearing, National Judicial College, 
1990; Certificate in Advanced Administrative Law, National Judicial College, 
1991. 

5. My present job duties at the DNRC are: I am the Division Administrator 
(chief executive officer) of the Water Resources Division, hence responsible for 
management and supervision of all division functions, policies, and personnel. 
This includes the Water Rights Bureau functions, policies, and personnel. 

6. In regard to the Sunnybrook permit application (# 41 P-1 05759), I did the 
following: I reviewed both the Draft and Final Environmental Assessments and 
approved their issuance. I reviewed the application file, contested case record, 
Proposal for Decision, and Exceptions, conducted the Oral Argument Hearing on 
the Exceptions, then drafted and issued the Final Order. 

7. In regard to the Sunnybrook permit application(# 41 P-1 05759), I attended 
no meetings. 

8. As Division Administrator of the Water Resources Division, I stress to the 
employees that they are not to give what amounts to legal advice to individuals. 
There are some matters, such as deciding whether to object, that must be 
determined by potential objectors on their own or in conjunction with legal advice 
they receive from their own attorneys. 

9. It is not the policy of the DNRC Water Resources Division to tell potential 
objectors that they cannot object to a water permit application and be a party to a 
contested case proceeding unless they own a water right. The Division's policy 
on this is clearly stated in a memorandum outlining how§ 85-2-308- Objections 
is to be implemented by our staff. It says standing means a person has the right 
to come into the hearing process as a party even though they do not have a 
water right. (Copy attached as Exhibit 1.) The Objection to Application (Form 
No. 611) also clearly states in the instructions at the top of the form that a person 
has standing to file an objection if his or her property, water rights, or interests 
would be adversely effected by the proposed appropriation. (Copy attached as 
Exhibit 2.) Furthermore, the employees in my division are told to refer legal 
questions to the DNRC attorneys or to tell people they should seek their own 
legal advice because processing and technical staff can not give legal advice. 



13. None of the Plaintiffs in this lawsuit contacted me regarding whether or not 
they could object to the Sunnybrook Colony application unless they owned a 
water right. 

14. If anyone from the Water Resources Division ever did tell anyone that they 
could not object to a water right permit application unless they owned a water 
right, they would have been unauthorized to make such a representation. 

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT. 

Jq!J) 
DONE AND DATED THIS .LQ_ :.--nAY OF SEPTEMBER 2001. 

Subscribed and sworn to me this tJ_ft.day of~~001_, by the 
above-namedy.H-1" s-u;L'rr , known by me to be the person named 
above. 

NOTARY SEAL 

NOTARY IC for the State of Montana 

Residing at fi,bzcJ, MontaA 
My Commission Expires: J1 fttS f;, .2-o c;:J 

(/ 
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DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
AND CONSERVATION 

STAN STEPHENS, GOVERNOR LEE METCALF BUILDING 
1520 EAST SIXTH AVENUE 

--STATE OF MONTANA-----
DIRECTOR'S OF'F'!CE (406) ~44-6699 
TELEFAX NUMBER (~06) H4-6721 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: All Water Resources Regional Managers 
Processing Unit Staff 
Hearings Unit Staff 
Records Section Staff 

FROM: ~ 1/). Ronald J. Guse, Supervisor 
!.(! New Appropriations Program 

DATE: September 23, 1991 

HELENA, MONTANA 59620-2301 

SUBJECT: Senate Bill 266 - Final Administrative Implementation - Effective July 1, 1991 

Although it states above this is a "Final," nothing is ever really final, it is, except (Please no 
comments or questions as to what goes in the blank space.) What I'm saying is, although this memo is a 
formal "final" for the purpose of administratively implementing S.B. 266 requirements, I'm still open to 
comments, questions etc. concerning this memo and any other problem areas that we need to address a 
solution in this complicated and rapidly changing field of water rights law administration. 

I again thank those individuals who commented on the Proposed Implementation memo of June 21, 1991. 
I have not made any "major" changes from the comments received from the proposed to this final. I would 
consider the changes contained in this memo as relatively minor with more clarification. The following 
sections have been noticeably altered from the proposed implementation memo: A-1; A-2a; A-3a, 3&4; 8-4; 
and E-2. 

Please have all your staff that work in the New Appropriations Program read the attached implementation 
of S.B. 266. 
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Final Administrative Implementation 
Senate Bill 266 
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A. "Groundwater" definition amendment (Section 85-2-1 02(1 0), MCA) 

1.) Old Groundwater Definition - (terminated June 30, 1991) 
"Groundwater means any water beneath the land surface or beneath the bed of a stream. 
lake. reservoir, or other body of surface water, and which is not a part of that surface 
water." 
(NOTE: The above quoted "old definition" of groundwater will still be in effect from May 1, 
1991 through June 30, 1995 for all applicable appropriations of water as set forth in S.B. 
434, which concerns only drainage basin 76G the Clark Fork above the Blackfoot River and 
76GJ, Flint Creek, located only in the Missoula and Helena Regional Office areas. 

The "old groundwater definition" also applies in the Department rule petition closure areas 
of Walker Creek, Grant Creek, and Rock Creek, but only within the specific dates of each 
closure. Outside the specific closure dates within each closure area the "new definition" of 
groundwater applies.) 

2.) New Groundwater Definition - (effective July 1, 1991) 
"Groundwater means any water that is beneath the ground surface." 

£:. Administrative Guidelines for appropriating groundwater near surface water 
sources: 

.1. Groundwater may be appropriated by means of a well or developed spring. 
-A "well" is defined in the statute as any artificial opening or excavation in 
the ground, however made, by which groundwater is sought or can be 
obtained or through which it flows under natural pressures or is artificially 
withdrawn. (A well is more than just a drilled and cased hole. The 
definition also includes for example a dug or excavated pond or pit.) 

-A "developed spring" is defined in present Board rules, but we will opt to 
use the proposed draft rule definition that means a "developed spring" is 
groundwater if some physical alteration of its natural state occurs at its 
point of extrusion from the ground such as a simple excavation, cement 
encasement or rock cribbing. 

2. How close to a surface water source can a groundwater development be 
placed? 
-Legally it appears it can be placed as close as the appropriator desires as 
long as the water is obtained below the ground surface and reasonably frts 
the definition of a well or developed spring. 

-However, in an attempt to deter a direct affect on surface water users we 
should encourage appropriators whenever possible to review our records 
on the adjacent surface water source to see what water rights exist, since 
the senior surface water users could potentially call on the nearby 
groundwater users to cease appropriation and would have the right to 
defend their existing right in a judicial court action. 

-We should encourage new appropriators to stay back from the high water 
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level or mark of any water course such as a stream or river, or any body 
of surface water such as a lake or reservoir at least a reasonable distance 
if possible. of 10 to 25 feet. (Note that we can not enforce any distance 
setback from a surface source at this time, but we will be pursuing some 
possible legislative alternatives or possible Board rules to require some 
reasonable enforceable type of setback to better manage any potential 
surface:!_. groundwater use interaction conflicts.) 

-Any direct man made excavation or conduit to allow surface water to enter 
a well, or a developed spring is surface water and would require a permit 
(Form No. 600). (An obvious example would be an infiltration gallery 
which is typically designed to appropriate water berieath or adjacent to a 
surface source.) It is strongly recommended that all infiltration galleries or 
similar type appropriation devices be field investigated to clearly determine 
if a 602 or 600 can be used. 

Q., Discussion: 
The intent of amending the groundwater definition was to eliminate the 
ambiguous definition and the problems encountered in trying to determine 
administratively what is surface or groundwater and whether a Form 600 
of 602 should be used and replace it with a simplified definition that would 
make it easier to administer the appropriation statutes. 

Probably the most significant impact the new definition makes on our 
administration is to simplify the determination as to which form must be 
used - 600 or 602. It will also involve a majority of the "small" 602 wells of 
35 gpm or less, not to exceed 10 A.F. 

Obviously the new definition amendment will not eliminate the potential for 
adverse affect to surface water users from adjacent "small" groundwater 
wells. The surface water user who may or are affected by a small 
groundwater well have judicial remedies that can be pursued. Any 
groundwater well over 35 gpm or 10 A. F. would require a permit (Form 
600) and administrative remedies in the permit process are available to 
prior water right users to protect their water rights. 

The statutory definition of a well states, ''Well means any artificial opening 
or excavation in the ground, however made, by which groundwater is 
sought or can be obtained or through which it flows under natural 
pressures or is artificially withdrawn." 

It follows that the user must cause some excavation, artificial opening or 
development to take place beneath the ground surface in order to obtain 
the groundwater the user intends to appropriate. Unfortunately, neither the 
definition of "groundwater" or ''Well", or S.B. 266 give any guidance as to 
how close a well can be constructed adjacent to any natural surface water 
source such as a stream, river or lake or a man made structure such as a 
lake, pond, drtch. or canal which typically contains surface water, however 
in some cases these manmade structures contain groundwater from a well. 
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We will follow the "Administrative Guidelines" stated above in "2a" until we 
develop a better management process through rule adoption or statutory 
change. 

3.) Springs - (when to use a 602 or 600) 

a. When a Form No. 602 can be used: 

.1. Section 85-2-309(1 ), MCA which is the law concerning exceptions to the 
permit requirements, specifically provides that to qualify under the 
exception the spring must be developed. 

£. Effective July 1, 1991 any beneficial use of water from a developed spring 
car not exceed 35 gpm or 10 AF. or any combination to qualify for the , . 
ex"tept1on. 

;L A "developed spring" is defined in present Board rules, but we will opt to 
use the proposed draft rule definition that means a "developed spring" - is 
groundwater if some physical alteration of its natural state occurs at its 
point of extrusion from the ground such as a simple excavation, cement 
encasement or rock cribbing . 

.£ If you can not determine in the office if the spring is developed or not it is 
recommended that you field investigate the site and determine if a 600 or 
602 can be used . 

.!L When a Form No. 600 must be used: 

.1. If the spring is not developed a permit application, Form 600 is required. 

2., If the beneficial uses will exceed 35 gpm or 1 0 A. F. or any combination, a 
permit is required. 

c. How close to surface water sources can a spring be developed? 
Use the "Administrative Rule'' noted in "2-a" above. You will surely run across 
situations that will not be clear cut and a field investigation may be necessary to 
determine if it is groundwater and developed or not. If there is still a question, error 
on the side of a 602, not a 600. 

4.) Groundwater appropriations in Controlled Groundwater Areas 

fL In all cases a permit is required before appropriating groundwater in a controlled 
groundwater area. 

b. The only two controlled groundwater areas presently established is the South Pine 
Controlled Groundwater Area in the Miles City Regional Office area located mostly 
in eastern Prairie County and the Larson Creek Controlled Groundwater Area in the 
Missoula Regional Office area located west of Stevensville, Montana, in Ravalli 
County. 
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~ Water Right Records and Reports to County Clerk and Recorders 

1.) The following language has been deleted from the statutes in Sections 85-2-236(2), 85-2-
312(5), and 85-2-315(2): (Slightly different in some sections) 
"The Department shall provide to the county clerk and recorder of the county wherein the 
point of diversion or place of use is located quarterly reports and an annual summary report 
of all certificates of water right issued by the Department within the county." 

2.) The bill contains a New Section as follows to replace the statutes noted above as being 
deleted. 
"Upon payment of a fee established pursuant to 85-2-113, a county clerk and recorder of 
the county where the point of diversion or place of use is located or in which a transfer of 
water right occurred may require the department to provide a report of all water permits, 
certificates, change approvals, or water right transfer certificates issued or processed by the 
Department pursuant to Title 85, chapter 2, parts 3 and 4." 

3.) The bill also contains a Statement of Intent as follows: 
"A statement of intent is required for this bill in order to provide a guideline on the payment 
of fees. Rule making authority is granted to the Board of Natural Resources and 
Conservation to establish a fee schedule for payment of fees to be paid to the Department 
for its costs incurred in providing water right record information to a clerk and recorder. 
It is the intent of the legislature that the rules establish a reasonable fee schedule that 
approximates the department's actual and necessary costs. A published fee schedule will 
enable a clerk and recorder to know the cost prior to seeking the information from the 
department.'' 

4.) Board Rule 36.12.103 APPLICATION AND SPECIAL FEES 
Subsection(3) of Board rule 36.12.103 presently provides that. "The Department will charge 
special fees not to exceed reasonable amounts for the following services." Part "(c)" of this 
subsection specifies, "Requested computer services." 

We will not need to adopt new rules through the Board to cover the fees for our computer 
services. Jim Kindle is preparing a listing of "reasonable" computer service fees. This 
listing will be sent along with a cover letter to each Regional Office and all 56 County Clerk 
& Recorders. The cover letter would explain the change in the law that requires us to 
prepare the fee listing and the list itself will set forth the fees they can expect to pay if they 
request water right related computer services from the Department. The fee listing would 
apply to the general pubic who may also request our services. 

C. 35 gallons per minute or less, not to exceed 10 A. F. per year 

1.) Section 85-2-306(1 ), MCA has been amended by deleting the "less than 100" gallons per 
minute language and reducing it to 35 gallons per minute or less. not to exceed 10 acre
feet per year. This amendment means that any groundwater appropriation of water that 
exceeds 35 gpm or 10 acre-feet or any combination must have a permit. Nso, keep in 
mind that any "combined appropriation" (see Board Rule 36.12.101 (7) for a definition) by 
the same appropriator from the same source from two or more wells or developed springs 
exceeding this limitation requires a permit. 
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2.) Effective July 1. 1991 all qualifying Form 602's will require a filing fee of $20.00. (See memo 
of June 18, 1991 concerning new fees effective July 1. 1991). 

3.) The Form 602 and Form 602/603 have been revised to reflect the Section 85-2-306(1) 
amendment and the increased filing fee. 

4.) Section 85-2-306(1) MCA also provides that within 60 days of completion of the well or 
developed spring and appropriation of the groundwater for the beneficial use, the 
appropriator shall file a Notice of Completion, Form 602, with the Department. 
Obviously you will encounter situations during this transition period (100 gpm to 35 gpm 
or 10 A.F.) where appropriators have completed and beneficially use a groundwater 
appropriation of less than 100 gpm. But due to the statutory change taking effect on July 
1, 1991 it was impossible for them to file the 602 before July 1, 1991 In many cases. 
However, if they are filing the 602 within 60 days of completion and the beneficial tJse of the 
groundwater appropriation is less than 100 gpm we can accept the filing on or after July 
1, 1991. We cannot accept the 602 filing for the less than 100 gpm groundwater 
appropriation if the 50 days has been exceeded. You should accept the completion and 
beneficial use dates of the appropriator unless you have an obvious reason not to believe 
their dates. Give the appropriator the benefit of doubt on close calls. Those 602's filed 
after the 60 days will need a permit if they exceed 35 gpm or 10 A. F. or any combination. 
Once again the filing fee for all 602s filed on or after July 1. 1991 is $20.00. 

D. Amendments to Section 85-2-308. - Objections 

1.) The Form 611 has been revised, reprinted and distributed for use. 

2.) An objection to a permit (Form 600) application must state facts tending to show that one 
or more of the appropriate criteria in 85-2-311 are not met. 

3.) An objection to a change (Form 606) application must state facts tending to show that one 
or more of the appropriate criteria in 85-2-402 are not met. 

4.) An objection to a reservation of water (Form 610) application must state facts tending to 
show that one or more of the criteria in 85-2-316 are not met. 

5.) New Subsection (3) states, "A person has standing to file an objection under this section 
if the property. water rights, or interests of the objector would be adversely affected by the 
proposed appropriation" 
Standing means a person (or objector in this case) has the right or interest to come into 
the hearing process as a party even though they do not have a water right, but they must 
still state facts tending to show that one or more of the applicable criteria are not met. 
Example: The Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks could have standing to file an 
objection to an application on a source even though they don't have a water right, but they 
still must state facts tending to show that one or more of the applicable criteria are not met. 
This would be a valid objection that could result in a hearing and if FW&P can prove a 
criteria can't be met. the Department must deny the application, unless it can be modified 
or conditioned to eliminate the problem. 

Sections 85-2-315, Certificate of Water Right- and 85-2-402, Changes in Appropriation Rights- have 
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been amended to require certified statements for completed permit and change project notices of 
completion. 

1.) The new amendment states: "The notification must contain a certified statement by a 
person with experience in the design, construction, or operation of appropriation works that 
the appropriation has been properly completed in substantial accordance with the terms 
and conditions of the permit (or change approval)." 

2.) The Notice of Completion Forms 617 and 618 have been revised to meet the requirements 
of the statutory amendment. The new form will be sent along with each permit, or change 
approval issued after July 1, 1991 by the Helena Central Office. 

We have been requested by the Director of our Department to use the new revised Forms 
617 and 618 for all issued permit or change approvals issued prior to July 1, -1991 and 
which have not yet filed a Notice of Completion. Although we probably can not require the 
"certified statement" we can require them to fill out the revised Forms 617 and 618. The 
reason for using the new revised Forms 617 and 618 for pending pre-July 1, 1991 Notices 
of Completion is to obtain better information about the project completion and hopefully 
help us to eliminate the backlog of verifications a little faster. 

3.) Who is qualified to complete the certified statement on the Notice of Completion Forms? 
The statute now says it can be completed by " a person with experience in the design, 
construction, or operation of the appropriation works." Legal staff advises that this oerson 
can be the Applicant. The manner in which the completion form is designed will to a great 
degree determine if a person is qualified to complete the form properly to provide the 
information required on the form. To provide the necessary measurements for dams and 
reservoirs and acres irrigated for example may require expertise of a water right consultant, 
S.C.S. Technician, hydrologist, geohydrologist, engineer, irrigation design specialist, soil 
scientist, etc. 

******~****************************************************~**********************~********* 

Please feel free to contact me if you want to discuss any portion of this memo. 

cc: Larry Holman 
Gary Fritz 
Don Macintyre 
Gerhard Knudsen 
Laurence Siroky 
Rich May 
Bill Uthman 
Kirk Waren 
Diana Cutler 



Form No. 611 A6/00 

OBJECTION TO APPLICATION 
INSTRUCTIONS 

Use this form when objecting to an application for a water use permit, change 
authorization or reservation of water. Use one form for each application. 

A person has standing to file an objection if his or her proper!~. ":'ater rig~t.s, or 
interests would be adversely affected by the proposed appropnat1on. lnd1v1dual 
water right owners must file separate objections. 

A CORRECT AND COMPLETE OBJECTION FORM MUST BE RECEIVED OR 
POSTMARKED ON OR BEFORE THE .DEADLINE SPECIFIED IN THE PUBLIC 
NOTICE. 

FILING FEE: $25.00 

FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY 

Postmarked Date---------
Date Received----------
Rec'd By-----------
Fee Rec'd ------------
Check No. ___________ _ 

Refund -------------

1. NAMEOFOBJECTOR ------------------------------------------------------

Mailing Address--------------------------------------

City ________________________ State ____ Zip ---------

HomePhone ---------------- OtherPhone _________________ __ 

2. APPLICATION BEING OBJECTED TO: Number ________________________ _ 

Applicant Name: ____________________________________ __ 

3. STATE THE FACTUAL BASIS OF YOUR OBJECTION 
a) OBJECTION TO PERMIT APPLICATION must provide facts tending to show one or more of the criteria in Section 85-2-311, 

MCA are not met. 

b) OBJECTION TO CHANGE APPLICATION must provide facts tending to show one or more of the criteria in Section 85-2-402, 
MCA are not met. 

NOTE: Water quality objections must contain substantial credible information establishing to the satisfaction of the department 
that the water quality criteria cannot be met by the applicant. 

MONTANA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION 
48 N. LAST CHANCE GULCH P.O. BOX 201601 HELENA, MT 59620-1601 444-6610 

web site: http://www.dnrc.state.mt.us/wrd/home.htm 
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TIM D. HALL 
Special Assistant Attorney General 
MONTANA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 

RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION 
1625 11th Avenue 
Helena, MT 59620-1601 
(406) 444-6699 

Attorney for Defendant/Respondent DNRC 

IN THE MONTANA FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
LEWIS AND CLARK COUNTY 

) 
FRIENDS OF THE MARIAS and ) 
MISSOURI RIVER CITIZENS INC., ) 

) CAUSE NO. CDV-2001-390 
Plaintiffs/Petitioners, ) 

) Affidavit of Robert L. Larson 
vs. ) 

) 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL ) 
RESOURCES AND ) 
CONSERVATION, ) 

) 
Defendant/Respondent. ) 

) 

Robert L. Larson, being duly sworn, swears the following to be true: 

1. My full legal name is Robert L. Larson 

2. My present job title is Regional Manager of the Havre and Glasgow 
regions. 

3. My work address is DNRC Water Resources Division, PO Box 1828, 
Havre, Montana 59501. 

4. My educational background is as follows: BS Degree in Civil Engineering. 



5. My present job duties at the DNRC are: Performs administrative, 
supervisory, technical, and professional water resource management work in the 
Havre and Glasgow regions. I am responsible for managing the two region's 
personnel, budgets, and equipment, and applying state water laws, regulations, 
rules and policies. 

6. In regard to the Sunny Brook permit application (# 41 P-1 05759), I did the 
following: Reviewed and supervised the application processing completed by 
Water Resource Specialist Dixie Brough. 

7. In regard to the Sunny Brook permit application (# 41 P-1 05759), I attended 
the following meetings: 

Draft EA Meeting, 7:00PM, September 11, 2000, Fort Benton, Mt. Public 
comment to Draft EA document was being taken. (Sunny Brook Colony Irrigation 
Project Draft Environmental assessment) 

Contested Case Administrative Hearing, 10:00 AM, October 11, 2000, Fort 
Benton, Mt. A DNRC Hearings Examiner conducts a hearing such that evidence 
and testimony can be evaluated and a determination made to grant, modify, or 
deny the provisional water permit application. (Sunny Brook Colony application# 
41P-105759) 

8. The Draft EA meeting held on September 11th was not recorded, but I have 
reviewed my notes of this meeting and consulted with my staff, and I cannot find 
any reference to being asked the question about whether someone must own a 
water right in order to object to a permit application. I cannot remember being 
asked any such question or giving any answer to that question. 

The Contested Case Hearing held on October 11, 2000 was recorded, and 
I am unaware of any portion of that recording, questions, or testimony given 
concerning whether someone must own a water right in order to 
object to a permit application. 

9. During the Draft EA meeting held in Fort Benton on September 11, 2000, I 
made the announcement that the contested case administrative hearing on 
Sunny Brook Colony to address timely objections to the issuance of a Provisional 
Permit had been scheduled for October 11, 2000, at the Chouteau County Court 
House. The previous question on whether someone must own a water right in 
order to object to the permit application was not asked subsequent to this 
announcement at this meeting. 



FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT. 

DONE AND DATED THIS _LZ_ DAY OF SEPTEMBER 2001. 

\~ 

Subscribed and sworn to me this /...2_ day of:5.:::>nJ.., 2001_, by the 
above-named 'S-v'n L Leurs t:.~ , known ~to be the person named 
above. 

NOTARY SEAL 

c=~tlAA·~ ~ 
NOTARY PU LIC r the State of Montana 

Residing atfuvr ~. Montana . 
My Commission Expires: \ 0 - (:, - dCD J 

t 
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TIM D. HALL 
Special Assistant Attorney General 
MONTANA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 

RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION 
1625 11th Avenue 
Helena, MT 59620-1601 
(406) 444-6699 

Attorney for Defendant/Respondent DNRC 

IN THE MONTANA FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
LEWIS AND CLARK COUNTY 

) 
FRIENDS OF THE MARIAS and ) 
MISSOURI RIVER CITIZENS INC., ) 

) 
Plaintiffs/Petitioners, ) 

) 
vs. ) 

) 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL ) 
RESOURCES AND ) 
CONSERVATION, ) 

) 
DefendanVRespondent. ) 

) 

CAUSE NO. CDV-2001-390 

Affidavit of Larry Dolan 

Larry Dolan, being duly sworn, swears the following to be true: 

1. My full legal name is Lawrence Stephen Dolan. 

2. My present job title is DNRC Hydrologist. 

3. My work address is 48 North Last Chance Gulch, Helena MT 59620. 

4. My educational background is as follows: M.A. 1987, Geography/Water 
Resources, University of Wyoming, Laramie; B.A. 1983 Earth Sciences, 
Frostburg State College, Frostburg, MD. 



5. My present job duties at the DNRC are: Conducting hydrologic 
investigations, providing technical assistance to watershed groups, providing 
technical assistance within DNRC on water rights issues, and assisting DNRC 
with MEPA compliance related to water rights applications. 

6. In regard to the Sunnybrook permit application(# 41 P-1 05759), I did the 
following: Coordinated the preparation of the environmental assessment (EA) 
and prepared the water resources, fisheries, wildlife, recreation, and land use 
and vegetation sections of the EA. 

7. In regard to the Sunnybrook permit application (# 41 P-1 05759), I ran the 
following meetings: MEPA public scooping meeting at the Emergency Operation 
Center in Fort Benton on March 13, 2000; meeting on the draft EA at the same 
location on September 11, 2000. 

8. Those meetings were not recorded, but I have reviewed my notes of those 
meetings, and I cannot find any reference to being asked the question about 
whether someone must own a water right in order to object to a permit 
application. I cannot remember being asked any such question or giving any 
answer to that question. 

9. The March 13, 2000, public scoping meeting was held to identify issues to 
address in the EA. The September 11, 2000, meeting was held to discuss the 
draft EA and to accept comments on it. Because the MEPA compliance and 
objection/hearings portions of the application review process were being carried 
out concurrently, the differences between the two processes were explained at 
the meetings. Attendees were encouraged to participate in the MEPA process; 
no one was ever advised not to participate in the objection/hearing process. 

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT. 



AND DATED THISn DAY OF SEPTEMBER 2001. 

ZV2. j)~ 

Subscribed and sworn to me this/~day ot-hl_, 2001_, by the 
above-named lLw.Jr-enu....., Oc/rJ../r.-..., known by me to be the person named 
above. 

NOTARY SEAL 

·----;, .v~~ M~ ~~ 
NOTARY PUBL~or the State of Mont~na 
Residing a~L 0yMontana 
My Commission Expires: 3 --10- ;;LOa;?.___ 
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TIM D. HALL 
Special Assistant Attorney General 
MONTANA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 

RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION 
1625 11 1

h Avenue 
Helena, MT 59620-1601 
(406) 444-6699 

Attorney for Defendant/Respondent DNRC 

IN THE MONTANA FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
LEWIS AND CLARK COUNTY 

) 
FRIENDS OF THE MARIAS and ) 
MISSOURI RIVER CITIZENS INC., ) 

) CAUSE NO. CDV-2001-390 
Plaintiffs/Petitioners, ) 

) Affidavit of Paul Azevedo 
vs. ) 

) 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL ) 
RESOURCES AND ) 
CONSERVATION, ) 

) 
Defendant/Respondent. ) 

) 

Paul Azevedo, being duly sworn, swears the following to be true: 

1. My full legal name is Paul A. Azevedo. 

2. My present job title is ONRC Water Resource Planner. 

3. My work address is PO Box 201601, Helena, MT 59620-1601 

4. My educational background is as follows: 
B.S. Geology, San Diego State Univ. 
M.S. Earth Sciences, Montana State Univ. 



-~~- --~--------~--- ---

5. My present job duties at the DNRC are: 1) facilitating and providing 
technical and research support for developing comprehensive water resource 
and watershed management plans; 2) providing leadership in resolving complex 
water related conflicts, problems, and issues within river basins and smaller 
watersheds; 3) developing state water policies; 4) preparing the State Water 
Plan, which addresses issues related to statewide water management, river 
basin management, water law, and water policy; and 5) writing grants and 
obtaining outside sources of funding for local watershed efforts. 

5. In regard to the Sunnybrook permit application (# 41 P-1 05759), I did the 
following: 

A. Wrote Sections 3.4 and 4.4 pertaining to ground water resources in the 
project area. 

B. Wrote Sections 3.5 and 4.5 pertaining to soils in the project area 

6. In regard to the Sunnybrook permit application, I attended the following 
meetings: 

A. March 13, 2000: Accompanied DNRC Hydrologist Larry Dolan on a field 
trip to view the proposed project site. I did not record the exact times, but I 
recall that the field trip took up a good portion of the day. The purpose of 
the trip was to view the site and develop a better understanding of the 
proposed project. After the field trip, we drove to Ft Benton to attend a.n 
EA seeping meeting. The purpose of the meeting was to explain the 
purpose of doing an EA and to develop a list of concerns expressed by 
local citizens. My role at the meeting was to record citizen's comments. 

B. September 11, 2000: Accompanied Larry Dolan to a public meeting on the 
Draft EA in Ft Benton. The purpose of the meeting was to present the 
results of the Draft EA and to provide a forum for local citizens to provide 
comments on the draft. My role at the meeting was to answer questions 
regarding the groundwater and soils sections of the Draft EA, and to 
record citizens' comments. 

7. Other than recording comments of meeting participants, I did not take any 
notes during the meeting. I cannot remember being asked the question about 
whether someone must own a water right in order to object to a permit 
application. If the question were posed to me, I would have referred the person to 
a Water Rights Specialist. 

1 0. I remember that questions came up regarding the proper venue for people 
to get involved in the EA process, but I do not recall the specifics of those 
discussions. Larry Dolan or members of the DNRC Havre Field Office handled 
questions on water rights and the EA process. 



FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT. 

DONE AND DATED THIS I? DAY OF SEPTEMBER 2001. 

~iliJLdr -_ 
Subscribed anq,sworn to me this /~'day of~ , 2001_, by the 
above-named ~J /Tzeve c;/__() , known by me to be the person named 
above. 

NOTARY SEAL 

',· ·. //. I .' 

--( /b~~ I i_(UI.AC ";V~r-L~ 
NOTARY PUB IC for the State of Mo na 

Residing atl-leJerwyMontana 
My Commission Expires: 3 -! 0 ·;).rod.__ 
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TIM D. HALL 
Special Assistant Attorney General 
MONTANA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 

RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION 
1625 11th Avenue 
Helena, MT 59620-1601 
(406) 444-6699 

Attorney for Defendant/Respondent DNRC 

IN THE MONTANA FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
LEWIS AND CLARK COUNTY 

) 
FRIENDS OF THE MARIAS and ) 
MISSOURI RIVER CITIZENS INC., ) 

) CAUSE NO. CDV-2001-390 
Plaintiffs/Petitioners, ) 

) Affidavit of Dixie Brough 
vs. ) 

) 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL ) 
RESOURCES AND ) 
CONSERVATION, ) 

) 
Defendant/Respondent. ) 

) 

Dixie Brough, being duly sworn, swears the following to be true: 

1. My full legal name is Dixie Brough. 

2. My present job title is Water Resources Specialist for the Department of 
Natural Resources and Conservation. 

3. My work address is DNRC Water Resources Division, PO Box 1828, 
Havre, Montana. 



r . 

4. My educational background is as follows: Completed high school with 
honors in Havre, Montana. 

5. My present job duties at the DNRC are: Performs technical and 
professional water resource management work in the Havre Regional 
Office. One of my primary duties is to analyze and process Applications for 
Beneficial Water Use Permits and Applications to Change a Water Right 
using Montana statutes and DNRC policies and procedures. 

6. In regard to the Sunnybrook permit application(# 41 P-1 05759), I reviewed, 
analyzed and processed the application from its receipt in the Havre 
Regional Office until it went into the administrative hearings process. 

7. In regard to the Sunnybrook permit application(# 41 P-1 05759), I attended 
the following meetings: 

March 13, 2000, 3:00 PM, at Fort Benton, MT: Meeting with applicant and 
objectors at Fort Benton, MT. This was an informal meeting between the 
applicant and objectors to discuss the water right application and the 
objections. Marvin Cross and I, from the Havre Regional Office, attended 
the meeting to answer any questions that may arise about the processing 
of the application. 

March 13, 2000, 7:00 PM, at Fort Benton, MT: Attended the 1st EA public 
scoping meeting. This meeting was conducted by Larry Dolan, DNRC 
Water Management Bureau, who was in the process of preparing the 
Environmental Assessment for the Sunny Brook Colony application. The 
meeting was held to explain the project and ensure that the public is 
informed and allowed to ask questions and provide comments regarding 
the application and environmental assessment (EA) process. 

September 11, 2000, 7:00PM, at Fort Benton, MT: Attended the 2nd EA 
public scoping meeting. This meeting was also conducted by Larry Dolan. 
It was another opportunity to allow the public to ask questions and provide 
comments regarding the application and EA process. 

October 11, 2000, 10:00 AM, at Chouteau County Courthouse, in Fort 
Benton, MT. Attended the contested case administrative hearing. This 
hearing was conducted by Chuck Brasen, DNRC Hearings Officer. 

8. Except for the contested case hearing held on October 11, 2000, those 
meetings were not recorded, but I have reviewed my notes. I have some 
brief notes from the informal meeting on March 131

h. My notes from the 



March 131
h informal meeting do not refer to any questions being asked 

about who can or cannot object. I also do not recall any questions asked 
about this at the informal meeting or at the public scoping meetings on 
March 131h or September 11th. Much of the discussion at the March 13th 
informal meeting involved water availability. 

At the EA public scoping meeting on March 131
h, there was a lot of 

concern about the public noticing process. Questions were asked about 
which newspaper the permit application was noticed in and why it wasn't 
noticed in a different newspaper or newspapers. Most of the individuals 
felt the application should have been noticed in the Chouteau Acantha in 
Fort Benton and/or the Big Sandy Mountaineer, rather than the Liberty 
County Times in Chester. It was because of this concern that the 
application was re-noticed on April 5, 2000, in both the Chouteau Acantha 
and the Mountaineer. There was also a lot of concern about the draft EA 
and questions about whether an Environmental Impact Statement would 
be prepared. 

9. In regard to the Sunny Brook permit application (#41 P-1 05759), I found 
some notes documented on my calendar referring to telephone 
conversations that I had with Aart Dolman and Don Marble. These 
telephone calls were received on December 10, 1999, the last day to file 
objections against the permit application from the first public notice 
process. My notes indicate that Aart Dolman called me and asked for an 
objection form for the Sunny Brook Colony application. (Copy attached as 
Exhibit 1 ). The next note on my calendar on that date refers to a phone 
call from Don Marble. My note states that Mr. Marble indicates that Aart 
Dolman's letter basically wants to make sure that a MEPA document is 
prepared on this project so no objection form from the DNRC needs to be 
sent to him. A letter of concern regarding MEPA issues was received in 
the Havre Regional Office from Mr. Dolman on December 13, 1999. 
(Objections were allowed for a second time after the renoticing of the 
application on April 5, 2000- the first objection deadline was December 
10, 1999, and the second objection deadline after renoticing the application 
was April 21, 2000). 

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT. 



DONE AND DATED THIS /7f}.DAY OF SEPTEMBER 2001. 

[)~~ 
~ 

Subscribed and sworn to me this Ll_ day of September, 2001_, by the 
above-named :IX)<.,,'- 0 rc 0 hJ , known by me to be the person named 
above. 

NOTARY SEAL 

NOTARY PUBLIC for the State of Montana 

Residing attJQ..v~, Montana 
My Cum mission Expires: \ D -l, -coo\ 
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TIM D. HALL 
Special Assistant Attorney General 
MONTANA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 

RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION 
1625 11th Avenue 
Helena, MT 59620-1601 
(406) 444-6699 

Attorney for DefendanVRespondent DNRC 

IN THE MONTANA FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
LEWIS AND CLARK COUNTY 

) 
FRIENDS OF THE MARIAS and ) 
MISSOURI RIVER CITIZENS INC., ) 

) CAUSE NO. CDV-2001-390 
Plaintiffs/Petitioners, ) 

) Affidavit of Marvin Cross 
vs. ) 

) 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL ) 
RESOURCES AND ) 
CONSERVATION, ) 

) 
Defendant/Respondent. ) 

) 

Marvin Cross, being duly sworn, swears the following to be true: 

1. My full legal name is Marvin L. Cross 

2. My present job title is Civil Engineer Specialist. 

3. My work address is P.O. Box, 1828, Havre, MT 59501. 

4. My educational background is as follows: 

• Bachelor of Science in Secondary Education; Math Major, Physics Minor 



From MSU, Northern, 1972 

+ Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Engineering from MSU, 1979 

5. My present job duties at the DNRC are: 

I serve as the Regional Office Engineer, working with a number of DNRC 
Water Resources programs. Those programs include, but are not limited to 
the Dam Safety, Water Management, New Appropriations, Adjudication, 
Water Rights Compact Commission, Floodplain Management, and the State 
Water Projects programs. 
With respect to the New Appropriations program, I act as a technical 
advisor to the regional office Water Specialists in both Havre and Glasgow 
who handle the processing of applications for change or new water rigt]ts. If 
the Specialist has questions about the technical feasibility of a proposed 
project, it is my job to review that proposal and advise the Specialist. I also 
am called on to investigate water rights complaints and to testify at 
administrative hearings regarding engineering questions that may arise. 

6. In regard to the Sunnybrook permit application (# 41 P-1 05759), I did the 
following: 

+ I reviewed the proposed irrigation project for technical feasibility and 
advised the Specialist. 

+ I attended the site visit. 
+ I attended a public meeting to answer any questions about the 

processing of the application. 
+ I attended two public meetings conducted in conjunction with 

preparation of the Environmental Assessment prepared by the 
Department. 

+ I attended, but was not called to testify, at the Administrative Hearing for 
the Application. 

7. In regard to the Sunnybrook permit application(# 41 P-1 05759) I attended 
the following meetings: 

+ March 13, 2000, 3:00 PM, at Fort Benton, MT: Meeting with applicant 
and objectors at Fort Benton, MT, at the Bomb Shelter. This was an 
informal meeting between the applicant and objectors to discuss the 
water right application and the objections. Dixie Brough and I from the 
Havre Regional Office attended the meeting to answer any questions 
that may arise about the processing of the application or the technical 
feasibility or the project. 



+ March 13, 2000, 7:00 PM, at Fort Benton, MT: Attended the 1st EA 
public scoping meeting. Larry Dolan, Water Management Bureau, who 
was in the process of preparing the Environmental Assessment for the 
Sunny Brook Colony application, conducted this meeting. The meeting 
was held to explain the project and ensure that the public was informed 
and allowed to ask questions and provide comments regarding the 
application and environmental assessment (EA) process. 

+ September 11, 2000, 7:00PM, at Fort Benton, MT: Attended the 2nd EA 
public scoping meeting. Larry Dolan also conducted this meeting. It was 
another opportunity to allow the public to ask questions and provide 
comments regarding the application and EA process. 

+ October 11, 2000, 10:00 AM at the Chouteau County Courthouse, in 
Fort Benton, MT. Attended the contested case administrative hearing. 
Chuck Brasen, DNRC Hearings Officer, conducted this hearing. 

8. Those meetings were not recorded, nor did I take notes during the 
meetings. Since my primary purpose for attending the meetings was to 
answer technical engineering questions that may arise regarding the 
project and most of the discussions did not question the technical feasibility 
of the project, I did not take specific notes. 

During the course of the three meetings prior to the hearing, I do not recall 
being asked who can or cannot formally object to the permit application or 
giving any answer to that question. 
I do recall that at the March 13th EA scoping meeting, there was a lot of 
concern about the public noticing process. Questions were asked regarding 
which newspaper it was noticed in and why it wasn't noticed in a different 
newspaper or newspapers. Many of the people present felt that the 
application should have been noticed in the Chouteau Acantha and the Big 
Sandy Mountaineer. There also seemed to be a lot of concern about 
whether or not a full-fledged Environmental Impact Statement would be 
prepared. 
Although I do not specifically recall being asked about who may or may not 
file an objection to the application at the March 13th meetings, the objection 
period had passed by that time. So if someone had asked if they could 
object, they most likely would have been told that the time period for filing 
objections was over and that the Department of Fish Wildlife and Parks had 
objected to protect their reserved in-stream flow right on behalf of the 
public. 



' . 

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT. 

DONE AND DATED THIS li~DAY OF SEPTEMBER 2001. 

Subscribed and sworn to me this/7 ~day of~. 2001_, by the 
above-named illo..o.X"' Cress , known ~to be the person named 
above. 

NOTARY SEAL 

.-! '~ ~ 

);~~~\;u~ fortheStateOfMOfltna 

Residing at~uK, Montana 
My Commission Expires: l '() -b -7 00/ 
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF 
NATURAL RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION 

OF THE STATE OF MONTANA 

~ 

* * * * * * * * * * 

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION 
FOR BENEFICIAL WATER USE PERMIT 
80590-s42K BY RONETTA BLACKBURN 
AND CHRISTOPHER THEODOR 

) 
) 
) 
) 

* * * * * * * * * * 

FINAL 
ORDER 

The Proposal for Decision (Proposal) in this matter was 

entered on April 12, 1993. The Proposal recommended denial of a 

Beneficial Water Use Permit for Application 80590-s42K by Ronetta 

Blackburn1 and Christopher Theodor. The application requested 

appropriation of 25.00 gallons per minute not to exceed 1.00 

acre-foot of surface water per year from an unnamed tributary of 

Sand Creek at a point in the NE~SE~NW~ of Section 18 for fish and 

wildlife by means of a pit from January 1 through December 31 of 

each year. Applicants filed timely exceptions to the Proposal 

but did not request oral arguments. Objectors filed a joint 

response to Applicants' exceptions without a request for oral 

arguments. 

Applicants except to any Findings of Fact 8 and 15, and 

Conclusions of Law 4 through 10. 2 Applicants take exception 

1 Consistent with the Applicants' advice in their exceptions 
letter, the spelling of Blackburn has been corrected. The error 
originated on the application form and appears to have been a 
clerical error. 

2 In their exceptions letter, Applicants stated exceptions 
to Conclusions of Law 8, 9, and 10 based on their arguments 
relative to unappropriated water and historic flows. Conclusions 
8, 9, and 10 relate to issues of Objectors' standing, possessory 
interest, and adverse effects, not to unappropriated water and 

I 
J 

FILMED 
AUG 2 3 1993 
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primarily to the Proposal's Findings and Conclusions that the 

requested volume is inadequate for the purpose and that unappro-

priated water is not availa~le at the proposed point of diversion 

during the proposed period of use. 

I. Applicants take exception to Finding of Fact 8 and 

Conclusions of Law 4 and 5 on the basis that the application was 

accepted by the Department with the volume of one acre-foot per 

year. To be viable, a fish habitat must be able to maintain a 

proper level of· dissolved oxygen in the water. 3 From a complete 

review of the record in this matter, the viability of the -pro-

posed project for fish purposes, i.e., adequately oxygenated 

water, depended upon some level of continuous flow of water 

through the pond. The application identifies only enough water 

to fill the pond once each year with no identification of a 

volume of water to protect and maintain a continuous flow, the 

stated method of accomplishing the necessary oxygenation. No 

alternative method of maintaining the oxygen level in the pond 

was identified in the record. 

historic flows. In reaching this final decision, these state
ments by Applicants have been considered as they relate to the 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law touching upon aspects of 
unappropriated water and historic flows, particularly Conclusions 
of Law 6 and 7. 

3 Generally recognized technical fact. Mont. Admin. R. 
36.12.221(4) (1991). While not explicitly stated in the Proposal 
it is implicit in the findings and conclusions relative to the 
issue of the requested volume. It is also implicit in Appli
cants' statements in their exception to these findings and 
conclusions. 
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In their exception letter, A~plicants suggest they could use 

solar power generated turbulence devices to oxygenate_ the water. 

This possibility was not a eart of the project as identified by 

the application materials, testimony, or any other part of the 

case record. The suggestion of this technical design possibility 

is new evidence which cannot be considered. Mont. Admin. R. 

36.12.228 (1)(a) and 36.12.229(2)(a) (1991). 

An agency's final order may not reject or modify a finding 

of fact in a proposal for decision unless the agency first deter

mines from a review of the complete record that the finding of 

fact was not based on competent substantial evidence or that the 

proceedings on which the finding was based did not comply with 

essential requirements of law. Mont. Code Ann. § 2-4-621(3) 

(1991). Finding of Fact 8 in the Proposal for Decision is based 

on substantial credible evidence in the record, is not in error, 

and consequently will not be modified. 

Because a necessary factor in the system has not been 

included in the application, the operation described is not 

adequate to accomplish the intended beneficial use, and the 

application does not meet the criterion in Mont. Code Ann. § 85-

2-311(1)(c) (1991). 

II. In reference to Finding of Fact 15, Applicants and 

Objectors have pointed out an error in the description of the 

mechanics used to direct water from the drain ditch to users on 

the lower Kinsey canal. The substance of this finding of fact, 

however, is not the mechanism, it is the ultimate use of the 

-3-
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water collected in the drain ditch by irrigators on the Kinsey 

system. The error does not diminish the substance of the finding 

of fact. Nevertheless, for ~he sake of avoiding confusion from 

the error, Finding of Fact 15 is revised to read: 

15. The water that flowed into and out of the pond 
before the drain ditch was cleaned, flowed back into 
the lower canal of the Kinsey Irrigation Company for 
further use by Meidinger Farms. Since the drain ditch 
was cleaned, the water flows down the ditch and eventu
ally into the Yellowstone River in the winter. During 
the irrigation season the water is retained in Kinsey 
Irrigation Company's lower canal for further use. 
(Testimony of Christopher Theodor, Ronetta Blackburn, 
and Richard Meidinger.) 

III. Applicants take exception to Conclusion of Law 6 based 

on their intention to protect the ~historic'' flow of water in the 

natural drainage which is not the result of runoff and seepage 

from the canals and fields of Kinsey Irrigation Company's irriga-

tion project. The pond is in a natural drainage. The SCS 

analysis identifies the soil types in the area as natural re-

charge zones for a natural aquifer. The water rising in the pond 

may be seepage from the Kinsey ditches, but it also may be 

naturally occurring waters from the perched aquifer system. 

Furthermore, some of~the Kinsey ditch water may have seeped into 

the aquifer, which is a naturally occurring water course, and 

hence out of Kinsey's possession and control. 

The reco~d in this case does not contain enough information 

to know precise amounts of water in the various parts of this 

hydrologic system, and there may not be information available 

anywhere to identify precise amounts. Even so, now that the 

-4-
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drain ditch has been cleaned and repaired to its original condi- . 

) tion4 and is functioning, there is still water in the_pond. The 

testimony of Ronetta Blackbqrn indicates the pond has intercepted 

water that was not present prior to the pond's construction. 

This appears to be what is still filling the pond. But this 

water is not surface flow and surface flow is what the applica-

tion was requesting an appropriation for. The identified source 

was surface water. The Hearing Examiner concluded in Conclusion 

of Law 7 that Applicants had not proven "there are unappropriated 

waters in the source of supply" (emphasis added). 5 This conclu-

sian is consistent with the evidence in the record, is based on 

substantial credible evidence in the record, is not in error, and 

consequently will not be modified. 

IV. Applicants take exception to Conclusion of Law 7· on the 

grounds that their intention is to protect the "historic flow" of 

water in the natural drainage which is not the result of runoff 

4 
In their exceptions, Applicants characterize the cleaning 

as "aggressive" and an "over excavation". Finding of Fact 11 
calls the action just a cleaning. Nothing in the Propos~l finds 
the cleaning went beyond a maintenance action. This is consis
tent with all the evidence in the record. Therefore, as to the 
cleaning, the Proposal for Decision is based on substantial 
credible evidence in the record, is not in error, and consequent
ly will not be modified. Mont. Code Ann. § 2-4-621(3) (1991). 

5 The evidence in the record of this contested case is not 
sufficient to .determine with assurance that the water now filling 
the pond is groundwater. But there is some indication the pond 
may be intercepting groundwater which is available for appropria
tion, e.g., water which has always been part of an historic 
wetlands or which is Kinsey seepage lost from their possession 
and control. If this were so, the water presently rising in the 
pond may be protectable as a groundwater development. 

-5-



) 

and seepage from the Kinsey irrigation project. Given the 

complexity of the hydrologic system prior to the cleaning of the 

drain ditch, it was proper f9r Applicants to request a water 

right rather than simply assuming all the water was Kinsey water 

which had not entered a natural water course, then contracting 

with them for the amount needed to operate their project. 

Nevertheless and as discussed above, the water now rising in the 

pond is developed groundwater, not the surface water applied for. 

Therefore, the permit cannot be issued. 

Having given the matter full consideration, the Department 

of Natural Resources and Conservation hereby accepts and adopts, 

with the modifications made above, the Findings of Fact and 

Conclusions of Law as contained in the April 12, 1993, Proposal 

for Decision and incorporates them herein by reference. 

WHEREFORE, based upon the record herein, the Department 

makes the following: 

ORDER 

Application for Beneficial Water Use Permit 80590-s42K by 

Ronetta Blackburn and Christopher Theodor is hereby denied. 

Dated this 2 7't! day of July, 1993. 

Helena, Montana 
(406) 444-6612 

-6-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

This is to certify that a true and correct copy ?f the 

foregoing Final Order was duly served upon all parties of record 
. n-

at their address or addresses this ~~ day of July, 1993, as 

follows: 

Ronetta Blackburn 
Christopher Theodor 
P.O. Box 1585 
Miles City, MT 59301 

Meidinger Farms, Inc. 
HC 46 
Kinsey, MT 59338 

Jack Carr 
Attorney at Law 
611 Pleasant 
Miles City, MT 59301 

George w. Huss 
Attorney at Law 
507 Pleasant 
Miles City, MT 59301 

-7-

Kinsey Irrigation Co. 
% Bill Ziebarth 
Kinsey, MT 59338 

Ed Beyl 
HC 46 
Miles City, MT 59301 

Walter Rolf, Manager 
Miles City Water Resources 

Division Regional Office 
P.O. Box 276 
Miles City, MT 59301 
(via electronic mail) 

Vivian A. Lighthizer, 
Hearing Examiner 

Department of Natural 
Resources & Conservation 

1520 E. 6th Ave. 
Helena, MT 59620-2301 
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GREGORY W. DUNCAN 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1319 
Helena, MT 59624 
(406) 442-6350 

Attorney for Intervenor 

IN THE MONTANA FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
LEWIS AND CLARK COUNTY 

FRIENDS OF THE MARIAS and 
MISSOURI RNER CITIZENS INC. 

Plaintiffs/Petitioner, 

vs. 

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES AND 
CONSERVATION OF MONTANA, 

Defendant/Respondent. 

and 

SUNNYBROOK COLONY, INC., 

Intervenor. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Cause No. CDV-2001-390 

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID M. SCHMIDT 

1. I, David M. Schmidt, being over the age of 18 years old, and of sound mind and I am 

competent to testify in these matters. 

2. I am the senior water right specialist and President of Water Rights Solutions, Inc. 

3. In the fall spring of 1999 I was hired by Sunnybrook Colony, Inc. to assist them in 

acquiring a water right permit. 

AFFIDA YIT OF DA YE SCHMIT P. I 



4. As part of the application process I attended the scoping meetings and both hearings. 

5. At no time did I hear any representative ofthe DNRC represent to anyone that they could 

not object to the water right application. 

6. I personally observed Stuart Lewin present at the meetings and hearing. I also am aware 

that Don Marble was on the DNRC mailing list and to the best of my knowledge received the 

pleadings in the matter. I know that he did not participate in the h~~ 

~~--

a ublic for the State of Montana 
Residing at i/~3 , Montana 

(NOTARIAL SEAL) My commission expires: 9 -;;13~.2002.___ 

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVE SCHMIT P. 2 
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GREGORY W. DUNCAN 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1319 
Helena, MT 59624 
( 406) 442-6350 

Attorney for Intervenor 

RECEIVED 
OCT 0 1 2001 

LEGISLATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL 
POLICY OFFICE 

IN THE MONTANA FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
LEWIS AND CLARK COUNTY 

FRIENDS OF THE MARIAS and 
MISSOURI RIVER CITIZENS INC. 

Plaintiffs/Petitioner, 

vs. 

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES AND 
CONSERVATION OF MONTANA, 

Defendant/Respondent. 

and 

SUNNYBROOK COLONY, INC., 

Intervenor. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Cause No. CDV-2001-390 

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF DNRC 
MOTION TO DISMISS AND 
REPLY BRIEF 

COMES NOW, Sunnybrook Colony, Inc., Intervenor, by and through their attorney 

of record, Gregory W. Duncan, and submits this brief to the Court in support ofthe DNRC's 

Motion to Dismiss and Reply Brief. 

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF DNRC'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
AND REPLY BRIEF P. I 
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Sunnybrook Colony, Inc., hereinafter "Sunnybrook," adopts those arguments set forth 

by the DNRC in their motion to dismiss dated July 25, 2001, and in their reply brief dated 

September, 2001. It is a very well written and thought out brief that sets forth the facts and 

legal arguments in very concise and meaningful manner. In addition to adopting their brief, 

Sunnybrook will make the following additional arguments. 

1. BOTH THE FRIENDS OF THE MARIAS AND THE MISSOURI RIVER 

CITIZENS, INC. HAD AN OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE. 

Attached hereto is the Affidavit of David Schmidt of Water Rights Solutions, Inc. 

Mr. Schmidt was a consultant of Sunnybrook during the entire time this matter was taking 

place. He went to all of the scoping meetings and attended all of the hearings. 

As the Court can see from his affidavit at no time was he told or did he hear any of 

the DNRC employees indicate to any of the individuals present that they were not able to 

participate in the Administrative Hearing or file an objection. Therefore it is clear that if 

they chose not to participate in the Administrative proceeding it was an independent choice 

of their own and not a choice of the DNRC. 

Secondly, Stuart Lewin, who represented the Bessette Ranch, has acknowledged that 

he was present and represented the Bessette Ranch. He is an attorney of law, licensed to 

practice in the state of Montana. See Affidavit of Stuart Lewin. 

In their complaint, the plaintiffs represent that Don Marble is a representative of the 

Friends of the Marias .. Sunnybrook will ask the Court to take judicial notice ofthe fact that 

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF DNRC'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
AND REPLY BRIEF P. 2 



Don Marble is a practicing attorney located in the town of Chester, Montana. Don Marble 

received written notices and was on the DNRC mailing list. See Exhibit A. 

Therefore, as set forth by the DNRC, both of these parties had legal representation 

available to them. Ignorance of the law is never a defense, and as set forth in Qity qf 

Whitefish v. Troy Town PuiUJl, I!!£,, 21 P. 3 rd I 02 6 (2 00 I Mont.) and in Elk Park Ranch, 

Inc., supra, any argument for estoppel has been extinguished because even ifthere was a 

misrepresentation as contended it was a misrepresentation of law and not of fact; and they 

had means to discovery the truth for themselves. They had no right to rely upon the alleged 

representations by some unknown DNRC employees. Therefore, the first element of the 

estoppel test has not been met. 

If the statement was made, it was an unauthorized act or representation and as such 

estoppel cannot be applied against the state. See DNRC's arguments. 

Clearly if tl1ere was any doubt on the »ort of Mr. Marble or Mr. Lewin, both 

practicing attorneys in the state of Montana, they should have made an attempt to participate 

by filing an objection. Instead, they simply make the allegations of individuals, who chose 

not to participate in the Administrative proceeding, contending that they did not act because 

someone in the DNRc told them that they could not. The law clearly states differently. 

2. THE PLAINTIFFS' COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF 

SHOULD BE DISMISSED. 

The plaintiffs in this action, after not having participated in the Administrative 

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF DNRC'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
AND REPLY BRIEF P. 3 



proceeding, cannot be allowed to come and assert constitutional claims. They do not have 

any standing, because they did not participate in the Administrative proceeding. If they had 

participated in the Administrative proceeding as an objector, then possibly they would have 

the right to come forward and file for Administrative Review and to include constitutional 

ISSUeS. 

Where they are not parties to the original action, they are not appellants and as such 

they do not have standing and cannot intermingle the appellant function and th~ original 

function of the District Court. 

They try to boot strap their issue by citing to Mitchell v. Town of West Yellowstone, 

235 Mont. 104,765 P.2d 745 (1988) and Jarussi v. Board of Trustees, 204 131,664 P.2d 

316 (1983). Where the plaintiffs in this matter have erred is that in both of the cited cases 

the plaintiffs were individuals that were directly aggrieved and had an independent cause of 

action under the original jurisdiction of the court. The plaintiffs in the cited cases were real 

parties in interest, not a third party that watched on the sidelines then attempted to get 

involved after the fact. The argument in both of those cases were that the Administrative 

proceeding had never been entered into and as such the plaintiffs were barred because they 

had not ex~austed their Administrative remedies. In these cases, the court concluded that 
/. 
~\ . 

they did ~.flave to go through the Administrative proceeding. They were the real party in 
I 

interest. They were not a third party requesting an Administrative review of an 

Administrative claim and then tack on additional claims. In this case these are organizations 

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF DNRC'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
AND REPLY BRIEF P. 4 



that have sat on their hands, allowed Sunnybrook and the objectors to invest money and time 

into this matter, to present evidence, and then as an after thought attempt to appeal. In this 

case none of the original objectors are appellants. Therefore these cases are comparing 

apples and oranges and do not apply in this situation. 

CONCLUSION 

Sunnybrook applied for a water use permit. They dealt with the objections, they 

attended the scoping meetings and attempted to educate and inform people as to _what was 

happening. Objections were filed by various parties, and a hearing took place. A proposed 

order was issued, which was appealed by Sunnybrook and a second hearing was held. After 

that second hearing a final order was issued. 

It was thirty days later that Friends of the Marias and Missouri River Citizens, Inc., 

neither of whom were objectors nor filed objections at the Administrative proceeding, 

attempted to appeal this issue asking for Administrative review. In addition, they have 

inappropriately attempted to tack on additional issues asking that various statutes be found 

null and void. 

Sunnybrook has expended considerable effort, time and money in order to secure the 

permit. Sunnybrook is extremely frustrated, having groups such as the Friends of the Marias 

and the Missouri River Citizens, Inc., file an appeal when they do not have standing nor did 

they ever object to the hearings process. Had they participated at the Administrative level, 

Sunnybrook could have questioned their witnesses and submitted evidence in opposition. 

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF DNRC'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
AND REPLY BRIEF P. 5 



Sunnybrook was denied that opportunity by plaintiffs' failure to participate. 

Therefore Sunnybrook respectfully requests that the Court dismiss Counts I, II, III, 

IV, V, and VI, on the basis that the plaintiffs do not have standing in that they did not even 

participate in the Administrative proceeding let alone exhaust any Administrative remedies 

available to them. 

If the plaintiffs are able to pursue this practice and continue it, the requirement that 

Administrative remedies be exhausted will be meaningless, in that persons and gr~mps will 

simply sit on their rights and their hands, not present evidence or testimony at hearing, so 

that the opposing parties can provide rebuttal testimony and evidence, and then will continue 

to file thes~ actions based unsupported allegations that for some reason or another they were 

not able to participate in the initial Administrative proceeding. 

Dated thisJ~day of September, 2001. 

GREGORY W. DUNCAN 

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF DNRC'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
AND REPLY BRIEF P. 6 



CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 

I hereby certify that on this~gihday of September, 2001, I mailed a copy of the foregoing 
document to the following named attorneys of record, postage prepaid: 

Jennifer F. Hendricks 
Peter Michael Meloy 
Meloy Law Firm 
The Bluestone 
80 South Warren 
P.O. Box 1241 
Helena, MT 59624 

Mr. Tim D. Hall 
Dept. ofNatural Resources & Conservation 
1625 11 1

h Avenue 
P.O. Box 201601 
Helena, MT 59620-1601 

Mr. Brian Morris 
Office the Attorney General 
215 N. Sanders 
P.O. Box 201401 
Helena, MT 59620-1401 

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF DNRC'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
AND REPLY BRIEF P. 7 
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INDY E. YOUNKIN 
oore O'Connell & Refling, PC 
.0. Box 1288 
:>zeman. MT 59771 
)6-587-5511 

HAHCY SWEENEY. 
CLERK· 'W.TP.'CT COURT] 

Dcr 9 ll 32 AH 'OJ 

~~LEe?L~~ 
DEPUTY' 

IN THE MONTANA FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
LEWIS AND CLARK COUNTY 

RIENDS OF THE MARIAS and 
IISSOURI RIVER CITIZENS. INC., 

Plaintiffs/Petitioners, 

vs. 

l Cause N~V-2001-390 

13 DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES AND 

AMICUS BRIEF 

14 CONSERVATION OF MONTANA, 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

) 
Defendant'Respondent. ) 

COMES NOW. Cindy E. Younkin as amicus to the Court, and files this brief 

regarding the above-captioned matter. Several issues before the Court will be addressed 

in this brief as follows: 

A) The Petitioners lack standing and failed to exhaust their administrative 

remedies. 

B) The decision by the Division Administrator of the Department of Natural 

Resources and Conservation (DNRC) Water Resources Division modifying 

and revising the hearing officer's Proposal for decision was correct. 

i) HB 4 73 should not be addressed in this proceeding as it was not 

relied upon by the DNRC in its decision. 

ii) 

Amicus Brief -Page 1 

Montana Code Annotated contains a specific process and specific 

guidelines for the issuance of a new water right as applied for by the 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

A) 

iii) 

Sunny Brook Colony, which process has been followed by the 

Division Administrator. 

The Montana Code Annotated provides other options for obtaining 

instream flows and the DNRC need not rely upon its own policy for 

establishing instream flows based upon an environmental review 

document. 

DISCUSSION 

The Petitioners lack standing and failed to exhaust their administrative 
remedies. 

Mont. Code Ann. § 85-2-308(6) provides that "An objection is valid if the objector 

has standing pursuant to subsection (3), has filed a correct an complete objection within 

the prescribed time period, and has stated the applicable information required under 
12 

13 

14 

15 

subsection (1 ), (2), or (4 )." Subsections (3) confers standing ''if the property, water rights. 

or interests of the objector would be adversely affected by the proposed appropriation." 

Evidently the petitioners in this case have "an interest" which could be adversely affected, 

otheJWise they would not now be before this Court. Neither petitioner in this case filed an 
16 

objection, timely, correct or otherwise, with the DNRC objecting to the Sunny Brook 
17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Colony's permit application No. 41 P-105759. As such, pursuant to §85-2-308 they have 

no standing and their petition should be dismissed. 

If this Court were to allow this judicial proceeding to continue, it would create a 

precedent unlike any other. As a practitioner, I would cease advising my clients to file 

objections to any permit or change applications and simply wait to file an action in District 
22 

Court, by-passing the DNRC's procedure and the requirements of Title 85, chapter 2. 
23 

24 

25 

26 

Clearly, such a precedent is outside of the realm of the law as set forth in Title 85 and the 

intent of the administrative process. 

The Petitioner's argument that they were incorrectly advised by DNRC personnel 

that they couldn't file an objection is disingenuous. If this Court recognizes such an 
27 

argument, once again I will be advising my clients to get their advice from the DNRC rather 
28 

Amicus Brief - Page 2 H:\66041 \027\CEY0725.WP0 
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1 than from an attorney. That sophisticated environmental organizations were without legal 

2 advice is difficult to believe, especially in light of the fact that one of their primary members, 

3 Mr. Don Marble, is a practicing attorney in Chester, Montana. He has been licensed in 

4 Montana since 1967. A simple reading of the statute clearly reveals that these petitioners 

5 needed to file an objection to protect their interests. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

1·1 

12 

13 

14 

B) The decision by the Division Administrator of the Department of Natural 
Resources and Con5ervation (ONRC} Water Resources Division 
modifying and revising the hearing officer's Proposal for decision was 
correct. 

The Division Administrator clearly relied upon the law as set forth in Title 85 Chapter 

2. In discussing A.R.M. 36.2.523(2) the Division Administrator stated, on page 2 of the 

DNRC's final order: 

The Department rule for treatment of environmental assessments ... such as the 
one conducted on this application, is discretionary. The rule should not be used to 
condition an action in a manner that circumvents, overrides or duplicates a statutory 
mechanism .... In the case at hand, the rule was interpreted and applied with the 
effect that it circumvents the mechanisms provided by the legislature for protection 
of instream flows of water for the benefit of fisheries resources. 

15 It cannot be understated that an agency hearing officer or an administrative process cannot 

16 constitutionally override or circumvent a statute. Agencies get all their authority to act in 

17 any manner from the Legislature. Agencies have no constitutional authority to make law 

18 or policy. The Agency's job is to implement the laws passed by the Legislature. The law 

19 and policy making authority under our constitution rests solely with the legislative branch. 

20 The administrative agencies have no authority to act unless specifically conferred by the 

21 Legislature. This is basic hornbook administrative law. 

22 In discussing the administrative process. the Montana Supreme Court in Bacus v. 

23 Lake County, 138 Mont. 69, 354 P .2d 1056 ( 1960), the court stated as follows: 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

'The law-making power may not be granted to an administrative body to be 
exercised under the guise of administrative discretion. Accordingly, in delegating 
powers to an administrative body with respect to the administration of statutes, the 
legislature must ordinarily prescribe, a policy, standard, or rule for their guidance 
and must not vest them with an arbitrary and uncontrolled discretion with regard 
thereto. and a statute or ordinance which is deficient in this respect is invalid. In 
other words, in order to avoid the pure delegation of legislative power by the 
creation of an administrative agency, the legislature must set limits on such 
agency's power and enjoin on it a certain course of procedure and rules of decision 

Amicus Brief - Page 3 H:\66041 \027\CEY072S.WPD 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

in the performance of its function; and, if the legislature fails to prescribe with 
reasonable clarity the limits of power delegated to an administrative agency. or if 
those limits are too broad, its attempt to delegate is a nullity. 

'"' * • On the other hand, a statute is complete and validly delegates 
administrative authority when nothing with respect to a determination of what is the 
law is left to the administrative agency, and its provisions are sufficiently clear. 
definite, and certain to enable the agency to know its rights and obligation.' 
Emphasis supplied. 73 C.J.S. Public Administrative Bodies and Procedure § 29, 
pages 324, 325. 

In the situation at hand the agency's use of an environmental review document to 

condition or deny the Colony's application, in the absence of any statutory authority to do 
8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

so, is clearly unconstitutional. The agency's power and authority in this situation is very 

specifically set forth in Title 85, Chapter 2. It is not vague in any way. The law and policy 

with regard to instream flows has been definitively established by the Legislature. 

i) 

ii) 

HB 473 should not be addressed in this proceeding as it was not 
relied upon by the DNRC in its decision. 

The Montana Code Annotated contains a specific process and 
specific guidelines for the issuance of a new water right as 
applied for by the Sunny Brook Colony, which process has been 
followed by the Division Administrator. 

16 The Petitioners have asserted the DNRC erroneously relied upon amendments to 

17 the Montana Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) and request this Court to find that the 

18 provisions of HB 4 73 amending the Montana Environmental Policy Act are void and without 

19 effect. Firstly, the DNRC did not 'rely' upon any amendments to MEPA under HB 473. The 

20 final order correctly referred to HB 4 73 as confirming "the need for the agency to focus 

21 close attention on and limit itself to the specific statutes that govern water rights for the 

22 mechanisms it uses to address issues." The statutory process. by which one can 

23 appropriate a new water right, are very clearly set forth in Title 85, Chapter 2. The hearing 

24 officer's attempt to insert his own policy or need for in stream flows beyond that prescribed 

25 by statute is clearly unconstitutional. 

26 During the 20011egislative session many arguments were tendered against HB 4 73 

• 27 based upon "gaps in the law" which will be left open and resources damaged. That is, 

28 where the Legislature has not set forth anything specifically protecting a resource or 

Amicus Brief - Page 4 
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1 mitigating a particular impact, the agency will now be precluded from inserting its own 

2 policy as to whether and how a resource should be protected or whether and how impacts 

3 may be mitigated. 

4 In the present case, there is no "gap in the law." As pointed out several times 

5 above, Title 85, chapter 2, is very clear and specific about the process of appropriating a 

6 new water right. If anything, the Legislature has gone much further than in any other area 

7 of natural resources in specifying how one can go about obtaining a new water right, what 

8 factors are to be considered, and how and under what circumstances water rights for 

9 instream flows are to be created or obtained. 

10 Even in the absence of revisions to MEPA contained in HB 473, the DNRC is still 

11 without authority to circumvent mechanisms provided by the Legislature for protection of 

12 instream flows, as was correctly determined by the Division Administrator. As such, HB 

13 4 73 is not at issue in this case and should not be considered in any way by this court . 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

iii) Montana Code Annotated provides other options for obtaining 
instream flows and the DNRC need not rely upon its own policy 
for establishing instream flows based upon an environmental 
review document. 

The Legislature has provided other workable options for the Department of Fish, 

Wildlife and Parks (DFWP), and others. to obtain water for maintenance of instream flows. 

Anyone can purchase a water right and obtain authorization to change its purpose to fish 
19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

and wildlife and instream flows under Mont. Code Ann. §85-2-402. The DFWP or an 

individual or entity can lease existing water rights under Mont Code Ann. § 85-2-436 et 

seq. In fact, just recently, Montana Trout Unlimited secured authority for a temporary 

change in several irrigation water rights on tributaries to the Madison River for purposes 

of maintaining instream flows under Mont. Code Ann. §85-2-408. Any of these 

mechanisms can be utilized even if the state water reservation limit of 50% of the average 

annual flow of record has been met under Mont. Code Ann. §85-2-316. 

The leasing program and the ability of anyone to purchase a water right and change 

the purpose to instream flows for fish and wildlife are wonderful opportunities provided by 

Amicus Brief • Page 5 H:I66041\027\CEY0725. WPD 
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• 1 the Legislature which have been taken advantage of by those interested in preserving 

2 instream flows. These laws provide the mechanism by which a willing seller and a willing 

3 buyer can come to an agreement about how particular water rights will be used. Thus, 

4 again, demonstrating that there is no "gap in the law" which must be filled by the agency 

5 inserting its own policy. It further demonstrates that the petitioners have other mechanisms 

6 available to them to accomplish their apparent goal of protecting the Marias River. 

• 

• 

7 C. Conclusion 

8 The DNRC Division Administrator's Final Order is within the law as passed by the 

9 Legislature and should be upheld. The petition for judicial review lacks merit and the 

10 petitioners lack standing. This Court needs nothing more to quickly and decisively dismiss 

11 the Complaint and Petition. 

12 Respectfully submitted this...5fl> day of October, 2001. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

MOORE, O'CONNELL & REFLING, P.C. 

BY:~~~~· CIND E. KIN 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 

17 This is to certify that the above and foregoing was duly served upon the opposing 
counsel of record at their addresses, by mail, postage prepaid, this .....s-r~ day of 

18 October, 2001, as follows. to-wit: 

19 Peter Meloy 
Jennifer Hendricks 

20 P.O. Box 1241 
Helena, MT 59624 

21 
Don Mcintyre, Chief Legal Counsel 

22 Water Rights Bureau 
Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation 

23 P.O. Box 201601 
Helena. MT 59620 

24 
Greg Duncan, Esq. 

25 P.O. Box 1319 
Helena, MT 59624 

26 

27 

28 
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MONTANA FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 

COUNTY OF LEWIS AND CLARK 

10 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *) 
) 

11 FRIENDS OF THE MARIAS and ) Cause No. CDV-2001-390 
MISSOURI RIVER CITIZENS INC., ) 

12 ) 
Plaintiffs/Petitioners, ) 

13 ) 
vs. ) 

14 ) 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES ) MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

15 AND CONSERVATION OF MONTANA, ) 
) 

16 Defendant/Respondent, ) 
) 

17 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *) 

18 Before the Court is the motion of Defendant/Responde~t 

19 Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation (DNRC) 

20 to dismiss. The motion was heard October 9, 2001. 

21 BACKGROUND 

22 In September 1999, Sunny Brook Colony, Inc., applied 

23 to DNRC for a beneficial water use permit to divert water from 

24 the Marias River. DNRC' s consideration of the application 

25 involved two processes. First, DNRC prepared an environmental 
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1 assessment (EA) of the proposal. Second, DNRC held a contested 

2 case hearing on Sunny Brook's application. 

3 Representatives of the Plaintiff/Petitioner organiza-

4 tions participated in the EA process. However, neither of the 

5 Plaintiffs/Petitioners filed an objection to Sunny Brook's 

6 application for a water use permit and neither participated in 

7 the contested case proceeding. 

8 Plaintiffs/Petitioners have alleged that during the 

9 EA process, representatives of DNRC stated at two meetings that 

10 the environmental review process was the only means by which 

11 members of the public could participate in the permitting 

12 process and that only holders of prior water rights could file 

13 formal objections to the application and participate in the 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

contested case hearing. 

A draft EA was issued in August 2000 and the final 

EA in October 2000. The contested case hearing was held 

October 11, 2000. 

In 1985, the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and 

Parks (DFWP) applied for a water reservation on the Marias of 

560 cfs. In the Missouri River Basin Final Order Establishing 

Water Reservations Above Fort Peck Darn which was entered in 

1992, DFWP was granted a water reservation of 488.5 cfs rather 

than the 560 cfs it had requested. The reason for this is that 

under Section 85-2-316 ( 6), MCA, a state water reservation is 

limited to a maximum of 50 percent of the average annual flow. 
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• 1 DFWP was an objector in this case and contended that 

2 the biological flow requirements of the Marias to maintain the 

3 aquatic environment are 560 cfs. The final EA used 560 cfs in 

4 its impact assessment. In issuing his proposed order, the 

5 hearing examiner agreed with the final EA's use of the 560 cfs 

6 because environmental impact occurs at that level and not at the 

7 lower rate which was limited by statute. 

8 The Colony filed exceptions to the hearing examiner's 

9 proposed order. The administrator of DNRC' s water resources 

10 division heard oral argument April 26, 2001. On May 23, 2001, he 

11 issued his final order in which he modified the hearing 

12 examiner's order to provide that the Colony could divert water 

• 13 when the gage flows at the mouth of the Marias exceed 488.5 cfs 

• 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

and not the 560 cfs used by the hearing examiner. In modifying 

the hearing examiner's proposed order, the division administrator 

concluded that the DNRC rule for treatment of EAs, ARM 

36.2.523(2), should not be used to circumvent the statutory 

mechanism for determining instream flows of water for the benefit 

of fisheries' resources. He also referred to House Bill 4 7 3, 

Chapter 268, Laws 2001, which was passed by the 2001 -Montana 

legislature and had an effective date of April 20, 2001. 

Although DFWP participated in the EA process and 

throughout the contested case proceedings, it did not seek 

judicial review of the DNRC final order. 

On June 22, 2001, Plaintiffs/Petitioners filed this 
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1 action in which they ask the Court to set aside DNRC's decision 

2 to issue the Colony a perrni t; to declare that the 50 percent 

3 limitation in Section 85-2-316 (6), MCA, is void and without 

4 effect; to declare that the 4000-acre-feet threshold in Section 

5 85-2-311(3), MCA, is void and without effect; to declare that 

6 the provisions of HB 4 7 3 are void and without effect; and to 

7 order that any further consideration of the Colony's application 

8 be conducted in full compliance with all statutory and 

9 constitutional requirements. 

10 DISCUSSION 

11 DNRC has moved to dismiss because: 

12 1. the Court lacks jurisdiction; 

13 2. Plaintiffs/Petitioners have failed to exhaust 

14 their administrative remedies; 

15 

16 

3. 

4. 

Plaintiffs/Petitioners lack standing; 

the complaint fails to state a claim upon which 

17 relief can be granted; and 

18 5. Plaintiffs/Petitioners improperly have combined 

19 an action for declaratory relief with a petition for judicial 

20 review. 

21 I. PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 

22 DNRC argues that because Plaintiffs/Petitioners did 

23 not participate in the administrative proceeding, they did not 

24 exhaust their administrative remedies. Therefore, they cannot 

25 be aggrieved by DNRC' s final decision to issue the water use 
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1 permit to Sunny Brook and they are not entitled to judicial 

2 review. 

3 The Montana Administrative Procedure act (MAPA) 

4 provides: 

5 A person who has exhausted all administra-
tive remedies available within the agency and who is 

6 aggrieved by a final decision in a contested case is 
entitled to judicial review under this chapter. This 

7 section does not limit utilization of or the scope 
of judicial review available under other means of 

8 review, redress, relief, or trial de novo provided by 
statute. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Section 2-4-702 (1) (a), MCA. 

The Montana Water Users Act provides that certain 

persons may object to water use permit applications. 

A person has standing to file an objection 
under this section if the property, water rights, or 
interests of the objector would be adversely affected 
by the proposed appropriation. 

15 Section 85-2-308(3), MCA. 

16 If an administrative remedy is provided by statute, 

17 that relief must be sought from the administrative agency and 

18 the statutory remedy exhausted before relief can be obtained by 

19 judicial review. Barnicoat v. Commissioner of Dep't of Labor 

20 and Indus., 201 Mont. 221, 653 P.2d 498 (1987). 

21 In a similar case involving Section 85-2-308(3), MCA, 

22 this Court held that a party which had not participated in the 

2 3 administrative hearing on a water use permit application was 

24 precluded from bringing a petition for judicial review of DNRC's 

25 decision to issue the permit. Montana Environmental Information 
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1 Center, and Dan Edens v. Montana Oep' t of Natural Resources 

2 and Conservation and Udell Sha;:p (MEIC v. DNRC) , Cause No. 

3 CDV-2001-309, Mem. and Order, Sept. 5, 2001. 

4 Section 8 5-2-308 ( 3) , MCA, grants broad standing to 

5 file an objection to a water use permit application and 

6 Plaintiffs/Petitioners do not argue otherwise. Rather, 

7 Plaintiffs/Petitioners only allege that during the EA process, 

8 DNRC representatives stated that the environmental review 

9 process was the only means by which members of the public could 

10 participate in the permitting process and that only holders of 

11 prior water rights could file formal objections to the permit 

12 and participate in the contested case hearing. In Count Six of 

13 their amended complaint, they claim that this violated their 

14 right to participate. However, there is no allegation in their 

15 amended complaint and there is nothing in the administrative 

16 record, which is part of the record here, to indicate that 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

either Friends of the Marias or Missouri River Citizens, Inc., 

or any of their members ever attempted to file an objection and 

were turned down by the hearing examiner or a DNRC official. 

In response to the motion to dismiss, Plaintiffs/ 

Petitioners have submitted two affidavits, including one from 

Stuart Lewin who is an attorney and a member of the board of 

Missouri River Citizens, Inc. In addition, up until April 25, 

2001, the day before the hearing on Sunny Brook's exceptions to 

the hearing examiner's proposed order, Lewin represented the 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Bessette Ranch Company which was an objector to Sunny Brook's 

application. In his affidavit, Lewin states that he attended 

meetings in Fort Benton at which local representatives from DNRC 

told the attendees that Sunny Brook's application involved two 

separate processes, one for water rights holders, and the other 

the environmental review process in which the general public 

could participate. Lewin concluded that since he did not have 

an actual water right, he could not be an objector. .He refers 

to the comments he submitted to DNRC with respect to the 

environmental review, which are part of the administrative 

record, but there is nothing in his comments to indicate that 

12 either he or Missouri River Citizens, Inc., was requesting that 

13 he or it be allowed to file an objection. He concludes his 

14 affidavit by stating he believes DNRC should be estopped from 

15 raising the standing issue. 

16 In holding that estoppel did not apply against a county 

17 in a case where the county attorney had given the parties a legal 

18 opinion about the transferring of deeds, the Montana Supreme 

19 Court stated: "Because the imposition of equitable estoppel is 

20 premised on a misrepresentation of fact, it is inapplicable 

21 when, as here, the conduct complained of consists solely of 

22 legal representations." Elk Park Ranch, Inc. v. Park Co., 282 

23 Mont. 154, 166, 935 P.2d 1131, 1138 (1997). 

24 

25 

Here, the statements alleged to have been made by the 

DNRC representatives were only legal representations. Therefore, 
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• 1 based on the Elk Park Ranch decision, the Court concludes that 

2 DNRC is not estopped from raising the issue of whether 

3 Plaintiffs/Petitioners have standing to bring a petition for 

4 judicial review. The Court further concludes that because 

5 Plaintiffs/Petitioners did not file an objection to Sunny Brook's 

6 application and did not participate in the contested case 

7 proceeding, they are precluded from bringing a petition for 

8 judicial review of DNRC's decision to issue the permit to Sunny 

9 Brook. 

10 II. CONSTITUTIONAL CLAIMS 

11 Plaintiffs/Petitioners contend that MAPA does not 

12 require exhaustion of constitutional claims and that under 

• 13 MAPA, constitutional claims can be asserted in a petition for 

14 judicial review. 

• 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Section 2-4-704 (2) (a) (i), MCA, provides: 

The court may reverse 
substantial rights of 
prejudiced because: 

or modify the 
the appellant 

decision if 
have been 

. 
(a) the administrative findings, 

inferences, conclusions, or decisions are: 

(i) 
or statutory 
supplied.) 

in violation 
provisions 

of constitutional 
(Emphasis 

While it may not be necessary to raise a constitutional 

challenge during the administrative hearing, one needs to be a 

party to the administrative proceeding in order to have standing 

to raise the constitutional issue on appeal. 
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• 1 Plaintiffs/Petitioners also cite Mitchell v. Town of 

2 West Yellowstone, 235 Mont. 104, 765 P.2d 745 (1998), and Jarussi 

3 v. Board of Trustees, 204 Mont. 131, 664 P.2d 316 (1983), for 

4 their contention that the exhaustion doctrine does not preclude 

5 them from raising constitutional issues at this time. Neither of 

6 those cases applies here. In Mitchell, the plaintiff was a 

7 property owner who was subject to a zoning ordinance. He filed 

8 a declaratory judgment action challenging the constitutionality 

9 of the parking provisions of the zoning ordinance. Here, 

10 Plaintiffs/Petitioners are not required to obtain a permit under 

11 a statute they contend is unconstitutional. 

12 In Jarussi, the plaintiff brought an action for 

• 13 violations of the open meeting law with respect to his 

14 termination by a school board from his employment as a teacher 

15 and principal. The court held that the plaintiff was not 

16 required to exhaust his administrative remedies because the 

17 district court had express jurisdiction to hear the matter under 

18 the Montana Open Meeting Law, Section 2-3-213, MCA. In this 

19 case, there is no allegation that the administrative proceedings 

2 0 were closed to the public. Furthermore, as discussed above, 

21 there is no allegation that Plaintiffs/Petitioners attempted to 

22 file an objection to Sunny Brook's application which was rejected 

23 by DNRC for lack of standing. 

24 III. COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY RELIEF 

25 In MEIC v. DNRC, supra, this Court ruled that the 

• MEMORANDUM AND ORDER -- Page 9 



• 1 plaintiffs had improperly combined an action for declaratory 

2 and injunctive relief with a petition for a judicial review. 

3 That case did not involve a constitutional challenge. However, 

4 because the Court has concluded that in order to raise a 

5 constitutional challenge, it was necessary for Plaintiffs/ 

6 Petitioners to be parties to the administrative proceeding, the 

7 reasoning of the MEIC decision applies here. 

8 For the foregoing reasons, 

9 IT IS ORDERED that DNRC's motion to dismiss IS 

10 GRANTED. rf :f£) -day of January, 2002. .. 11 DATED this 

12 

• 13 

• 

14 

15 

16 pc: Peter Michael Meloy/Jennifer S. Hendrie 
Tim D. Hall 

17 Cindy E. Younkin 
Gregory W. Duncan 

18 
Friends.m&o 

19 
k 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF 
NATURAL RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION 

OF THE STATE OF MONTANA 

* * * * * * * * 

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION 
FOR BENEFICIAL WATER USE PERMIT PROPOSAL FOR DECISION 
80590-s42K BY RONETTA BLACKBORN 
AND CHRISTOPHER THEOOOR 

* * * * * * * * 

Pursuant to the Montana Water Use Act and to the contested 

case provisions of the Montana Administrative Procedure Act, d 

hearing was held in the above-entitled matter on March 25, 1993, 

in Miles City, Montana, to d~termine whether a Beneficial Water 

Cse P~rmit should be granted to Ronetta Blackborn and Christopher 

Theodor under the criteria set forth in Mont. Code Ann. § 85-2-

) 3ll<ll and (ol) (199ll. 

APPEARANCES 

Applicants Ronetta Blackborn and Christopher Theodor 

appeared at tht=: hearing ln person and by and through counsel, 

George W. Huss. 

Objector Ed Beyl appeared at the hearing Q.£Q ~ and as a. 

witness for Kinsey Irrigation Company as past president. 

Objector Meidinger Farms, Inc. appeared at the hearing by 

and through its president, Richard Meidinger, who is also 

President of Kinsey Irrigation Company. 

Objector Kinsey Irrigation Company appeared at the hearing 

by and through counsel, J~ck C~rr, Esq . 

. J0hn \~ia11, \'1(_'(: Prr:siden,_ •)f Kinse,;' Ir!"'ig.::d.iun Comp.;,.ny, 

_) .3 [--' f',.,..:, t· ·~ d a t the he .3 r i n g ,:f ~; .:J '·' ' -: ness f u r 1\ ~ ~~ s ·~ y l r :~ 1. r::l d t i '' n 

r~('- f0 r r~ ",'\\.~rl 
, I 1 L_)) 'j ( 

\ "'~. /1 II I 
\ '•. ·-·.· :. ! u 

PlLMBD 
MAY ~ 7 1993 



J1m Hagenrne1ster, member of Kinsey Irrigat1on Company. 

appeared at the hearing, but did not testify. 

J1m :VIathison, membet· of Kinsey It·rigation Cornp.:tn~·. appeat·ed 

at the hearing, but did not testify. 

Beth l'ieideman, 1-Jater Resout·ces Specia.list w1th the ."'iles 

City W.::1ter Resources Re•Jional Office of the DctJdd.nt:"nt of Natur·al 

Resources and Conservation I Department I, appeared at the hearing. 

1-Jalter Rolf. ~lanager of the Department's ~Iiles City \~ater 

Resources Regional Office, appeared at the hearin~·. 

EXHIBITS 

Appl1cants offered 8 exhibits for inclus1on 1n the record. 

Agpl1cants' Exhibit l is a photograph taken bv Christopher 

Theodor depicting the wetland area where the pond is located. 

This photo ~as taken in January of 1992, before the pond was 

constructed. 

Applic.:tnts' Exhibit 2 is a photograph taken by Christopher 

Theodor showing the gully which was threaten1ng a Kinsev 

Irrigation Company canal. This picture was taken 1n Ja.nuary of 

1992, before the pond was constructed. 

Agolicants' Exhibit 2A is a photograph taken by Christopher 

Theodor two weeks later than Applicants' Exhibit ~ and shows the 

gully being filled with dirt taken from the pond s1te. 

Agglicants' Exhibit 3 LS a photograph tak~n ~y Chr1stopher 

Theodor on or about ~arch 22, 1993, of the pond after completion . 

. .;p[d tc.:tnt:.s' E:-:h1bit 4 is a photograph L.:~kr-::n by Chri~topher 

_'")_ 



---------

Theodot· for the outlet: of the pond which handled all the flO\" 

that c~m~ out of the wetland and d1rected the water into a ditch 

~l1ich subsequently d1rected the water into a Kinsey Irrigation 

Comp.Jny canal. 

Applicants' Exhibit 5 is a USGS quadrangle map entitled 

Kinso?y I ~lont. This map was originally produced in 1969 and 

photorevised in 1980. During the heat·ing Christopher Theodor 

outlined the wetland area and labeled it and the location of 

. =\ppl1cants' residence in black ink. Prior to the-hearing Mr . 

The•:":!or had !)Utlined Section 18, To\·mship 9 :--Jorth, Range 48 East, 

C u s t >::- r Co u n t y , : i n y e l 1 o \v • Kinsey Irrigation Company objected 

to the inclusion of this exhibit in the record as evidence of 

unappropr1ated water, but had no objection to the inclusion of 

the exhibit as evidence of the wetland area. The Hearing 

Exaniner noted the 0bjection and reserved a ruling to be made 1n 

the Proposal for Decision. Since the exhibit has very little 

probative value concerning evidence of unappropriated water, the 

object1on to entering the map 1nto the recorcl for that purpose lS 

sustained. However, the map does have probative value as to the 

existence of the wetland and is accepted into the record for that 

purpose only. 

~oJ1•::ant;,;' Exh1bit 6 is a photograph taken by Christopher 

Theoc~·:: on or about :-larch ~3, 1992, and show·s w·atet· flowing in a 

· · ~, l ~-:: ~-:: s u t: ~ ,.. r ·v. 1 s,.,.. s t L~ t '" d 1 a l l 
3 r '= l o c: -, t r~ · i L ~~ -:- . "". n s h t p I) 

"1,) n t: .:; n .j • 

-:-

l .. .i:;·~ rjescr1r;tj(-Jn:-; :n 

:: o :-- :: . F-! u !\ 'J e -I p, ~- j :~! 
this 
i~1 r:11st"r:r 



•iratn dttch that ~ould have gone through the wetland and through 

the out let b<:JX if the drain ditch had not been cleaned . 

. ::-..pol icants' E:-;hibit 7 is a photograph of the same drain 

ditch as shown in Applicants' Exhibit 6 showing moie of the ditch 

to the east. The photograph was taken by Chr1stopher Theodor on 

or about ~arch ~3. 1993. 

All exhibits except Applicants' E:-;hibit 5 were accepted into 

the record without objection. 

The Department file was made available for rev1ew by all 

parties. ~insey Irrigation CoQpany objected to the ~aps and ~ 

letter prepared by SCS personnel who were not available for 

cross-examination. The ~aps and letter were submitted by 

Applicants as part of the application, not in preparation for the 

hearing. Objectors were aware of the existence of this material 

and assumed Applicant would request the presence of the person(sl 

who prepared the documents. Objectors could have subpoenaed 

those persons to appear instead of relying on Applicants to do so 

but elected to rely on Applicants who saw no reason to request 

the appearance of those persons. Accepting the maps and letter 

as part of the application, the Department file is entered into 

the record in its entirety. 

The Hearing Examiner, having reviewed the record 1n this 

Qatter and being fully advised in the premises, does hereby make 

the following: 

-4-



-- -----------

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. Mont. Code Ann. § 85-2-302(1) (1991} states in relevant 

r .:-tt· t , " E :-.; c e r t a s o t he r w i s e pro v i de d i n ( 1 l t h r o u g h ( 3 l o f 8 5 - 2 -

306, d. person m.1y not arpropriate water or commence construction 

of diversion, impoundment, withdrawal, or distr1hution works 

thet·efur- ·~-"Cef?t by apply1ng for- .1nd receiving a per-mit from the 

departr:1ent." 

I - . Ronetta Blackborn and Christopher Theodo~ duly filed the 

abo\·e-entitled application w·ith the Departnent on-~larch 5, 1992, 

at 10:00 a.m. (Department file. l 

3. Pertinent port1ons of the file were published in the 

of the source on July 8, 1992. ~dditionally, the Department 

served notice bv first-class mail on 1ndividuals ~nd public 

agencies which the Departr:1ent deterr:1ined r:1ight be interested 1n 

or affected bv the Applicdtion. Three timely objections were 

received by the Department. Applicants were notified of the 

objections by a letter from the Department dated August 3, 1992. 

(DepartDent file.) 

4. ripplicants seek to appropriate 25.00 gallons per minute 

not to exceed 1.00 acre-foot of water per year from an unnamed 

trib11tary of Sa.nd Creek .:1t a point in the :.:E±SE±~W~ of Section 18 

for fish and wildlife by means of a pit. The proposed period of 

a p p r- o p l' 1 a t i o n i s f rom .J .1. n u a r- v l to 0 e c em b P r 3 1 , i n c l us i v e o f e.::; c h 

-')-



S. The area Applicants excavated to create the pond was a 

designat~d ~etlands at the time the USGS Kinsey, ~ont. map was 

made in 1969. 

Exhibit S. l 

(Testir:10ny of Chrlstoi?het· Tht~odor and :\pplicants' 

6. The pond. was exca\·ated by _;I?plu:ants .tn the latter part 

of February 1992, without the benefit of a Water Use Permit from 

this Depa.rtment. It has a graded bottom. One end is 12 to 15 

feet deep, then an area of 8 to 10 feet deep, and the other end 

is approximately 6 feet deep. The pond would free·ze in the 

\..; 1 n t e r \.; i t h o u t the 2 S g a 1 lo n s p e r m i n u r. ~ f l o \'I' o £ w -:t t e r f rum t b e 

unnamed tributary of Sana Creek. Applicants' pond is located 

~ithin the boundaries of Kinser Irrigation Company. 

file, Departnent records, and testimony of Christopher Theodor 

and John Vied 1. l 

7. Pr1or to the pond excavation, there was a gully cutting 

through the wetland and threatening the Kinsey Irrigation Company 

canal. This gully was filled in during pond construction and a 

simple wooden box was constructed and placed at the pond outlet 

to provide a stable outlet into a ditch which would direct the 

water into the Kinsey Irrigation Company canal. (Testimony of 

Christophe~ Theodor and Applicants' Exhibits 2, 2A, and ~. l 

8 .. .J,.pplicants have not requested a sufficienr. amount of 

water for a flow-through fish pond which is what was described at 

the hea.r-ing. _.; flow-through fish pond has the same amc!lmt of 

water flo~.o,·1ng out of t.he p()nd that is flnwi.nrJ into the p()nd. 

-I)-



That amount ~auld allow Applicants to fill the pond 

one~ w1thout add1tional ~ater flowing through the pond or 

add1t1onal ~ater t•J rerlace the evaporation from the surface of 

t.h·~ pond. Appl1cants clearly expressed the desire to have water 

flow1ng through the pond constantly which would require, at a 

flo~ rate of ~5 gallons per minute, 40.33 acre-feet of water per 

year. The use ~-.· o u 1 d be no nco n sump t 1\' e a f t e r t he 1 n i t i a 1 f i l l i n g , 

• . 1 
~..;n1c.1 ~ould be a consu~ptive use of 1.00 acre-foot. !Testimony of 

Ronetta Blackborn and Christopher Theodor, Department file, and 

~-.- e 1 1 - k nov-: n t e c h n i c a 1 fa c t . l 

9. Appltcants allege the source of the wetland is a perched 

~fer formed 1n lacustrine deposits whi.ch are slowly or verv 

,ly permeable and may act as a dam lo downward movement and 

~ral flo~ of groundwaters as well as surface waters. 

Applicants bel1eve the source of the wetland is independent of 

::- h e i r r i •J a t i o n ·..,· ,j. t e t· f_ l ow . 0 b j e c t c; r s con t e n d t-_ he we t l a n d 

originates as a result of the leaky canals and return flows from 

irrigation. !Testimony of Christoph~r Theodor, John Viall, 

Richard Meidinger, and Ed Beyl.l 
~ 

10. There are t~>.·.) major canals of the Kinsey Irrigation 

Company near the wetland area flowing during the irrigation 

season. One !the middle canall is approx1mately three-eighths of 

a mile northwest of the pond across a highway just above the head 

; f t h "=' d r a i n ,:J. g e o n w h i c h t he ~" ·~ t 1 a n d i_ s 1 or: .::t ted a n d t he o t he r 

-7-



mil~ southwest of the wetland. The lower canal begins 

approxtmately one-eighth of a mile snutheast of the beginning of 

t he m 1 d d l e ~~ .::~ n a l . Kinsey No. ::2 PIHnpln<J Station is located 

a[lprox1matr~ly three-eighths of a mile west of the designated 

wetland and ver·y near the beginnln<J of the f\i01sev middle canaJ 

There an'! also in·l<Jated parcels \.;hich ma\· dt·.iin i.nto the 

drainage on which the wetland 1s located. IDepdrtment f1le and 

Applicants' Exhibit 5. l 

11. In December 199~, Kinsey Irrigation Company cleaned a 

drain d1tch w1thin the boundaries of the project caustny the flow 

into and out of Applicants' pond to cease. 

In order for the pond to be a ,·iable fish pond, the base 

flow and recharge r::1ust be re-estdblished as 1t was when the pond 

was constructed a year ago before the drain ditch was cleaned. 

!Testimony of Christopher Theodor, Ronetta Blackborn, and John 

\. i all . l 

1~. Kinsey Irrigation Company, after several false starts, 

originated as Kinsey Farms, Inc. in 1938. Some time later the 

name was changed to the Farm Security Administration and in 1945, 

the Kinsey Irrigation Company was formed to acquire the 

irrigation system constructed by the Farm Security 

Adr.nnistration. !Department records. I 

13. Kinsey Irrigation Company has performed studies or 

<···nsored studies that indica.te its canals should be 1 i.ned ,.,·j_th 

:'lpervinllS material to stop r.he 0rofuse l·~ak.J.•Je from its 

·-; .01 n '1 d i t c he s . 

-8-



wLth concrete was unsuccessful, there are plans to line the 

, : Cl n a l s 1 n the n e a t- future . 

and Rtchetrcl ~letdinger.) 

(Testimony of John Viall, Ed Beyl, 

1~. In the last four or ftve years, Kinsey Irrigation 

Company has cut trenches below the east bank of the middle canal 

to 3 1 1 e vi ate the w a t e r- pt-e s sure bene a t h the g round which vhl. s 

caustng the east bank of the canal to slough. 

Bey l. l 

(Testimonv of Ed 

15. The water that flowed into and out of the pond ~efore 

the drain ditch was cle3ned, flowed back into the lower canal of 

the Kinsey Irrtgation Company for further use by ~eidinger Farms. 

Since the dretin ditch was cleaned, the water flows down the ditch 

and into the Yellowstone River in the winter. During the 

irrigation season, the ditch is checked up by flash boards and 

the water is directed back into Kinsey Irrigation Company's lower 

canal for further use. !Testimony of Christopher Theodor, 

Ronetta Blackborn, and Richard Meidinger.) 

16. Neither Meidtnger Farms nor Ed Beyl have a water right 

and are users of Kinsey Irrigation Company. 

Richard Meidinger and Ed Beyl.l 

(Testimony of 

l 7 • Applicants own the proposed place of use. (Department 

file .3nd testimony of Ch.::-tstopher Theodor. l 

18 . The r e a r !";! no r 1 .j n ned u s e s {) r de v e 1 o p me n t s f o r w h i c h a 

permit hds been issued or for wh1ch a reservation hds been 

grant1~d ·..,;hF;h could be affecr~~d bv the proposed ['I-0jer:t. 

-9-



Based upon the foregoing Findings of F~ct and upon the 

r-ecor-d 1n tlns r1.:~tter-, the Hear1ng Examinet· makes the following: 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

1. The Department gave proper notice of the hearing, and 

all relevant substantive and procedural requirements of law or 

nll~'-~ han:> been f;Jlfllled; therefore, the r.lc1tter w.:1.s tJroperly 

before the Hear1ng Exar.uner. See findin•Js of Fact 3. 

The Department has jurisdiction over the subject r.1atter 

herein, and all the part1es hereto. See Findings·of Fact _1 and 

I -. 
l _, . The Department must issue a Beneficial Water Use Permit 

if the ~ppl1cant proves by substantial cred1ble evidence that the 

follt")\..:lng cr1ter1d set forth in ~lont. Code .::'\nn. § 85-:2-Jlltl) and 

i4l (~99ll are r.1et: 

(al there are unappropriated waters in the 
source of supply at the proposed point of 
diversi.on: 

(11 at times when the water can he put to 
the use proposed by the appllcant; 

liil in the amount the applicant seeks to 
appropriate; and 

lii1l during the period in which the ap
plicant seeks to appropriate, the amount requested 
is reasonably available; 

(bl the water rights of a prior appropriator 
will not be adversely affected; 

lcl the proposed means of diversion, 
construction, and operation of the appropr1ation 
works are adequate; 

(dl the proposerl. usr· of wC:tt:Pr 1s a 
beneficial use; 

(el the proposerl. use will not interfere 
unreasonably with other planned uses or 
developmr:::nts f•)r which a permit has been issued or 
f o r w h 1 c h w 3. t e r has be r~ n res e r \. e d ; a n d 

(fl t:h'"': .3pplicant hJ.s a P'-'ssessor·y 1nr.eres~. 

'·'' t:hr:: v.r1tt•::n cc;nsenr c)[ the person v."ith the 

-to-



possessor;: interest, in the property where the 
hater is to be rut to beneficial use. 

(.f) Tc) n.::et. the substantial credible 
evidence standard 1n this section, the aprlicant 
shall subm1t independent hydrologic or other 
evidence, including water supply datl, field 
reports, and other information rlevel<1ped by the 
departnent, the U.S. geological survey, or the 
C.S. soil conservation ser\·1ce and oth<="r spec1fic 
field studies, demonstrating that the criteria are 
net. 

~. The proposed uses, fish and wildlife, are beneficial 

uses of .,.;ater. ~lont. Code .:\nn. § 85-:::-lO:::(:::l (199li. 

Applicant~ cannot have a viable fish pond without the :::5 gallons 

per r.~inute flo.,,. Se..=.! findings of fact 4, 6, 8, and ll. 

.::.. p sd i cant s 'h d. n <) t provide evidence of an a 1 t ern at: 1 v e s i. n c e ::: he 

surf~ce f.o~ rate lS no longer available. 

5. ~pplu·.::.nts h;-:1\·F:> provided substantial credible e\·idence 

the proposed neans of diversion ctnd constt·uction c;f the 

However, Applic~nts did. not 

prov1de an;: alternctte nethod to keep the pon<l fro~ fr~~zing since 

the surface flow 1s no longer available; therefore, ~pplicants 

have not provided substantial credible evidence that the 

operation of the appropriation works is adequate. See Findings 

of fact 6 a.nd 7. 

Applicants diverted water from the proposed source and for 

the Qrnposed purpose prior to filing ~n applic~t1on or receiving 

a permit tu do so. .:'.. l t h o ur:J h d i v e r t i n 'J w a t: e r w i t h o u t a p e r m i t 1 s 

-i ~) - L 8 - ~ l :.: I : '' (j I. \ • 

-11-
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-- ~-~~- -------------- --- ---

authorLty to deny a perMit on such grounds . 

. .;[>pl ic.iL Lon 5~031-s76H hv Frost. Furthermore, whether the 

d1version works were first operated ''illegally" is not relevant 

to how data from that operation serves to satisfy the criteria 

for tssuance of a permit. See In re :\pplication 61978-s76LJ_hv 

Toh· n. 

6. Although Applicants believe the source of water they 

seek to appropriate is independent of the canal and ditch seepage 

and return flows <Finding of Fact 91, it is not un~sual fo~ 

seep d g e f ron i r r i g a t ion d i t c he s a n d c a n a 1 s a n d i n· i g a t i o n · rt 1 no f f 

to accumulate to the point where water flows constantly in drain 

d 1 t c he s and n 3. t u r· d. l w a t e r ways . See In r~"> ,:;pplication 70817-s-DO 

bv _:;seltj.ne. There is testinony of excess water in the ground 

caus1ng the bank of the canal to slough. Se~ Finding of Fact 1~. 

The canals have been in existence for approximately 55 years. 

See finding of Fdct 1~. The canals are leaking profusely and 

there 1s no evidence that they have not always been porous and 

leaky, although an unsuccessful attempt was made to line a canal 

w·ith concrete. See Finding of Fact 13. At the time Applicants' 

Exhibit 5 was made in 1969, the canals had been in existence for 

approximately 30 years. Because of the location of the can.:J.ls, 

tht-=.! pumpjng station, and the lacustrine soils 1n thr= ared., the 

seepd.ge Wd.ter could not and cannot escape and the~efore manifests 

1tself as a wetland area. ~ e e F i n d 1 n g <J f Fa c t 5 , 9 , a. n d. 1 0 . 

T h ~ s does no t me ,':1 n t he w at e r f low i n r.:l t!-: r n IHJ h t h ~-:: ..... e t l a n d a rea l :-; 

-12-



c·oll~·~t~ thts watet· and t·euses it for 1rrigation of lands owned 

See f1nd1n9 of fact 15. An 

appropr1ator may collert, recapture, and use seepa9e water before 

1t l~a~es his possession. Id,=.. v. Cnited States, 263 U.S, 497 

( 1 9 2 J l ; R or k C n~ e k D i t c !I & f l u me C (' . \ · . ~ 11 l 1 e r , 9 3 i"l o n t . 2 4 8 , 

'267, 17 P.2d 107-1 {193Jl. Since the wetlands area is within the 

exterior boundary of the Kinsey Irrigation Company, the company 

has control of the water which is still in its po~session and 

therefore may collect, recapture, and use the seepage wat~r. 

7. Af?plicants ha\·e failed to prc:.\·ide substa.nti,':tl credible 

evidence there are unappropriated waters in the source of supply 

at' the proposed po1nt of diversion at tines when the w·ater ca.n be 

put to the proposed uses or that during the period in which 

Applicants seek to appropriate, the amount requested is 

reasonably available. Since the cleaning of the drain ditch, 

there has been no surface flow into the pond. 

fact 11. 

See. finding of 

8. Although neither ~r. Meidinger nor ~r. Beyl have water 

rights of their own, they were able to attain status as objectors 

because a person has standing to f1le an objection if the 

property, water rights, or interests of the objector would be 

adversely affected by the proposed appropriation. ;.-!on t. Code 

.;;nn. § FJS-2-.308(.3) (l991J. Si:-·-,ce both '-lr. "1eidir:•::•~r ,'Jnd Mr. Beyl 

are r:lertbers of Kinsey I:-rigatirn Company, theu· prr;!:'er-ty and 

lntec(~::>r.:-; could ha\·e bee:t .::ch.-. :~;F::!::· aff":.'cten bv tiH: ~-'coposed 

p r·'! - ., ~ ~- .. 

- ~ ~-



q, Applicants have provided suhstanti~l credible evidence 

that the~· have a possessory interest, or the written consent of 

the person 1.-ith the possessory interest, in the property where 

the water is proposed to be put to beneficial use. 

of Fact 17. 

See Finding 

10. The proposed use would not interfere unreasonably with 

other planned uses or developments for whlch a permit has been 

issued or for which water has been reserved. s..e.e Findings of 

Fact 18. 

WHEREFORE, based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact and 

Conclus1ons of Law, and upon the record in this matter, the 

Hearing Exaniner makes the following: 

PROPOSED ORDER 

Appl1cation for Beneficial Water Use Permit 80590-s~~K bv 

Ronetta Blackborn and Christopher Theodor LS hereby DENIED. 

NOTICE 

This proposal may be adopted as the Department's final 

decision unless timely exceptions are filed as described below. 

Any party adversely affected by this Proposal for Decision may 

file exceptions with the Hearing Examiner. The exceptions must 

be filed and served upon all parties within 20 days after the 

proposal lS nailed. Parties may file responses to any exception 

flied b~ another party. The responses must be filed within ~0 

days after serv1ce of the excepti()n and copies must be sent to 

a l ~ pa c t l. e s . ~o new ev1dence wil 1 b~ cons1dered. 



No final decision shall be made until after the expiration 

of the time period for filing exceptions, and due consideration 

of timely exceptions, responses, and briefs. 

I? 'L'"' 
Dated this ~--day of April, 1993. 

Vivian 
Department 

and Conservation 
1520 East 6th Avenue 
Helena, Montana 59620 
(406) 444-6625 

Examiner 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

This lS to certify that a true and correct copy of the 

foregoing Proposal for Decision was duly served upon all parties 

.D.--
of record at their address or addresses this~ day of April, 

1993, as follows: 

Ronetta Blackborn 
Christopher Theodor 
P.O. Box 1585 
Miles City, MT 59301 

Ed Beyl 
HC 46 
Miles City, MT 59301 

Kinsey Irrigation Co. 
% Bill Ziebarth 
Kinsey, MT 59338 

George W. Huss 
Attorney at Law 
507 Pleasant 
Miles City, MT 59301 
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Meidinger Farms, Inc. 
HC 46 
Kinsey, MT 59338 

Jack Carr 
Attorney at Law 
611 Pleasant 
Miles City, MT 59301 

Walter Rolf, Manager 
Miles City Water Resources 

Regional Office 
P.O. Box 276 
Miles City, MT 59301 
(Via electronic mail) 
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF 
NATURAL RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION 

OF THE STATE OF MONTANA 

* * * * * * * * * * 

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION 
FOR BENEFICIAL WATER USE PERMIT 
41P-105759 BY SUNNY BROOK COLONY 

* * * * * * * * * * 

FINAL ORDER 

The Proposal for Decision (Proposal) in this matter was entered on 

February 12, 2001. Applicant filed timely exceptions to the Proposal and 

requested an oral argument hearing on the exceptions. Objector Montana 

Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks filed a Response to Applicant's 

Exceptions and a Motion to Include Response in Record. An oral argument 

hearing was held April 26, 2001, in Helena, Montana. 

The Proposal recommended granting a Beneficial Water Use Permit to 

appropriate 7200 gprn up to 2622.18 acre-feet from the Marias River for 

irrigation. The Proposal places a condition on the appropriation limiting it 

to times when flows in the source are sufficient to satisfy all existing water 

rights (including the 488.5 cfs in the reserved water right of the Department 

of Fish, Wildlife and Parks), plus an additional amount of instream flow 

water. This additional instream flow was the difference between 560 cfs and 

488.5 cfs, i.e., 71.5 cfs. The flow of 560 cfs was identified in the 

environmental assessment on this application as the preferred instream flow 

rate for maintenance of fisheries in the source. The Proposal for Decision 

bases this condition on Conclusion of Law 3. Conclusion of Law 3 states: 

The Department may approve an application subject to appropriate 
modification and conditions resulting from the analysis in the EA 
and analysis of public comment. Mont. Admin. R. 36.2.523 (2)(b) 
and (d), 36.2.526 (6) (c) (1988); Kilpatrick v. Vincent (No. BDV-
93-637, First Judicial District, Lewis and Clark County) (1993). 
(See Memorandum below.) 

Applicant contests the protection for the amount of instream flow of 

water in excess of the 488.5 cfs in the reserved water right of the Department 

of Fish, Wild:ife and Parks. They also assert that there was insufficient 

evidence in the record to substantiate the finding on the amount of water to 

meet the biological needs of the fishery resource in the source. 

The log~c of the conclusion, as explained in the cited Memorandum, 

relies on the Department rule and Kilpatrick in the context of the 

legislature's policy statement at the beginning of the Water Use Act, i.e., 
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Mont. Code Ann. 85-2-101(3). The context here, however, is the entire Water 

Use Act ("WUA"). The legislature has provided a system of provisions in the 

WUA to carry out the policy statement with respect to securing water for the 

benefit of the state's fishery resources. The legislature has established 

that water use for fisheries is a beneficial use under Mont. Code Ann. 85-2-

102(2) (a)&(c). The legislature has created several mechanisms within the WUA 

to explicitly protect instream flows of water used to benefit fisheries 

resources. These include: 1) state reservation of water under 85-2-316 by the 

Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks for up to 50% of the average annual 

flow of record on gauged streams; 2) water right leases by the Department of 

Fish, Wildlife, and Parks, without limitation as to amount, under 85-2-436; 

and, 3) temporary changes of any water right for instream flows without 

limitation as to entity or amount under 85-2-408. It is clear from the 

progression of adoption of these provisions, typically after extensive 

negotiation and deliberation, that they constitute the exclusive mechanisms 

for such protection in the context of the WUA. 

The Department rule for treatment of environmental assessments [Mont. 

Admin. R. 36.2.523(2)], such as the one conducted on this application, is 

discretionary. The rule should not be used to condition an action in a manner 

that circumvents, overrides, or duplicates a statutory mechanism. For 

instance, as a result of information obtained though the environmental 

analysis, a beneficial water use permit should not be conditioned in such a 

way as to duplicate or overlay a Montana Pollution Discharge Elimination 

System Permit under the Montana Clean Water Act. In the case at hand, the 

rule was interpreted and applied with the effect that it circumvents the 

mechanisms provided by the legislature for protection of instream flows of 

water for the benefit of fisheries resources. 

The 2001 Montana Legislature passed and the Governor signed House Bill 

473 (Ch. 268, L. 2001). House Bill 473 confirms the need for the agency to 

focus close attention on and limit itself to the specific statutes that govern 

water rights for the mechanisms it uses to address issues. 

Conclusions of Law 3 and 4 in the Proposal for Decision in this matter 

are a misinterpretation and misapplication of Mont. Admin. R. 36.2.523 (1988) 

An agency in its final order may reject or modify the conclusions of law and 

interpretation of administrative rules in the Proposal for Decision. Mont. 

Code Ann. §2-4-621(3) (1999). The Conclusions of Law in the Proposal for 
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Decision are revised as follows. Conclusion of Law 3 is deleted in its 

entirety. Conclusion of Law 4 is revised to read: 

Applicant has met, or there are conditions which can satisfy, 
the criteria for issuance of a beneficial water use permit. Mont. 
Code Ann. §85-2-311 (1999). 

Hence, Condition B in the Proposed Order is revised to protect the instream 

flows for fisheries as established in the reserved water right of the Montana 

Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, i.e., 488.5 cfs. 

Because Conclusions of Law 3 and 4 have been modified as stated above, 

the additional exceptions submitted by the applicant are moot, and need not be 

addressed in this order. 

THEREFORE, the Department of Natural Resources and Conservation hereby 

accepts and adopts the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law with the 

modifications made above, and incorporates them by reference. 

Based on the record in this matter, the Department makes the following: 

ORDER 

Subject to the terms, conditions, restrictions, and limitations 

listed below, Beneficial Water Use Permit 41P-105759 is issued to 

Sunny Brook Colony to appropriate 7200 gpm up to 2622.18 acre-feet 

from the Marias River at a point in Government Lot 10 within the 

SW/~4 of Section 6, Township 28 North, Range 9 East, Chouteau County, 

Montana. The means of diversion lS 5 pumps located and manifolded at 

the point of diversion. The period of appropriation is from April 15 

through September 30th, inclusive, of each year. The purpose of use is 

irrigation on 957 acres. The place of use is 105 acres in the SE% of 

Section 12, 125 acres in the SW4 of Section 12, 125 acres in the NE% 

of Section 13, 129 acres in the NW4 of Section 13, 72 acres in the SE% 

of Section 13, 28 acres in the WhSW4 of Section 13, 131 acres in the 

NE% of Section 14, 54 acres in the SE% of Section 14, 84 acres in the 

SW4 of Section 14, all in Township 28 North, Range 8 East; 104 acres 

in the NW4 of Section 18, Township 28 North, Range 9 East, all in 

Chouteau County, Montana. The water will be diverted to a 10 acre-

foot capacity off stream settling and storage reservoir located in the 
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NEY~E~SW!4 and the NW/~!4SE~ of Section 12, Township 28 North, Range 8 

East, Chouteau County, Montana. 

A. The appropriator shall install a Department approved water use 

measuring device at a point approved by the Department that will 

measure all waters diverted. Water must not be diverted until the 

required measuring device is in place and operating. On a form 

provided by the Department, the appropriator shall keep a written 

daily record of the flow rate and volume of all water diverted 

including the period of time. Records shall be submitted by November 

30th of each year and upon request at other times during the year. 

Failure to submit reports may be cause for revocation of a permit or 

change. The records must be sent to the Havre Water Resources 

Division Regional Office. The appropriator shall maintain the 

measuring device so it always operates properly and measures flow rate 

and volume accurately. 

B. Permittee may divert only the excess flow above the following USGS 

gage flows at gage number 06101500 on the Marias River near Chester, 

Mt: April, 508.5 cfs; May, 538.5 cfs; June, 558.5 cfs; July, 588.5 

cfs; August, 568.5 cfs; September, 538.5 cfs until such time as a flow 

gage is installed at the mouth of the Marias River. Thereafter 

Permittee may divert when such gage flows at the mouth exceed 488.5 

cfs. 

C. When the Conservation Districts perfect any or all of their Marias 

River state reservation below Tiber Darn, Permittee must increase the 

cut-off flows in Condition B above by the amount perfected. Perfected 

means the highest daily measurement recorded by the reservant as 

required by the Reservation Order (See Missouri River Basin Final 

Order Establishing Water Reservations Above Fort Peck Dam at 361 

(1992) (Montana Board of Natural Resources and Conservation). 

D. The five (5) main diversion pump facility must be designed by a 

licensed professional engineer and have individual pump shut-off 

controls to allow individual pump shut down. 
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E. The pump intakes must be designed by a licensed professional 

engineer and be screened such that the maximum screen opening size 

does not exceed 0.1 inches, the screen intake velocities do not exceed 

0.5 feet per second, the screens contain an internal baffling system 

to balance intake velocities over the screen area, and the screens are 

placed as close to the water surface as possible. 

F. Project construction must be supervised by a licensed professional 

engineer and be scheduled when streamflow is low, and the soil is dry. 

Disturbed strearnbanks and slopes must be re-contoured to their 

original configuration, and re-seeded with native plants or cover crop 

species. 

NOTICE 

The Department's Final Order may be appealed in accordance with 

the Montana Administrative Procedure Act by filing a petition in the 

appropriate court within 30 days after service of this Final Order. 

If a petition for judicial review is filed and a party to the 

proceeding elects to have a written transcription prepared as part of 

the record of the administrative hearing for certification to the 

reviewing district court, the requesting party must make arrangements 

with the Department of Natural Resources and Conservation for ordering 

and payment of the written transcript. If no request is made, the 

Department will transmit a copy of the tape or the oral proceedings to 

the district court. 

Dated this day of May, 2001. 

Jack Stults, Administrator 
Water Resources Division 
Department of Natural Resources 

and Conservation 
PO Box 201601 
Helena, MT 59620-1601 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
This is to certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Final Order was duly served upon all parties 

of record at their address or addresses this ____ day of May, 2001: 

SUNNYBROOK COLONY JOHN BOLD 
PO BOX 238 RR1 BOX 685 
CHESTER MT 59522 BIG SANDY MT 59520 

GREG DUNCAN 
PO BOX 1319 
901 N BENTON 
HELENA MT 59624 

DAVID M SCHMIDT 
WATER RIGHT SOLUTIONS 
101 REEDER'S ALLEY 
HELENA MT 59601 

BESSETTE RANCH CO 
HCR 67 BOX 27 
LOMA MT 59460-9703 

BLACKFEET TRIBE 
PO BOX 850 
BROWNING MT 59417 

JEANNE S WHITEING 
WHITEING & SMITH 
1136 PEARL STREET, SUITE 203 
BOULDER, CO 80302 

LAWRENCE M BOLD 
RR1 BOX 685 
BIG SANDY MT 59520 

MARY A BOLD 
RR1 BOX 685 
BIG SANDY MT 59520 

DEPT OF FISH, WILDLIFE & PARKS 
REBECCA DOCKTER-ENGSTROM 
KATHLEEN WILLIAMS 
PO BOX 200701 
HELENA MT 59620-0701 

C WORRALL & SONS INC 
HCR 67 BOX 69 
LOMA MT 59460 

TED THOMPSON 
410 4TH AVE 
HAVRE MT 59501 

BOB LARSON, REGIONAL MANAGER 
DIXIE BROUGH, WRS 
HAVRE REGIONAL OFFICE 
210 6TH AVE 
PO BOX 1828 
HAVRE, MT 59501-1828 

CURT MARTIN, CHIEF 
WATER RIGHTS BUREAU 
48 N LAST CHANCE GULCH 
PO BOX 201601 
HELENA MT 59620-1601 

Jennifer L. Hensley 
Hearings Unit 
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Hall, Tim 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Hensley, Jennifer 
Tuesday, June 05, 2001 8:25 AM 
DNA Water Regional Managers 
Hall, Tim; Robinson, Fred; Martin, Curt 
SunnyBrook Decision 

Attached please find the Final Order for the Sunny Brook application, out of the Billings regional office. 

SunnyBrookFO.doc 

Jennifer L Hensley 
DNRC- Water Rights Bureau 
Hearings Unit 
406.444.6615 
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Hall, Tim 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Hall, Tim 
Tuesday, June 05, 2001 9:09 AM 
Hensley, Jennifer; DNR Water Regional Managers 
Robinson, Fred; Martin, Curt; Stults, Jack 
RE: SunnyBrook Decision 

Regarding the third paragraph, I get a little embarrassed when our own Department can't properly 
distinguish between a water reservation and a reserved right. If we can't, how can we expect the 
Supreme Court to? Also, this Final Order could have relied entirely on HB 473 to reverse the 
proposal. The proposal wasn't trying to "circumvent" anything -- it was trying to comply with the law 
that existed at the time it was written, and it would have been enough to say the law of the land 
changed since then. 

-----Original Message-----

From: Hensley, Jennifer 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2001 8:25AM 
To: DNR Water Regional Managers 
Cc: Hall, Tim; Robinson, Fred; Martin, Curt 
Subject: SunnyBrook Decision 

Attached please find the Final Order for the Sunny Brook application, out of the Billings regional office. 

< < File: SunnyBrookFO.doc > > 

Jennifer L Hensley 
DNRC- Water Rights Bureau 
Hearings Unit 
406.444.6615 
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF 

NATURAL RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION 

OF THE STATE OF MONTANA 

* * * * * * * 

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION FOR) PROPOSAL 
BENEFICIAL WATER USE PERMIT 41P- ) FOR 
105759 BY SUNNY BROOK COLONY ) DECISION 

* * * * * * * * * 

Pursuant to the Montana Water Use Act and to the contested case 

provisions of the Montana Administrative Procedure Act, and after 

notice required by Mont. Code Ann. §85-2-307 (1999), a hearing was 

held on October 11, 2000, in Fort Benton, Montana, to determine 

whether a beneficial water use permit should be issued to Sunny Brook 

Colony for the above application under the criteria set forth in Mont. 

Code Ann . § 8 5 - 2 - 3 11 ( 19 9 9) . 

APPEARANCES 

Applicant appeared at the hearing by and through counsel Greg 

Duncan. David M. Schmidt, Senior Water Rights Specialist, Water Right 

Solutions, appeared as a witness for the Applicant. 

Objector John Bold appeared at the hearing in person. Objector 

Lawrence and Mary Bold appeared at the hearing through their son John 

Bold. 

Objector Bessette Ranch Co. appeared by and through counsel 

Stuart Lewin. Calvin Danreuther appeared as a witness for Objector 

Bessette Ranch Co. 

Objector Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks (DFWP) appeared at the 

hearing by and through counsel Rebecca J. Dockter Engstrom. Kathleen 

Williams, DFWP Water Resources Program Manager, and Bill Gardner, 

Fisheries Biologist, DFWP, were called as witnesses by Objector DFWP. 

Untimely Objector Lorna County Water and Sewer District made an 

appearance at the hearing through James Cornell, Manager/Operator. 

Dixie Brough, Water Resources Specialist with the Havre Water 

Resources Regional Office of the Department of Natural Resources and 

Conservation (Department) was called to testify by the Applicant. 

Proposal for Decision Page 1 
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EXHIBITS 

Applicant offered seven exhibits for the record. The Hearing 

Examiner accepted Applicant's Exhibits 1 and 3-7. 

Applicant's Exhibit 1 is a copy of the SUNNY BROOK COLONY 

IRRIGATION PROJECT DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT, DNRC, August 2000. 

It is a part of the department file. 

Applicant's Exhibit 2 is a copy of the SUNNY BROOK COLONY 

IRRIGATION PROJECT FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT, DNRC, October 2000. 

This exhibit's official designation as A2 was withdrawn when it was 

acknowledged to be a part of the official department file. It was 

thereafter referred to as the October 2000 Environmental Assessment. 

Applicant's Exhibit 3 is a computer generated map showing the 

relative location of the parties. 

Applicant's Exhibit 4 is a computer generated reproduction of a 

USGS quadrangle map upon which the point of diversion, conveyance 

pipelines, and place of use are shown. 

Applicant's Exhibit 5 is 3 pages from the United States Bureau of 

Reclamation website showing the Current Reservoir Data for Lake Elwell 

as of 03/28/2000, Tiber Reservoir Allocations, and CONSTRUCTION OF THE 

LOWER MARIAS UNIT - TIBER DAM AND RESERVOIR. 

Applicant's Exhibit 6 is a copy of the Department raw data 

showing the monthly average and percentile flows for the Marias River 

near Chester for the period 1980-1999. 

Applicant's Exhibit 7 is a one page copy of the Marias River 

Basin, USGS Water Resources Data for Montana showing daily mean 

discharge values for October 1997 through September 1998, and 

statistics of monthly mean data for water years 1921 -1998. The 

monthly mean flow is highlighted. 

Objectors offered no exhibits for the record. 

PRELIMINARY MATTERS 

Objector C. Worrall & Sons, Inc. failed to appear at the hearing 

and are in default. 

Applicant stated that Objector Blackfeet Tribe and Applicant are 

in the process of finalizing an agreement to settle the Tribe's 
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objection. Applicant further stated the Tribe did not appear at the 

hearing because of the pending agreement; they did not want their non

appearance to place them in default. Objector Blackfeet Tribe is 

excused from the hearing. 

Applicant said the Tribe may withdraw a report submitted with 

their discovery response after the agreement is finalized. Possible 

withdrawal brought objection by Objector Bessette Ranch Co. stating 

they may want to rely upon portions of the report and like to have it 

in the record. The report is not part of the record because it was 

not introduced by a party. 

The ~earings Examiner sustained Applicant's objection to 

participation by untimely Objector Lorna County water and Sewer 

District. 

At the beginning of the hearing, the parties stipulated that the 

applicant has a possessory interest in the proposed place of use. 

At the hearing the Department file copy of its SUNNY BROOK COLONY 

IRRIGATION PROJECT DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT, AUGUST 2000 

(hereafter Draft EA), and a petition received by the Department 

subsequent to the release of the Draft EA were not available. A copy 

of the Draft EA brought by a party was used for reference during 

witness testimony. The Hearings Examiner has placed photo copies of 

the SUNNY BROOK COLONY IRRIGATION PROJECT DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL 

ASSESSMENT, AUGUST 2000 and subsequent petition in the Department 

file. 

The Hearing Examiner, having reviewed the record in this matter 

and being fully advised in the premises, does hereby make the 

following: 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. Application for Beneficial Water Use Permit 41P-105759 in the 

name of and signed by Sunny Brook Colony was filed with the Department 

on September 22, 1999. (Department file) 

2. The Draft EA, subsequent petition, and SUNNY BROOK COLONY 

IRRIGATION PROJECT FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT, DNRC, October 2000 

(hereafter Final EA) prepared by the Department for this application 

was reviewed and is included in the record of this proceeding. 
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-------------~----- ------------------ ------------------------

3. Applicant seeks to appropriate 7200 gallons per minute (hereafter 

gpm) up to 2622.18 acre-feet from the Marias River at a point in 

Government Lot 10 within the SW~~ of Section 6, Township 28 North, 

Range 9 East, Chouteau County, Montana. The proposed means of 

diversion is 5 pumps located and manifolded at the point of diversion. 

The proposed period of appropriation is from April 15 through 

September 30th, inclusive, of each year. The proposed use is for 

irrigation on 957 acres. The proposed place of use is 105 acres in 

the SE~ of Section 12, 125 acres in the SW~ of Section 12, 125 acres 

in the NE~ of Section 13, 129 acres in the NW~ of Section 13, 72 acres 

in the SE~ of Section 13, 28 acres in the W~SW~ of Section 13, 131 

acres in the NE~ of Section 14, 54 acres in the SE~ of Section 14, 84 

acres in the sw~ of Section 14, all in Township 28 North, Range 8 

East; 104 acres in the NW~ of Section 18, Township 28 North, Range 9 

East, all in Chouteau County, Montana. The water will be diverted to 

a 10 acre-foot capacity off stream settling and storage reservoir 

located in the NE~E~SW~ and the NW~~SE~ of Section 12, Township 28 

North, Range 8 East, Chouteau County, Montana. 

testimony of David Schmidt) 

(Department file, 

4. Applicant has proven water is physically available. There is no 

stream data at the proposed point of diversion or at the mouth of the 

Marias River. Applicant took published mean monthly flow data from 

the nearest upstream river gage (number 06101500, located below Tiber 

Dam [hereafter, Tiber gage]), and then subtracted flow rates of 

existing water rights of record below the Tiber gage and above the 

proposed point of diversion. The rights subtracted were adjusted to 

remove possible duplicate rights and reduce possible exaggerated 

rights, and then added the largest Department of Fish, Wildlife, & 

Parks water Reservation in the reach downstream of Tiber Dam to the 

mouth of the Marias River. This shows what water is available at the 

proposed point of diversion. The lowest monthly mean during the 

period of use is 852 cubic feet per second (hereafter cfs). The sum 

of existing rights in the Department records is 558.6 cfs. 

Subtracting 278.9 cfs for duplicate or exaggerated Statement of Claims 

For Existing Water Rights, adding 488.5 cfs for DFWP's reservation and 
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16 cfs for the pending application shows 784.2 cfs must be subtracted 

from the Tiber gage flow to show physical availability at the point of 

diversion. 

Tiber Dam regulates flows below the dam and separates the upper 

Marias River basin from the lower basin. There are water reservations 

for future irrigation from the Marias River upstream of Tiber Dam 

totaling 31.2 cfs and un-quantified Blackfeet Tribal reserved rights. 

The basin below the dam is the portion affected by the pending 

application. There are water reservations for future irrigation from 

the Marias River below Tiber Dam totaling 20.3 cfs. Adding the amount 

reserved for use below Tiber Dam (20.3 cfs) to that required at the 

Tiber gage (above) to show physical availability increases the total 

to 804.5 cfs. This flow amount is less than the monthly mean flows of 

record for the proposed period of use. This methodology is reasonable 

to show water is physically available at the point of diversion. 

(Department file, testimony of Dave Schmidt, John Bold, Dixie Brough) 

5. Applicant has proven water is legally available. Applicant used 

the same methodology to show legal availability that was used for 

physically availability except the appropriations downstream of the 

Applicant of 17.55 cfs were included in the flows subtracted from the 

Tiber gage flows. Applicant stated that one or all of Applicant's 

diversion pumps could be shut off in the event of a call on the 

source. Increasing the amount appropriated between Tiber Dam and 

Applicant's point of diversion (804.5 cfs) by 17.55 cfs brings the 

total to 822.05 cfs to meet existing needs and Applicant's project. 

Subtracting this flow (822.05 cfs) from the lowest median monthly flow 

at the Tiber gage (852 cfs) shows 29.95 cfs is available using this 

methodology. (Department file, testimony of Dave Schmidt, Dixie 

Brough) 

6. Applicant has proven there would be no adverse effect to the 

water rights of prior appropriators under an existing water right, 

certificate, permit, or state water reservation when the diversion 

pumps can be shut down when water becomes unavailable, Applicant 

measures the flow diverted, the ability to divert is tied to a cut-off 

flow at the Tiber gage, and the pump intakes are screened to prevent 
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fish from entering the system. This Hearings Examiner does not 

understand how an upstream senior right could be adversely affected by 

a downstream junior diversion. Senior water users above Tiber Dam 

will not be adversely effected by this application. 

Using monthly means to show lack of adverse affect was questioned 

by Objector DFWP because daily flows drop below the mean monthly 

flows. The Tiber gage flow records for water year 1998 confirm this. 

Objector DFWP's concern is that fish may be adversely affected at 

flows below the identified biological demand (flows) . DFWP's estimate 

of the biological flow requirements of the Marias River to maintain 

the aquatic environment are 560 cfs instead of the 488.5 cfs in the 

DFWP water reservation number 41A-72155. The methodology of 

determining the biological flow requirements of the lower Marias River 

for the protection of fish was not found at fault in the water 

reservation process, nor was it argued at this hearing. The DFWP 

water reservation was limited by statute to fifty percent of the mean 

annual flow, or 488.5 cfs. (See Missouri River Basin Final Order 

Establishing Water Reservations Above Fort Peck Dam at 119 

(1992) (Montana Board of Natural Resources and Conservation) A flow 

at the Tiber gage below which Applicant could not divert (hereafter, 

cut-off flow) would prevent adverse effect and impact to existing 

rights below Tiber Dam. 

Applicant and Objectors disagreed over which DFWP flow rate to 

use to determine the cut-off flow; the statutory 488.5 cfs flow rate 

of DFWP's reservation or the 560 cfs biological flow requirement. The 

Final EA used 560 cfs in its impact assessment because that document 

is used to assess potential impacts to the environment aside from 

statutory limitations on water rights. The Department of Fish, 

Wildlife and Parks' reservation number 41A-72155 flow reservation may 

be modified if a new technique more suitably and accurately determines 

the flow needs of the reservation. (See Missouri River Basin Final 

Order Establishing Water Reservations Above Fort Peck Dam at 362 

(1992) (Montana Board of Natural Resources and Conservation) This 

Hearings Examiner agrees with the Final EA's use of the higher 

biological flow requirement number because impact to the environment 
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occurs at the higher level, not at the lower water reservation rate 

which was limited by statute. 

In addition to DFWP's state water reservation, adverse effect may 

occur to other existing appropriators. Department records show rights 

for 297.25 cfs below Tiber Dam. The Department measured less than 100 

cfs difference between the Tiber gage and measured flow at the mouth 

of the Marias River. This estimates actual use below the Tiber gage 

upon which the Department relied to make the Final EA estimates of 

existing depletions of April, 20 cfs; May, 50 cfs; June, 70 cfs; July, 

100 cfs; August, 80 cfs; September, 50 cfs. These amounts must be 

added to the 560 cfs identified above to prevent adverse effect to 

existing users. 

The cut-off flow need not include the 20.3 cfs flows reserved for 

the Conservation Districts until they are perfected. When the 

Conservation Districts perfect any or all of their right, Applicant 

must increase the cut-off flow by the amount perfected. In this 

context perfected means the highest daily measurement recorded by the 

reservant as required by the reservation Final Order. (See Missouri 

River Basin Final Order Establishing Water Reservations Above Fort 

Peck Dam at 361 (1992) (Montana Board of Natural Resources and 

Conservation) 

The system consists of nine (9) irrigation center pivots which 

can individually be shut down to reduce water used. The means of 

diversion is five pumps which can be shut down as needed to match 

available water. The total amount of water diverted must be measured 

to determine how many pumps must shut down to match water available. 

Water is available for use by the applicant without adverse effect 

when the Tiber gage flows exceed: April, 580 cfs; May, 610 cfs; June, 

630 cfs; July, 660 cfs; August, 640 cfs; September, 610 cfs. 

Objector DFWP's state water reservation 41A-72155 will be 

adversely effected if the pump intakes are not screened to prevent 

fish entrainment at the diversion pumps. The Final EA states pump 

intake screening will mitigate impact from entrainment if the maximum 

screen opening size does not exceed 0.1 inches, screen intake 

velocities do not exceed 0.5 feet per second, screens contain an 
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internal baffling system to balance intake velocities over the screen 

area, and the screens are placed as close to the water surface as 

possible. (Department file, Final EA, testimony of David Schmidt, 

Kathleen Williams, Bill Gardner, Memorandum [below]) 

7. Applicant has proven the proposed means of diversion, 

construction, and operation of the appropriation works are adequate 

when designed by a competent engineer so pipe pressures and velocities 

are not exceeded, and erosion is reduced. The Final EA states soil 

erosion can be reduced if construction is scheduled when streamflow is 

low, the soil is dry, streambanks and slopes are re-contoured to their 

original configuration, and seeded with native plants or cover crop 

species. When the pump intakes are screened as discussed in Finding 

of Fact 6, the impacts from operation of the diversion works are 

mitigated. (Department file, testimony of Dave Schmidt, Memorandum 

[below]) 

8. Applicant has proven the proposed use of water for irrigation is 

beneficial. Irrigation of crops is a beneficial use. The flow rate 

and volume are reasonable for the proposed crops. (Department file, 

testimony of Dave Schmidt, Dixie Brough) 

9. Applicant has proven they have a possessory interest in the 

property where the water is to be put to beneficial use. (Department 

file) 

Based on the foregoing Findings of Fact and the record in this 

matter, the Hearing Examiner makes the following: 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

1. The Department has jurisdiction to issue a provisional permit for 

the beneficial use of water if the applicant proves the criteria in 

Mont. Code Ann. §85-2-311 (1999) 

2. The Department may issue a permit subject to terms, conditions, 

restrictions, and limitations it considers necessary to satisfy the 

criteria for issuance of a beneficial water use permit. Mont. Code 

Ann . § 8 5 - 2 - 3 12 ( 19 9 9 ) . 

3. The Department may approve an application subject to appropriate 

modification and conditions resulting from the analysis in the EA and 

analysis of public comment. Mont. Admin. R. 36.2. 523 (2) (b) and (d), 
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36.2.526 (6) (c) (1988); Kilpatrick v. Vincent (No. BDV-93-637, First 

Judicial District, Lewis and Clark County) ( 1993) . 

below) 

(See Memorandum 

4. Applicant has met the criteria for issuance of a beneficial water 

use permit with conditions that are appropriate taking into account 

the Final EA. See Findings of Fact 2, and 4 through 9. Mont. Code 

Ann. § 8 5-2-311 ( 19 9 9) ; Mont. Code Ann. § 8 5-2 -101 ( 3) ( 19 9 9) . 

WHEREFORE, based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact and 

Conclusions of Law, the Hearing Examiner makes the following: 

PROPOSED ORDER 

Subject to the terms, conditions, restrictions, and limitations 

listed below, Beneficial Water Use Permit 41P-105759 is issued to 

Sunny Brook Colony to appropriate 7200 gpm up to 2622.18 acre-feet 

from the Marias River at a point in Government Lot 10 within the 

SW~WY. of Section 6, Township 28 North, Range 9 East, Chouteau County, 

Montana. The means of diversion is 5 pumps located and manifolded at 

the point of diversion. The period of appropriation is from April 15 

through September 30th, inclusive, of each year. The purpose of use is 

irrigation on 957 acres. The place of use is 105 acres in the SEY. of 

Section 12, 125 acres in the SWY. of Section 12, 125 acres in the NEY. 

of Section 13, 129 acres in the NWY. of Section 13, 72 acres in the SEY. 

of Section 13, 28 acres in the W~SWY. of Section 13, 131 acres in the 

NEY. of Section 14, 54 acres in the SEY. of Section 14, 84 acres in the 

SWY. of Section 14, all in Township 28 North, Range 8 East; 104 acres 

in the NWY. of Section 18, Township 28 North, Range 9 East, all in 

Chouteau County, Montana. The water will be diverted to a 10 acre

foot capacity off stream settling and storage reservoir located in the 

NE~EY.SWY. and the NWy.NWY.SEY. of Section 12, Township 28 North, Range 8 

East, Chouteau County, Montana. 

A. The appropriator shall install a Department approved water use 

measuring device at a point approved by the Department that will 

measure all waters diverted. Water must not be diverted until the 

required measuring device is in place and operating. On a form 

provided by the Department, the appropriator shall keep a written 

daily record of the flow rate and volume of all water diverted 
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including the period of time. Records shall be submitted by November 

30th of each year and upon request at other times during the year. 

Failure to submit reports may be cause for revocation of a permit or 

change. The records must be sent to the Havre Water Resources 

Division Regional Office. The appropriator shall maintain the 

measuring device so it always operates properly and measures flow rate 

and volume accurately. 

B. Permittee may divert only the excess flow above the following 

USGS gage flows at gage number 06101500 on the Marias River near 

Chester, Mt: April, 580 cfs; May, 610 cfs; June, 630 cfs; July, 660 

cfs; August, 640 cfs; September, 610 cfs until such time as a flow 

gage is installed at the mouth of the Marias River. Thereafter 

Permittee may divert when such gage flows at the mouth exceed 560 cfs. 

The flow rate to be used in this condition shall be the lower of 560 

cfs, or a lower flow rate determined by DFWP by a new technique to 

more suitably and accurately determine the biological flow needs of 

the fish. 

C. When the Conservation Districts perfect any or all of their 

Marias River state reservation below Tiber Dam, Permittee must 

increase the cut-off flows in Condition B above by the amount 

perfected. Perfected means the highest daily measurement recorded by 

the reservant as required by the Reservation Order (See Missouri River 

Basin Final Order Establishing Water Reservations Above Fort Peck Dam 

at 361 (1992) (Montana Board of Natural Resources and Conservation). 

D. The five (5) main diversion pump facility must be designed by a 

licensed professional engineer and have individual pump shut-off 

controls to allow individual pump shut down. 

E. The pump intakes must be designed by a licensed professional 

engineer and be screened such that the maximum screen opening size 

does not exceed 0.1 inches, the screen intake velocities do not exceed 

0.5 feet per second, the screens contain an internal baffling system 

to balance intake velocities over the screen area, and the screens are 

placed as close to the water surface as possible. 

F. Project construction must be supervised by a licensed 

professional engineer and be scheduled when streamflow is low, and the 
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soil is dry. Disturbed streambanks and slopes must be re-contoured to 

their original configuration, and re-seeded with native plants or 

cover crop species. 

MEMORANDUM 

There was argument whether the Hearings Examiner's jurisdiction 

extends into mitigation of environmental impacts through consideration 

of the Final EA. The argument for is based upon the ruling of the 

Montana Supreme Court in MEIC v. DEQ, 296 Mont. 207, 229 988 P.2d 

1236,1249 (1999), wherein the Court held that the 1972 Montana 

Constitutionprovides a constitutional right to a clean and healthful 

environment, stating in part that those protections were both 

"anticipatory and preventive," and further stating that, "Our 

constitution does not require that dead fish float on the surface of 

our state's rivers and streams before its farsighted environmental 

protections can be invoked." The argument against is that the only 

stated purpose of the hearing is whether the permit criteria are met: 

"to determine whether a beneficial water use permit should be issued 

to Sunny Brook Colony for the above application under the criteria set 

forth in Mont. Code Ann. §85-2-311 (1999)." 

What was not discussed, however, was the current Department 

administrative rules which state an EA may be used to develop 

conditions to be made part of a proposed action. Mont. Admin. R. 

36.2.523(2) (b) and (d) (1988). In addition, Mont. Admin. R. 36.2.526 

(6) (c) (1988) states in part, " ... the agency ... shall. .. proceed in 

accordance with one of the following steps, as appropriate: ... (c) 

determine that an EIS is not necessary and make a final decision on 

the proposed action, with appropriate modification resulting from the 

analysis in the EA and analysis of public corrunent." (emphasis added) . 

Finally, Mont. Admin. R. 36.2.523 (2) (a) states in part, "An EA may 

serve to ensure that the agency uses the natural and social sciences 

and the environmental design arts in planning and decision-making" and 

that "[a]n EA may be used independently or in conjunction with other 

agency planning and decision-making procedures." (emphasis added). 

It seems clear to me that the DNRC administrative rule provides for 

use of the EA, and the Kilpatrick case discussed below supports it. 
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Thus, this Hearings Examiner sees the Department's responsibility in 

this matter to implement the DNRC rules it has set forth in 

conjunction with the provisions of the Water Use Act, Mont. Code Ann. 

§85-2-101 et ~- This Hearing Examiner interprets its administrative 

rules as complementing the permit criteria requirements of Mont. Code 

Ann. §85-2-311 (1999), as well as the legislature's policy statement 

at Mont. Code Ann. §85-2-101(3). That statute states in part: 

It is the policy of this state and a purpose of this chapter to 

encourage the wise use of the state's water resources by making 

them available for appropriation consistent with this chapter and 

to provide for the wise utilization, development, and 

conservation of the waters of the state for the maximum benefit 

of its people with the least possible degradation of the natural 

aquatic ecosystems. 

In Kilpatrick v. Vincent (No. BDV-93-637, First Judicial District, 

Lewis and Clark County) (1993), Judge Sherlock decided a case involving 

whether the Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks (DFWP)could 

properly issue a game farm license and roadside zoo/menagerie permit 

with conditions attached as a result of the EA prepared on the 

application. In that case the plaintiffs submitted an application for 

a roadside zoo or menagerie permit for a bear park near Glacier Park. 

Visitors would pay a fee to drive through the park and observe the 

bears. DFWP began preparing an EA to consider the environmental 

impacts of issuing the permit. A public meeting on the draft EA was 

held and eleven proposed stipulations to mitigate impacts on the 

environment were discussed. Ultimately, the plaintiffs agreed to 

condition their permits with those stipulations as slightly revised 

and the permits were issued accordingly. Two years later the 

plaintiffs changed their minds and sued generally challenging the 

authority of DFWP to attach stipulations to its permits. 

The DFWP rules involved, Mont. Admin. R. 16.2.626, provide in part: 

(2) An EA may serve any of the following purposes: ... 
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(b) to assist in the evaluation of reasonable alternatives and 

the development of conditions, stipulations or modifications to 

be made a part of a proposed action ... 

(d) to ensure the fullest appropriate opportunity for public 

review and comment on proposed actions, including alternatives 

and planned mitigation, where the residual impacts do not warrant 

the preparation of an EIS. 

Those DFWP administrative rules read exactly the same as DNRC's 

administrative rules found at Mont. Admin. R. 36.2.523(2) (b) and 

523 (2) (d). The district court recognized in its ruling that, " The 

FWP has never previously conducted an EA or an environmental impact 

statement when issuing permits such as the ones applied for by the 

Plaintiffs." Id. at 2. Judge Sherlock also recognized in his ruling 

that, "Neither the game farm statutes (Section 87-4-406 through 87-4-

424, MCA), the zoo/menagerie statutes (Section 87-4-801, MCA), nor the 

regulations promulgated under the statutes specifically address the 

ability of FWP to attach conditions of any kind to these permits." 

Id. at 6. Despite both of those factors, Judge Sherlock reviewed the 

previously set out administrative rules and held: 

The court finds that the issuance of either a game farm license 

or a roadside zoo/menagerie permit constitutes an "action" by the 

FWP as defined in ARM 16.2.625(1) [exactly the same as DNRC's 

3 6. 2. 522] . The FWP acted entirely within its authority in 

conducting an EA before issuing such permits to Plaintiffs, 

regardless of the fact that the FWP had neglected to conduct EA's 

for other permits issued prior to the Plaintiffs. 

Clearly the regulations under MEPA provide that part of the 

purpose of an EA is to develop conditions and stipulations to 

mitigate the potential impact of an action on the environment. 

The FWP was well within the bounds of its authority to impose the 

eleven stipulations listed in the EA and attached to Plaintiffs' 

permits. The text of the EA and the testimony at the hearing 

provide evidence of FWP's concerns regarding the environmental 
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effect of Plaintiffs/ bear park and are a sound basis for the 

imposition of the stipulations on the permits. 

Id. at 8. 

Similarly in this case 1 the Final EA has identified potential 

environmental impacts. It also identified a preferred alternative 

action/ and suggested mitigation measures which serve to minimize the 

identified environmental impacts. It is my task to recommend a final 

decision to the Department in the matter. In making my 

recommendation/ I have relied on the Final EA testified about at the 

hearing to derive conditions that allow issuance of this permit 

pursuant to Mont. Code Ann. §85-2-311 1 but that also protect the 

environment as provided for by the preceding Department rules 

implementing MEPA 1 as well as the Water Use Act/s policy statement at 

Mont. Code Ann. §85-2-101(3). The Kilpatrick case supports the 

Department 1 S authority to so condition the permit in this case. 

There was discussion at the hearing and in the SUNNY BROOK COLONY 

IRRIGATION PROJECT FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 1 DNRC 1 October 2000 

wanting to tie any water use permit that may issue to a contract for 

water from the Bureau of Reclamation for water from Tiber reservoir/ 

Lake Elwell/ when the cut-off flows are not met. This condition is 

not necessary to show the permit criteria are met. A contract may be 

necessary to allow the Applicant to appropriate when flows drop below 

the cut-off; but 1 that remains the Applicant's choice. 

There was argument that using the biological demand flow (560 

cfs) would be tantamount to granting DFWP a water right without due 

process. This is not true. Yes 1 the Applicant is limited in this 

permit to a cut-off flow based on the biological demand of 560 cfs; 

but/ DFWP's trigger for a call on the source is 488.5 cfs 1 should DFWP 

so choose. There is no "phantom" water right here. Any water 

commissioner must administer the waters of the Marias River according 

to the water rights of record and as adjudicated. See State ex rel. 

Jones v. Fourth Judicial District/ 283 Mont. 1 1 938 P.2d 1312 (1997) 

The DFWP's state water reservation is measured at the mouth of 

the Marias River. There is no gage there. When this gage becomes 
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available, the Permit condition using the cut-off flow at the Tiber 

gage can be replaced with the cut-off based on the new gage. The cut

off level at the mouth of the Marias River for purposes of this order 

shall remain the biological flow demand (560 cfs until new techniques 

offer a better number) when the new gage is operational. 

NOTICE 

This proposal may be adopted as the Department's final decision 

unless timely exceptions are filed as described below. Any party 

adversely affected by this Proposal for Decision may file exceptions 

with the Hearing Examiner. The exceptions must be filed and served 

upon all parties within 20 days after the proposal is mailed. Parties 

may file responses to any exception filed by another party. The 

responses must be filed within 20 days after service of the exception 

and copies must be sent to all parties. No new evidence will be 

considered. 

No final decision shall be made until after the expiration of the 

time period for filing exceptions, and due consideration of timely 

exceptions, responses, briefs, and oral arguments, if requested. 

Dated this 12th day of February, 2001. 

Charles F Brasen 
Hearings Officer 
Water Resources Division 
Department of Natural Resources 

and Conservation 
PO Box 201601 
Helena, Montana 59620-1601 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
This is to certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Proposal for Decision was duly served upon 

all parties of record at their address or addresses this ______ day of _______ _ 

2000: 

SUNNYBROOKCOLONY 
PO BOX 238 
CHESTER MT 59522 

GREG DUNCAN 
2225 11TH AVENUE #21 
HELENA MT 59601 

DAVID M SCHMIDT 
WATER RIGHT SOLUTIONS 
634 S HARRIS ST 
HELENA MT 59601 

BESSETTE RANCH CO 
HCR 67 BOX 27 
LOMA MT 59460-9703 

STUART LEWIN 
615 THIRD AVE NORTH 
GREAT FALLS MT 59401 

BLACKFEET TRIBE 
PO BOX 850 
BROWNING MT 59417 

JEANNE S WHITEING 
WHITEING & SMITH 
1136 PEARL STREET, SUITE 203 
BOULDER, CO 80302 

LAWRENCE M BOLD 
RR1 BOX 685 
BIG SANDY MT 59520 

MARYA BOLD 
RR1 BOX 685 
BIG SANDY MT 59520 

JOHN BOLD 
RR1 BOX 685 
BIG SANDY MT 59520 

DEPT OF FISH, WILDLIFE & PARKS 
KATHLEEN WILLIAMS/BOB LANE 
PO BOX 200701 
HELENA MT 59620-0701 

C WORRALL & SONS INC 
HCR 67 BOX 69 
LOMA MT 59460 

TED THOMPSON 
410 4TH AVE 
HAVRE MT 59501 

BOB LARSON, REGIONAL MANAGER 
DIXIE BROUGH, WRS 
HAVRE REGIONAL OFFICE 
210 6TH AVE 
PO BOX 1828 
HAVRE, MT 59501-1828 

CURT MARTIN, CHIEF 
WATER RIGHTS BUREAU 
48 N LAST CHANCE GULCH 
PO BOX 201601 
HELENA MT 59620-1601 

Jennifer L. Hensley 
Hearings Unit 
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\V'ater: Years of policy at stake 
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project," colony attornev Cireg 
Duncan said. 

FVIP had requested that the 
colony not be gh·en the water unless 
t1ows protected fish habitat and 
were 71.5 cubic feet per second 
more than the FWP's legal resen:es. 

Duncan said if FWP got the in
crease it requested, the colony 
would not be able to pump water 
from rhe Marias. He also said the 
increase constituted an illegal wu-
ter right. -

According to water law, the F\V'P 
can reserve about 41-\8.5 cfs, or half 
of the mean annual ilow. Relying 
on an environmental review, F\Vf' 

said flows should be 5ti0 cfs to 
protect fish before the colony 
can pump the 16 cfs it wants. The 
DNHC decided water law should 
prevail, putting the number again 
at 488.5 cfs. 

The lawsuit challenges the water 
law that allows only 50 percent of 
the flow for the fish, arguing tha1 
the "arbitrary and capricious" cla!'
sification violates Montanans right 
to a clean and healthful environ
ment. 

rhe river stewards also say thP 
public, which was only allowed t<J 
participate in the permitting 
process during the environmental 
review. has said the needs of the 
fishery must be a priority. 


